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FOREWORD

The Deputy for F-16 is sponsoring the development of a MIL-STD-1750A
microprocessor and MIL-STD-l589B support software in conjunction with the
Multinational Staged Improvement Program (MSIP). For the next two days
we will provide a comprehensive technical summary of the F-16 embedded
computer standardization efforts and a forum of papers from other "users"
Significant interest in the F-16 MIL-STD-175OA/MIL-STD-1589B programs
have prompted this technical forum.

The purpose of the Third Technical Forum is to present the technical
details of the F-16 embedded computer standardization efforts, to exchange
ideas on lessons learned from other system applications and present other
hardware/software developments in support of these standards.

This is the PAPERS Volume, Volume I of the Third Technical Forum
Proceedings. Volume II contains the preliminary specifications handed
out during the forum.

Many thanks to Mr. Jeffery L. Pesler for his key role and leadership
in the adoption of the standards within the F-16 MSIP as well as organizing
and directing the Third Technical Forum. Also to the ASD/ENA and ASD/AX
staff who have assisted in organizing the technical program and proceedings,
Mr. Jerry L. Duchene and Mr. Ronald S. Vokits. Special thanks to Mr. Randal
K. Moore of General Dynamics for his leadership and support.

Thanks also to the moderators and all the speakers, who responded
with outstanding presentations and papers in a timely manner, despite
such short notice. And, finally, to the secretaries Mrs. Marie Jankovich,
Mrs. Sharlene Thompson, Mrs. Brenda Harris and Mrs. Connie Castin for
their expert administrative help in handling the conference correspondence
and r gistration.
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THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM

ON THE

F-16 MIL-STD-1750A MICROPROCESSOR

AND THE

F-16 MIL-STD-1 589B COMPILER

1. Welcome to Dayton, Ohio, the home of the F-16 System Program Office (SPO)
and the Air Force Museum. My name is Jeff Pesler and I will be your host for
the next two days. This is the third in a series of technical forums sponsored
by the F-16 SPO. The purpose of these forums is to keep you - the user
community - informed about new developments in the F-i16 embedded computer
standardization program. The first Technical Forum was held in May of 1981. It
was for "government only" and there were only thirty attendees. The second, in
October, grew to seventy and then the October presentation was taken public at
the 4th Digital Avionic Systems Conference in November. Ninety attendees came

* to the tutorial session and over two hundred were at the forum that followed.
Today over two hundred fifty people are expected at the Third Technical Forum.
As you can see, there is a large interest in our program and we have grown

* .. considerably.

2. I hope you will enjoy and benefit from the presentations over the next two -

* days. Every effort was made to assemble material on the F-16 Standardization
Program that would be useful to others. The General Dynamics and Fairchild

* briefings will contain in depth technical and management details on the F-16
microprocessor and compiler development programs. On the second day, papers on

* other on-going standardization efforts will be presented. Thank you again for
your participation and interest in the F-16 program.

JEFFERY L. PESLER
Project Engineer

* Deputy for F-16
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STANDARDIZATION INITIATIVES TO REDUCE SOFTWARE COSTS

By D. Burton Newlin, Jr.

Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering)
Defense Materiel Specifications and Standards Office

The Department of Defense has become increasingly dependent on computer
technology to accomplish its mission. Computer costs are consuming an ever
increasing percentage of the roD's budget. Within the DoD the majority of
the computers are embedded within weapon systems to perform command and con-
trol, communications, navigation, surveillance, target detection intelligence
and other functions critical to their strategic and tactical missions. With
the accelerating advances in electronic technology hardware has become rela-

* tively inexpensive, and the development of microprocessors and microcomputers
* have permitted substantial increases in both the amount of main storage which
* could be supported and the associated software to be written. As a result

the majority of DoD's computer resources now involve the computer software
associated with weapon systems.

Management attention has been directed towards standardization as one
* approach to control and reduce these software costs. The two major efforts

towards standardization involve the development of a common high order pro-
* grarmming language and the development of a limited number of instruction set

architectures for computer software applications embedded within defense
systems.

Increased Management Attention

Legislative changes to the computer acquisition process have increased
* the emphasis management must place on DoD's Mission Critical Computer
4 Resources. Recent OSD internal organizational changes have further empha-

sized the importance of software management and need to strengthen the

decision-making management organization to oversee defense-wide standardiza-F;. tion efforts. Dr. Edith Martin has been recently appointed Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (Research and Advanced
Technology). Dr. Martin has a computer science background and will be over-

I seeing the management of the VHSIC and Ada programs.

Mr. Mark Grove is the new Assistant Deputy Under Secretary (Research and
Advanced Technology). In this new position he continues to be responsible
for the research, development and acquisition policies for computer resources.
Mr. Grove is also responsible for embedded computer or mission critical com-

I - puter standardization activities currently centered on controlling and reduc-
ing the proliferation of high order languages and instruction set architec-
tures.

-7-



Legtislative Changes to the Computer Acquisition Process

When the Brooks Act, Public Law 89-306, was passed in October 1965,
computer technology was at a stage of development where hardware considera-
tions were the major concern in the acquisition process. The intent of this
law was to provide for the economic and efficient purchase, lease, mainte-
nance, operation and utilization of automatic data processing equipment by

* federal departments and agencies. As technology advanced, hardware cost
declined, while software cost escalated, and this has required that in-

* creased management attention be devoted to the software acquisition process.
Within the Department of Defense, the acquisition of mission critical com-

* puter resources is differentiated from general purpose computers used for
routine business applications and is therefore managed under separate poli-

* cies.

The distinction between general purpose ADP equipment and DoD's embedded
computer systems was recognized in Section 908 of the Department of Defense
Authorization Act of 1982, (The Warner Amendment) Public Law 97-86. This
law, codified as Title 10 U.S.C. Section 2315, provides the DoD with an in-
centive to seek improved and streamlined methods and practices for the acqui-
sition of computer resources used in mission critical applications. Under
this law, we have coined the term "Mission Critical Computer Resources (MCCR)"I

* to refer to any automatic data processing equipment or services if the func-
* tion, operation, or use involves intelligence, cryptologic activities related

to national security, command and control, equipment which is part of a
weapon system or which is critical to the direct fulfillment of military or

* intelligence missions.

The Establishment of a Standardization Area for Embedded Computer Resources

Under the Defense Standardization Program, a new standardization area
* has been established to help reduce software cost and improve the management
* of Embedded Computer Resources or, now more accurately, "Mission Critical

Computer Resources" within DoD. An Embedded Computer Resources standardiza-
tion program plan has been developed that identifies ongoing government and
industry standards activities in this technology area as well as related
areas where standards will be needed in the future as the technology evolves.
This management plan outlines objectives and establishes priorities, mile-
stones and resource allocations consistent with the identified standardiza-
documents that need to be developed, revised or cancelled. The standardiza-

* tion initiatives addressed in the plan are concentrated primarily on the

standardization of software high order languages, architectures, software
documentation, quality control, configuration management and their related data
item descriptions. These standards are needed to encourage competition and
reduce the downstream logistics and maintenance costs during the out years

* when there will be a shortage of qualified software personnel. Since soft-
* ware will continue to be labor intensive, we need to do everything possible

to encourage standardization and encourage open competition in these cost
- driver areas.

DoD's Common Language Effort

* A first step in reducing the number of programming languages for weapon

applications was to adopt an interim list of approved languages. This list



is being revised to contain 8 specific languages which shall be used on all
* major defense systems unless it is demonstrated that none of the approved
* languages are technically practical or cost effective over the system life

cycle. The second step towards the standardization of high order languages
is the implementation and adoption of the Ada* programming language specified
in NIL-STD-1815. Ada is now being coordinated as both a national and inter-
national standard through the ANSI and ISO committees.

Standardization of Computer Architectures

The Department of Defense has been convinced, because of advances in
hardware technology, that the standardization should be technology transparent
and that computer standardization requirements should be expressed through a
limited number of instruction set architectures (ISA's). This policy has

* been expressed in a draft DoD Instruction 5000..5X. The primary objective of
Instruction 5000.5X is curtailment of high costs resulting from hardware and
software proliferation, and in particular, logistics support, personnel and
training costs in the field. It is also believed that the effects of limit-
ing the number of ISA's will result in improved software development; it has
been shown to yield improved competitiveness of hardware procurements. MIL-
STD-1750 is a shining example.

6 While there is general agreement that standardization has merits, there
have been concerns expressed by the Congress and industry regarding the DoD's

* approach and the level at which standards should be applied such as the com-
puter interface level. The standardization of ISA's has become a highly
controversial issue, since it may well affect competition for hardware pro-
curements.

Opponents of the DoD strategy claim that some DoD standards programs are
so limiting that that may decrease competition and in some instances act as

* a deterrent to innovation. We do not agree with these claims. Again, MIL-
* STD-1750 has demonstrated that truth lies to the contrary. This controversy

resulted in a special Defense Science Board Task Force Study to review the
Instruction Set Architecture Standards issue.

Defense Science Board on Embedded Computer Acquisition and Management

A special Defense Science Board Task Force on Embedded Computer Resour-
ces Acquisition and Management was chartered in August 1981 to review the

* ISA and other embedded computer standardization issues. The task force met
* between September 1981 and January 1982 to advise the Secretary of Defense
* and Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering on overall re-

search, engineering, acquisition and management issues and to provide long-
range guidance in these areas. The task force provided an evaluation of
the current and proposed policies of the Department relative to management,

* standardization, current and planned research and development programs, and
recommended improvements which appear possible and practical. They also
reviewed the effect of recent changes to Public Law and the opportunities for
improvement in the internal management process which these changes offer.

* * Ada is a trademark of the U.S. Department of Defense.



The Defense Science Board Task Force final report lists several major
findings and specific recommendations to the Under Secretary of the Defense

* for Research and Engineering. Although this report has not been officially
released at this writing, its major findings were that continued development
and application of computer standards are needed to gain and maintain control
over DoD's accelerating computer acquisition, logistics and maintenance costs.

* They recommended that the DoD adopt a limited number of Instruction Set Arch-
* itecture Standards to control the life cycle costs associated with the long

life of major systems. The Task Force recommended the policy on High Order
Languages be updated to add Ada to the approved list and to remove the out-
dated languages. Finally, it was recommended that the policy on management

* of computer resources be revised to emphasize the "software first" approach
to system design and development.

General Accounting Office Letter Report Entitled "'DoD Instruction 5000.5X
Standard Instruction Set Architecture For Embedded Computers"

At the request of Congressman Jack Brooks, the General Accounting Office
conducted an investigation of the Defense Department's plans to implement DoD
Instruction 5000.5X. The GAO report (MASAD-82-16) dated January 27, 1982
stated that if this policy were implemented within the Department, it would

* (1) inhibit DoD's use of technical innovations by private companies, (2) lock
* DoD into obsolete technology, and (3) severely restrict competition to those
* companies willing to implement obsolete technology within DoD. The report

recommended that the Secretary of Defense not implement DoD Instruction
5000.5X. Our official response rebutted the GAO assertions in some detail.

* in general, the Secretary disagreed with GAO's findings and recommendations.

An Assessment of DoD's Software Standardization Initiatives

* The major objectives of standardization within the roD are to improve
operational readiness, enhance interchangeability, reliability and maintain-KiZ2 ability of military equipments and reduce acquisition, logistics and life
cycle costs. Through the standardization of high order languages, instruc-
tion set architectures and improved computer software documentation, DoD's
software costs should remain under manageable control. Although it is
recognized that DoD's software costs will continue to increase in the near
term, it is anticipated that through our standardization efforts this rate
of increase will be controlled and even reduced.

Standardization based on a selected instruction set architecture is a
concept used by computer manufacturers to develop families of compatible
computers. In an article by Bhandarkar in IEEE Computer Magazine it states:

"The goals of architecture management . are twofold; to ensure
0 the consistent implementation of . . . architecture and to provide a

rational process for the evolution of that architecture. The em-
phasis is clearly on maintaining architectural stability by elimina-
ting gratuitous differences. At the same time . . . future enhance-
ments will be incorporated into the architectures in a carefully
controlled manner." [1]

[1] IEEE Computer Magazine, February 1982 "Architecture Management for
insuring Software Compatibility in the VAX Family of Computers,"
Dileep Bhandarkar.
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- If this is what industry does, then why is it bad for the DoD?

The standardization of instruction set architectures continues to be a
politically sensitive issue. DoD's position is that it continues to support
a limited number of instruction set architectures such as MIL-STD-1750, to
help reduce and control the software costs.

-11-
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B-199008

JANUARY 27,1982
The Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman, Committee on Government
Operations

House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Subject: DOD Instruction 5000.SX, Standard Instruction Set
Architectures For Embedded Computers (MASAD-82-16)

On July 30, 1981, you requested that we review the Department
of Defense (DOD) plans to implement proposed DOD Instruction
5000.5X. Your request raised a number of questions about the po-
tential impact of implementing the proposed instruction. We have
responded to your five specific questions in enclosure I.

As we understand it, the primary objective of Instruction
5000.5X is curtailment of high costs resulting from hardware
and software proliferation, and in particular, logistics support
costs in the field. To accomplish this, DOD has chosen to limit
the number of architectures that could be used for the design
and development of computer hardware and software for the tactical
environment. Moreover, DOD would require ownership of standard
architectures for military-embedded computers. Although this
proposed instruction has merit when considered in context of
the hardware/software environment that existed during the mid-
1970s, our evaluation raises some serious issues that challenge
its validity in the time frame of the 1980s. Some of the more
salient points for consideration are:

--Dramatic advances have been made in software technology.
DOD has recognized that a lack of a standard programming
language is a major contributor to the high cost of devel-
oping and maintaining software for military applications.
DOD is to be commended for its initiative to fill that void
by developing a common high-order programming language
called Ada. Ada very specifically aims to readily adapt a
very wide variety of DOD applications to most present (and
future) computer architectures. Ada can potentially encom-
pass the particularly useful aspects of future architectural
advances and make .their gains available to users, without
their having to learn and worry about how the gains were

(954029)
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realized. In other words, aggressive pursuit of a standard
high-order language, such as Ada, could alleviate the
software proliferation problem and at the same time permit
the Government to fully capitalize on architectural ad-
vances.*

--Likewise there have been many advances in computer tech-J
nology. These advances are the result of demands made by
the civilian sector for more reliable and rugged computers.
And indeed, the civilian sector is starting to impose much
stiffer reliability requirements on integrated circuits.
These advances will be realized probably at little or no cost
penalty because all integrated circuits will be made to the
same high standards. There are computer companies already
marketing highly reliable computers through the use of
innovative architectures. These modern computers have
substantially fewer parts~ and in many cases are a computer
on a single board thereby reducing the need for extensive
logistics support.

--Improved competition using militarized versions of commer-
cial computers will open up competition to many firms that
would not bid on specifications with DOD-owned architectures.
The resulting unit prices will be less because DOD will
not pay for duplicating hardware development and control
and utility software development as it proposed to do
under Instruction 5000.5X. Lower hardware unit costs
and high hardware quality are in fact available in
the commercial market because of the technology and

* broader market base.

--DOD ownership of architectures would seriously inhibit
competition by a significant portion of the computer indus-
try, and therefore DOD would not have the flexibility to
capitalize on advances in computer architectural technol-

* ogy in a timely fashion. The ultimate impact would result
* - in DOD very likely running the risk of getting locked into

obsolete architectures.

--DOD would not be able to efficiently utilize the new DOD
programming language Ada and will not be able to fully

* capitalize on the anticipated software cost savings Ada
was designed to yield.

--The *three services have initiated efforts commensurate with
instruction 5000.5X; for example, the Army's Military Com-
puter Family, the Navy's AN/UYK-43 and 44, and the Air

* Force's 1750 programs. In a previous report entitled "The
* Department of Defense's Standardization Program for Military

Computers--a More Unified Effort Is Needed" (LCD-80-69,
June 18, 1980)p we were critical of both the Army and Navy
efforts. We made the following statements in that earlier

*report and believe they are even more valid today:

-30-
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* * * some computer manufacturers are already design-
ing computers with modern architectures that will have
Ada compilers available. These or other manufacturers
will probably offer follow-on computers that will
directly carry out Ada instructions and substantially
improve performance reliability. Because these changes
provide better support options, such as building more
redundancy into systems, they should compel the De-
partment to further evaluate the level of standardiza-
tion to be achieved before allowing the Army and Navy
to commit themselves * * * for the long term. (Em-
phasis added.)

"We view the need for architecture standardization as a
function, in part, of the availability of Ada as the
standard computer programming language. Because Ada
is bein-g developed to be a machine-transportable
language with a relatively low life cycle maintenance
cost, the need for standard architectures may be di-
minished when it is available * * *. (Emphasis added.)

CONCLUSIONS

We believe that DOD can accomplish its objectives more
effectively through exploitation of advances made with high-order
language standardization and related hardware technology. Further,
we believe implementation of Instruction 5000.5X would preclude

. DOD's ability to make use of current and anticipated advances in
- software and related hardware technology.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense not implement
Instruction 5000.5X.

We also recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct the
services to reevaluate their ongoing efforts and demonstrate why
they are more cost effective than standardizing on a high-order
language such as Ada and relying on the computer industry to provide
the stimulus for computer architectural innovations.
SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

During our review, we contacted officials representing 16 com-
puter manufacturers, 3 system contractors who incorporate embedded
computers in the systems they develop, and 4 industry associations
representing manufacturers of computers and electronic equipment.
We reviewed position statements and correspondence regarding
Instruction 5000.5X. We also contacted program officials and
reviewed program documentation regarding Ada, the Army's Military
Computer Family, the Air Force's 1750, and the Navy's AN/UYK-43
and 44 efforts.

-31-
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Our review was performed in accordance with our standards
for audits of governmental organizations, programs, activities,
and functions.

As arranged with your office, we did not obtain official
agency comments on this report and we plan no further distribu-
tion of this report until 30 days from the date of the report,
unless you publicly announce its contents earlier. Then, we
will send copies to interested parties and make copies available

- to others upon request.

Sincerely yours,

Acting Comptroller nera
of the United States

Enclosure

-32-
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RESPONSES TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

REGARDING INSTRUCTION 5000-5X

WHAT EFFECT WOULD INSTRUCTION 5000.5X
* HAVE ON THE USE OF COMPETITION IN THE
* DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE?

Instruction 5000.5X would effectively preclude any commercial
architecture from the Department of Defense (DOD.)-approved list
because DOD must have full and clear data rights to all architec-
tures listed. Currently, only DOD developed and funded architec---
tures have been approved. The Army's unsuccessful attempt to use
a commercial architecture in its Military Computer Family program
is an example of how this policy will inhibit commercial archiitec-
tures from competing for embedded computer systems.

The Army's unsuccessful attempt was caused by (1) the reluc-
tance of the commercial firm to accept Army assurance that its
proprietary architecture would not be remarketed commercially
and (2) the lack of industry interest in providing hardware based
on a competitor's design. It is fortunate that this attempt was
unsuccessful because the commercial firm involved is now marketing
a new architecture due to the prior one's limitations.

A majority of the industry officials interviewed assured us
that they would not compete on DOD-embedded computer procurements

* if they had to use DOD-approved architectures. These officials
~'' were concerned that their key personnel would be diverted from

current work to meet the production needs of the DOD-embedded
computers, which have obsolete architectures. Therefore, the key
personnel would lose their current technological expertise. A

* smaller number of industry officials felt that Instruction 5000.5X
would encourage competition in DOD procurements. However, these
officials generally represented companies currently under DOD
contracts implementing approved architectures.

WHAT EFFECT WOULD INSTRUCTION 5000.5X
SAVE ON THE CURRENT COMPUTER INDUSTRY?

Most industry officials and some military officials stated
that Instruction 5000.5X would effectively eliminate many compe-
tent computer companies from the militarized embedded computer

* market. Very few companies are willing to compete on procurements
mandating obsolete architectures. Under the current Navy program
for the development of the AN/UYK-43 and 44 computers only two
companies responded.7

WOULD INSTRUCTION 5000.5X LOCK
DOD INTO OBSOLETE TECHNOLOGY?

Instruction 5000.5X will minimize DOD's opportunities to
capitalize on new architecture developments in the commercial
marketplace. Computer architecture is a rapidly evolving
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technology and has a profound effect on the application of computer
technology. As the computer industry improves the application

* of high-order languages, such as Ada, it also needs improvements
and innovations in computer architectures to better support the
use of high-order languages.

Most of the industry officials stated that DOD would defi-
* nitely have obsolete equipment due primarily to the fact that

the approved architectures in Instruction 5000.5X are or will
be obsolete by the time they are implemented. We were also told
that these architectures do not lend themselves to efficiently
utilize the new DOD programming language Ada and will not be able
to fully capitalize on the anticipated software cost savings Ada
was designed to yield.

The architectures listed in Instruction 5000.5X do not includeImany modern concepts such as stack-oriented architectures, memory-
to-memory architectures, efficient multiprocessing support, multi-
ple concurrent tasking support, pipelined architectures, signal
processing architectures, image processing, and array computers.
Therefore, technological advances in computer architectures will
be ruled out because of Instruction 5000.5gX.

ARE COMMERCIAL OFF-THE-SHELF COMPUTERS
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE THAT COULD SATISFY

* DOD'S MAJOR NEEDS FOR EMBEDDED CO-MPUTERS?

Militarized versions of off-the-shelf commercial computers
are available, work very effectively with modern software, and
can offer current computer technology at reasonable costs. Coin-

* mercial computers have the advantage of giving program managers
* the latest technology and the most effective and efficient archi-

tecture for the particular job. Commercial computers also (1)
0] have lower life-cycle costs, (2) can be militarized to the point

where they are rugged enough for combat, (3) can help ease the
logistics support burden, and (4) provide more competition.

Today, nearly all of the research and development in electron-
ics is funded by the commercial sector (particularly in computer

* technology) and is available to DOD through the purchase of mili-
* tarized commercial products. Military use of commercial technology
* would significantly reduce applications development and software

life-cycle costs. For example, if DOD utilized commercial archi-
tectures, most of. the associated research and development costs
of the architecture and systems software would be borne by the

* manufacturer-and not DOD. Although DOD is spending hundreds of
millions of dollars for customized architectures, it has not
offered adequate justifications for its dominant reliance on
noncommercial architectures.

The market for embedded computers represents about 5 percent
of the total computer market. This means that all embedded com- -

puter activities must compete for technical resources with a market
that is about 20 times larger. We believe that DOD would do better
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by utilizing the resources of the entire market by opening the
procurements to all the computer industry. Industry could then
offer its best architectures, technology, and software support on

* a system-by-system basis.

Militarized versions of commercial computers already exist.
For example, militarized versions of Data General Corporation and
Digital Equipment Corporation computers are used in a variety of
weapons, communications, and electronic warfare projects within all
three services. Ruggedized IBM minicomputers are used extensively
in the Marine Corps' Source Data Automation Program. Ruggedized,
shock mounted, and straight commercial versions of other vendors'
hardware are widely used in command and control and intelligence

* applications through the AN/GYQ-21(V) program.

Commercial hardware itself is becoming more and more rugged
because ruggedness is being required in laboratory, manufacturing,
control, vehicle, airborne, and shipboard environments. More dense
circuitry and improved packaging have contributed to this trend.

* As a result, today's computers operate successfully under more
adverse conditions than yesterday's and will perform even better
in the future.

It is also argued that commercial technology will help solve
DOD's problem of logistical support and wartime survivability.
Because computers are using less circuit cards than before, the
problem of maintenance or logistic support is diminishing. Past
computers, in the 1970s, had up to 200 circuit cards compared to
today's equivalent that uses only 13 circuit cards and is smaller
and faster. Today's AN/UYK-19 (a military version of a commercial
computer) uses only 13 circuit cards and the new "B" model only
7 circuit cards.

Adherents of commercial technology argue that it is less
expensive and more practical to stock entire computer spares in
the field (as the field replaceable unit) than to have more
maintenance people in the field to diagnose and swap out an
individual problem. Their logistics remedy is to place whole
units in the field and' ship them back to a central depot for
repair. This reduces costs because an individual technician can
service a greater number of machines. Also, as computers become
smaller, it will be more cost effective to stock entire computer
spares in the field.

It is easier to diagnose hardware problems due to advances
in commerical'technology. New hardware design allows relatively

k unskilled personnel to isolate problems. Field maintenance will
r. consist of replacing the-field unit. This will be facilitated by

self-testing logic in the unit and fault-isolating diagnostics.

Throwaway computers are becoming possible because many
field units will be a single circuit board, not several cabinets
of electronics. Commercial industry is already at the point where
several boards are throwaway units. With the high cost associated
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with maintaining equipment in the field, DOD could probably justify
throwing away an even higher percentage of circuit boards. Units
that can and should be repaired will be shipped back to a central

* depot where commercial vendors will repair the failed component.
This will free critical military personnel from learning skills

* that are more readily available from private industry. while
this service could be provided by the hardware manufacturer, it
is also possible to compete this separately.

Survivability and the ability to maintain continuity of
operations will be enhanced not only by simplified logistics but

* also by distributive processing. In the future, as computers be-
come smaller and smaller, we will see individual computers designed

* to implement individual functions or to support an individual com-
mander or operator in the field. These individual computers will
then be connected together in a network, both locally within a
building and more remotely over wider areas. When one of these
computers is down, for whatever reason, it can be quickly discon-
nected from the network and a spare unit plugged into its place.

Lastly, opponents of standard architectures argue that using
commercial hardware will increase competition. Instead of using

* standard architectures for all programs, there would be competi-
-. tive selection of a computer system for each major new program.

The competition would be based on technology as well as price.
The pressure to win new programs would encourage the suppliers to
introduce new technology without added cost to DOD.

* SHOULD STANDARDIZATION OCCUR AT THE
- INSTRUCTION SET ARCHITECTURE LEVEL OR AT
* THE HIGHER LEVEL LANGUAGES, SUCH AS ADA?

Cost effective standardization for DOD-embedded computers
* requires standardization at the high-order language level, such

as Ada. The proliferation of languages contributes significantly
* to the high cost and poor quality of software used in military

computer applications. According to the DOD High-Order Language
Working Group, none of the many programming languages used in

* the military is suitable as a standard language for military
* applications--including the Navy's CMS-2, the Air Force's JOVIAL,

and the Army's TACPOL which have been established as interim
* standard languages. Four of the five architectures currently
* listed under Instruction 5000.5X are oriented to using these lan-
* guages.

* Studies made by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
and by Decisions and Designs, Inc., predicted that as the standardI.. DOD language, Ada will rcesult in substantial cost savings DOD-wide
through common software, improved programmer productivity, and new
technical features. According to these studies, DOD could save
as much as $24 billion from 1983 to 1999.

Because DOD is implementing Ada as its standard programming
language for military applications, computer manufacturers are
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currently developing Ada-oriented computers and Ada compilers
using the latest technology with substantially improved perform-
ance and reliability. As a result, the need for standard comput-
ers and instruction set architectures has diminished.

The consensus of opinion from most of those we interviewed
during this review was that DOD should standardize at a high-
order language, such as Ada, and let the computer industry innovate
at the architectural and hardware levels.

0
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2030

2 APR 1982

Honorable Jack Brooks
Chairman
Committee on Government Operations .
House of Represen':atives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman

This is in reply to your recent letter which provided a copy of
GAO letter report, "DoD Instruction 5000.SX, Standardization
Set Architectures for Embedded Computers," (MASAD-82-16), dated
January 27, 1982, (OSD Case #5889).

I .must respectfully disagree with your conclusions that:

* "...this (proposed) policy would lick DoD into the use
of inferior technology."

* "...DoD would not be able to take advantage of private
industry's technical innovations."

- "...it would severely restrict competition to those
companies willing to help DoD implement obsolete
technology."

Our experience to date has demonstrzt-4 the opposite effect.
Hence, we believe the proposed policy is an established success,
even before formal issuance.

The GAO was invited to observe meetings of the recent Defense
Science Board review of this subject. However, the two groups
reached quite different conclusions. Further, the conclusionsand recommendations of the GAO report do not track with their
earlier reviews of this same issue ("The Department of Defense's
Standardization Program for Military Computers--A More Unified
Effort is Needed," June 18, 1980, LCD-80-69).

0
One recommendation from that earlier report, and echoed in the
current letter report, is that Ada should be implemented as DoD's
standard programming language. We agree. We followed GAO's
recommendation to establish a tri-Service program office for that
purpose.

-38-
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Experience with the principles of 5000.SX, although it has not
-..,..been formally issued, are:

- There were 12 significant bidders for the Army Military
Computer Family (MCF) Program based upon the Government
MIL-STD-1862 Instruction Set Archi.:ecture (ISA). Earlier,
when the program was based upon a commercial ISA, there
were only two.

- There are cver 20 suppliers of com'outers built to MIL-STD-
1750 including four from England (Enclosure 1).

- Significant cost avoidances have hben demonstrated on the
F-ll upgrade and the F-SGII aircraft as a direct result
of this available competition.

- The Army is using MIL-.STD-1750 equipment in at least two
systems.

- There is a formal agreement for th, Air Force to use the
Army's MIL-STD-1862 ISA when available.

As we read the current report, there are I-wo salient differences
in viewpoint between our position, which has evolved over the past
six years, and that of the GAO and a small segment of the computer
industry:

* Defense must be concerned with the acquisition of adequate
equipment (minimum-essential with provision for realistic
growth) and the life-cycle support of that equipment.
Post-acquisition costs normally run from three to ten times
original acquisition costs for hardware. Software costs
for a system over its life also range to several times
the hardware costs and the propFrtion dedicated to soft-
ware is growing.

* We do not agree with the GAO assessment of "commercial"
versus "military" technology in this field.

More specific discussion of the report and responses to the
specific questions voiced in its Enclosure I are given in
Enclosures 2 and 3, respectively.

The Defense Science Board Task Force on Embedded Computer Resources
Acquisition and Management has reported out to the full Defense
Science Board. Their findings and recommendations with respect
to proposed Instruction 5000.5X are summarized in Enclosure 4.
The Board, in accepting the Task Force results, recommends that
we proceed with 5000.5X and further recommends that we work with
industry to seek a means to add "commercial" Instruction Set
Architecture to its list. We will aggressively pursue that added
recommendation.
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The Task Force's Zinal report is in preparation and should be
available by mid-A-,ril. I will have a copy provided to you as
soon as possible. In the interim, if you so desire, I would be
pleased to arrange a briefing on this topic by the Task Force or
by my staff.

GAO's second recommendation to limit our standardization efforts
to programming language alone is not practical at this time. We
do not agree that significant architectural innovations are nearby.
We do not believe chat a technological filibuster while awaiting
breakthrough and production availability .s sound. We will follow
closely the results of industry-sponsored research as well as thatsponsored by DoD and make every honest effort to select the mostappropriate equipment for our needs.

We have explicitly designated the Under Sezretary of Defense,
Research and Engineering, as the Senior Official to be responsible
for all computer acquisitions covered by 10 U.S.C. 2315. We
issued interim guidelines for these acquisi.tions and will revise
those guidelines by July 31, 1982, in consultation with your
Committee and Staff and with the Office of Management and Budget.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your continued interest. I trust that
we may work closely together to resolve any remaining concerns.

Sincerely,

Enclosures
a/s

0
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COMPANIES CURRENTLY MARKETING MIL-STD-1750A PROCESSORS

-AIRBORNE PROCESSORS SINGLE-CARD 1750A PROCESSORS

Bendix Mikos/Mco.nnell-Douglas

Collins Division, Rockwell Tzacor/General Electric
Control Data Corporat*on
Delco Electronics VLSI MICROPROCESSORS
Ferranti, Ltd. (U.K.!
Hughes Aircraft Co. Fairchild/Honeywell
IBM National semiconductor
Litton Industries Smith Inadstries (U.K.)
Mar coni (U.K.)
Martin-Marietta Corp. VUSIC PR .ESSORS

McDonnell-Douqlas El ectronics
Norden Division, Uni-..d Technologies Texas Instruments, Inc.
Plessey (U.K.) Westinghouse Electric
Singer-Kearfott
Sperry UNIVAC
Teledyne Systems
Westinghouse Electric

Enclosure 1

l -41 -
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Discussion of GAO Letter Report
"DoD Instruction SOOO.SX, Standard Instruction Set

Architectures for Embedded Computers," CMASAD-8Z-16)

"--Dramatic advances have been made in software technology.
DoD has recognized that a lack of a standird programming language
is a major contributor to the high cost of developing and maintain-
ing software for military applications. DoD is to be commended for
its initiative to fill that void by develcping a common high order.
programming language called Ada. Ada very specifically aims to

* readily adapt a very wide variety of DoD applications to most present
(and future) computer architectures. Ada can potentially encompais
the particularly useful aspects of future architectural advances and

-* make their gains available to users, without their having to learn
and worry about how the gains were realized. In other words,
aggressive pursuit of a standa'd high order language, such as Ada,
could alleviate the software proliferation problem and at the samne
time permit the Government to fully capitalize on architectural
advances."

Response: Ada is indeed coming and, when implemented, will have major
impact on the software process. There have not been dramatic advances
in software technology and the inefficiencies of continuing the pro-
liforation of the past will live on for decades in specific systems.
What improvements have been made in commezcial and military software
development and support processes have been both slow and inconsistent.

"--Likewise there have been many advances in computer technology.
These advances are the result of demands made by the civilian sector
for more reliable and rugged computers. And indeed, the civilian
sector is starting to impose much stiffer reliability requirements
on integrated circuits. These advances will be realized probably at
little or no cost penalty because all integrated circuits will be made
to the same high standards. There are computer companies already
marketing highly reliable computers thr~ugh the use of innovative
architectures. These modern computers have substantially fewer parts
and in many cases are a computer on a single board thereby reducing
the need for extensive logistics support."

Response: By standardizing at the interface between software and the
hardware upon which it runs, DoD can gain access to the best commercial
processes without being locked to single suppliers. Although the
commercial market does demand better reliability, their needs do not
match those of the military environment. The "innovative" architectures
used in the commercial world-are at a system level and have little or
nothing to do with ISAs. The computer-on-a-board is, in fact, an
argument favoring ISA standardization because any computer instantia-
tion must have a native ISA and for the logistics argument to hold,
standard hardware is implied and hence a standard ISA is demanded,
de facto. Working from hardware up implies restricted competition,
by any practical measure; starting with the ISA first allows open and
equitable competition so as long as the actual selection does not
itself force restriction; i.e., so long as the Government has unlimited
rights in that ISA.

-42-
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"--Improved competition using militarized versions of commercial
computers will open up competition to many firms that would notbid on specifications with DoD-owned architectures. The resultir.
unit prices will oe less because DoD will not pay for duplicating
hardware development and control and util:ty software developmert
as it proposed to do under Znstruction 5000.SX. Lower hardware
unit costs and high hardware quality are .n fact available in the
commercial market because of the technology and broader market
base."

Response: It has been demonstrated that basing competition on a
commercial computer restricts competition. Far more companies
have bid on MIL-STD-1750 and MIL-STD-1862 based procurements thai
have ever been experienced with other approaches. "Commercial
computers" is at best a shibboleth for restricted competition.
Attachment 1 compires performance and cost of a representative
"equivalent" commercial product to the Navy AN/UYK-43 and 44. The

* facts are contrary to the assertion.

"--DoD ownership of architectures would seriously inhibit competition
by a significant portion of the computer industry, and therefore DoD
would not have the flexibility to capitalize on advances in computer
architectural technology in a timely fashion. The ultimate impa':
would result in DoD very likely running the risk of getting locked
into obsolete architectures."

Response: Direct experience has demonstrated the converse of this
assertion. Those who have not competed have made a conscious choice
not to do so. Far more qualified bidders have competed when ISAs
for which the Government has unlimited rights were used as the basis
for the procurement.

"--DoD would not be able to efficiently utilize the new DoD programming
language Ada and will not be able to fully capitalize on the anticipated
software cost savings Ada was designed to yield."

Response: The ability to utilize Ada is not dependent upon the ISA,
per se. The question is compiler and support software (environment)
availability. It is more efficient and economical if the scarce
national resources (personnel) are engaged in producing the best
possible environments for a few ISAs than to partially optimize a
large number of them. NEBULA is an efficient Ada target, despite
claims of certain companies to the contrary.

0 The advantages of Ada will be muted if sound management of the environ-
ment-to-hardware interface (ISA) is not achieved.

"--The three Services have initiated efforts commensurate with
Instruction 5000.5X; for example, the Army's Military Computer
Family, the Navy's AN/UYK-43 and 44, and the Air Force's 1730
programs. In a previous report entitled "The Department of Defense's
Standardization Program for Military Computers--a More Unified Effort
is Needed" (LCD-80-69, June 18, 1980), we were critical of both the
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Army and Navy efforts. We made the following statements in that
- report and believe they are even more valid today:

"***some comuter manufacturers are already designing computers
with modern arch.tectures that will have Ada compilers available.
These or other manufacturers will probably offer follow-on
computers that will directly carry out AJa instructions and sub-
stantially improve performance reliability. Because these changes
provide better support options, such as building more redundancy
into systems, they should compel the Department to further evaluate
the level of standardization to be achieved before allowing the Army
and Navy to commit themselves *** for the long term. (Emphasis added.)

"We view the need for architecture standardization as a function,
in part, of the arailability of Ada as the standard computer programming
language. Because Ada is being developei to be a machine-transportable
language with a rflatively low life cycle maintenance cost, the need
for standard architectures may be diminished when it is available *
(Emphasis added.)"

Response: Some cemputer manufacturers are indeed producing modern
architectures for which Ada will be available. The direct-execut~on
machine is not available and practical feasibility is yet in question.

- Had GAO completed the quotation it would have included:

"...In the long term, Ada could become the standard architecture
when comvuters that can directly execute the language are develcved.
However, in the short term, standard computer architectures are needed
to reduce life-cycle costs. We believe that those architectures
should be common across Service lines, compatible with Ada and the
minimum number required to meet common functional requirements and to
retain the older languages, such as CMS-2 and JOVIAL, until they are
phased out. These measures are necessary to minimize life cycle costs
and to facilitate the transition to Ada."

Truncating the quotation completely changed the context and leads to
misunderstanding.

0
Attachment

a/s
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po1m mSz4/900 vs AN f U-43 (A and B 'Tersions)

AN/TJyx--. 3 AN/UYK-4 3
Rom HSE/800 (A Version) (B Version)

Max Program Size 4.3 Billion 16 Billion 16 Billion
(using virtual meory)

MaX Physical Size 8.0 M Bytes 5.0 N Byes j/ 10 M Bytes 1/

Word Size (bits) 32 32 32

Package Size 460 z 17.50 wide 48" x 1..8' wide Same as AN/UYZ-7
24 N deep z 22.30 leep Foct-pri.t ax1y

AZ/U!J-7 Footprint 2/ 72" Height 2/

Z1/O Bandw_dth (total) 18.20 M Bytes/Sec >12.0 M 'iytes/Sec >24.0 X Bytes/Sec

PerfoZmanca/Tb.roughput 1900 XOPS 2500 XOPS 4540 IMPS

Cache Size (K bits) 16 X Bytes 16 K Bytis -32 X Bytes

Power (watts) (max) 3800 Watts 2500 Watts 5500 Watts

cooling (type) Air only Air/Water Air/Water

"" (hours,' Undetermined 3/ >6000 4/ >6000 4/

* iTR (minutes) 4930 Minutes O15 Minutes .415 Minutes

S thst-uctjan Set Data General Nv 8000 AN/UrK-7 AN/UT-7
(superset of)

cost Approx. $50=o W4 o0 _. $750K

Software issues D operating sys MTASS-L support MTSS-L 4/
Many .OL ccmpilers Ada in 1985 Ada in 1.985
Ada in 1983

production Deliveries Jme 1982 Mid-1964 Mid-1984

.. The capacity Will grow as dynamic RM density increases

.y Fits through submarine batch (circular)

3 it.m is now calculating MWF, available in Septmbner 1981

/ Although 6000 hours have been specified, >10000 hours can be expected (according
to P14S-408 representatives).

._j/ ANq/UT-7 with D Ms (1981 contract) 512K

4 / A multi-tasking operat.ing system should be developed

Attachment to Euclosure 2
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DoD Responses to Specific Questions
Regarding Proposed DoD Instruction 5000.5X

What effect would Instruction 5000.5.X have on the use of
competition in the Department of Defense?

* Answer: The objective of proposed DoD Instruction 5000.SX is
to control and maintain the interface between MIL-SPEC (see
attached definiticns) computer hardware and the software which
runs on it. This interface is termed the "instruction set
architecture" or ISA of the computer (a mcre rigorous definition

* is given in Enclosure 5). An ISA may be ;.mplemented in hardware
using whatever design and components, processes, etc., which the
producer chooses. DoDI 5000.SX lists a s~all set of approved
ISAs. in all of which the Government has unlimited rights (i.e.,

* can freely use).

When recent procurements have been based upon these ISAs, there
was a demonstrated increase in the numbers of qualified bidders
participating. In the recent competition for the Army's Military
Computer Family (MCF) based upon MIL-STD-1862 or the NEBULA ISA,
there were 12 bidders--more than had been experienced on any
similar procurement not based on ISAs in which the Government had
unlimited rights.

The Air Force has had similar, but more extensive, experience with
their procurements based upon MIL-STD-1750, another ISA on the
proposed 5000.SX list and in which the Government has unlimited
rights. There are currently 23 suppliers of equipment built to
the MIL-STD-1730 ISA, four of which are from England. Enclosure 1
lists these companies. Further, when MIL-STD-1750 was used as
the basis for the computers for the F-lll upgrade program, the
resulting competition allowed the opportunity for insertion of new
technology and reduced the price of the computers by almost 5C0.
Prior to invoking MIL-STD-1750, procurements were sole source in
many instances, and otherwise restricted competition at best.

The net of it is that application of the principles of DoDI 5000.SX
has invariably enhanced competition and reduced cost--this is
demonstrated experience and not speculation on what the effects
might be.

-What effect would Instruction SOOO.SX have on the current computer
* industry?

Answer: As noted above, the instruction encourages and opens up
competition. On any given procurement, a broader section of the
industry can compete on a more equitable basis than was possible
under earlier acquisition strategies. Of course, any given computer

* manufacturer may choose not to participate because of a corporate

Enclosuze 3
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philosophy which permits it only to market in an environment
which minimizes competition, or if it pe-ceived that the
competitive environment could negatively effect its eventual
market share. H.1w this will balance out over time is yet to
be determined. Clearly, the proposed instruction will reduce the
present extent of sole-source acquisitio.-s of proprietary products,
and that may be interpreted by some of t.e industry as negative;
from the Government's perspective and thzt of the broader industry
sector, it must be viewed as positive.

Would Instructioi. 5000.SX lock DoD into cbsolete technology?

Answer: Recall that the ISA is the interface between software azd
hardware. Standa::dization at that interiace has been demonstrated
to allow and even encourage the injection of new technology.
Although there are some performance paramsters to be specified at
that interface, bcth within and in addition to the ISA, there is
essentially transparency at the ISA to the implementing technology.
The expert opinion1, upheld by experience, is that breaking the
sole-source procurement syndrome or its handmaiden, weak competition,
will accelerate the injection of technology--quite contrary to
locking the Depaitment in to obsolescence. That lock-in not only
to technology but also to supplier, is precisely the lesson to be
learned from earlier approaches.

Are commercial off-the-shelf computers currently available that
could satisfy DoD's major needs for embedded computers?

Answer: in some cases the answer must be "yes." And, in those
cases where the logistics implications are tractable, where there
is no need for militarization, and where there can be a fair and
open competition, then some preference should be given to the
off-the-shelf approach. Generally, "off-the-shelf" means a common,
commercial product intended for the civilian marketplace and one
designed and produced in a proprietary way. The need for any
change in the physical or electrical characteristics of the machine
will break the "off-the-shelf" model. In some instances, several 0
manufacturers could start with their proprietary "soft" product and
through redesign and modification provide acceptable militarized
products--that would not meet the essential "off-the-shelf" test.
Further, it is often true that existing software must, for reasons
of economy, schedule or risk, be accommodated. Except in rare cases,
the implication is sole-source procurement and the well-known
consequences. Where those negative aspects are acceptable in the
balance, off-the-shelf is a viable acquisition-strategy alternative
and should be so considered. In no way can it be considered the
predominant method.
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Should standardiz .:ion occur at the instruction set architecture (ISA)
level or at the higher level languages, such as Ada?

Answer: Standardization is required at both the high order language
(HOL) and instruct'on set architecture levels. HOL standardizaticon
improves the effic:ency of applications code and the transportability.
ISA standardization is necessary to allow reuse of systems and
support software from system-to-system. Together they can provide
significant productivity and economics. Either alone is, at best..

rd a partial solution to these problems. Unt.Ll the non-stop, never--Tail
true High Level Language (HLL) machine is practical and available.
ISA standardizatioL is the only way to enable application and system
software reuse. It should also accelerate the availability of Ada,
per se, and, hence, perhaps hasten the reality of the HLL machine.
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MAJOR FINDIN-S AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF =E DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD'KSK FORCE 0N EDEDDED COMUTER RESOURCES (ECR) ACOUISITION AND

- - -- MANAGEMENT - -

1. Major Findings

The controvery over proposed DoD Instructi~n 5000.5X is largely between
interests which havt as primary concerns the procurement of military embedded
computers and interftsts which have as primary concerns the operation,
maintenance, deployment and post-acquisition support of these same computers.
The rhetoric from bcth sides often neglects the complex issues inherent in.
these concerns. The situation is further complicated by the fact that
procurement issues are immediate and measurable In dollars soon, while
providing a cost-effective deployment and support environment for the rest of
the century is harder to quantify. In other words, the time-frame foci of the
two sides in this coutroversy are quite different. The arguaents are further
confused over the questions:

I. "Should theret be a standard set of ISAs at all?'

2. "If there are to be standards, should they be Government-owned or
Comercial ones?"

S Embedded Computer instruction Set Architectures (ISAs) should be
standardized. This action is necessary if the Department of Defense is to
improve its position with respect to (1) software development costs and,
further, it is (2) mandatory to improve the logistic support and, above all,
the battlefield sustainability of automated system.

Given our finding of support for ISA standardization, Government control
over the ISAs is required. It is unwise to commit for a 20-year period to an
ISA which can be changed or differently supported at the whim of a commercial
entity. Too many considerations of competitive follow-on procurement,
overseas manufacture and ongoing support are at stake.

IS&-Standardization sil1 affect the competition for hardware procurements
and this effect may be either positive or negative in specific cases. The
Task Force did not find the arruments against standardizing this
software/hardware interface convincing . With standardization of a "good" set
of Government-owned ISAs, industry has the opportunity to enter competition on

* an equal basis.

Current Service programs based on ISA standardization are well founded
and in accord with general policy intent; there are, however, areas wherein
they could be strengthened. The issue of multiple producers for logistically-
identical hardware is still an open question and one which deserves more
study.

Enclosure 4
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Righ Order Language (HaL) standardization has had a positive effect on
software development and support costs. Implementation of the policy to use
HOLs has, however, oeen spotty.

DoD'S Ada Progrrz is well based and is proceeding vel. The Army's
portion, the Ada Lanr,-uage System (ALS) should be strengthened in view of its
criticality to the NC? Prograa and to efforts of the other Services.

DoD Directive 5C00.29 is the basic policy document for automated defense
systems and we feel j.ts revision and update are irgent matters for action.
Problems still exist with regard to computers ard software and it is too early
to force this area iroto the routine, oversight pa:tern afforded to more mature
technologies. Work .s needed to rationalize DoD s inconsistent set of
specifications and standards for computer resources* Further, recent
legislative changes must be promulgated and 5000.29 is the proper vehicle for
this.

There is no consistent management process across the OSD Staff and the
Military Departments relating to computer (automantion) technology. OSD has
been relying on a comiittee management approach which was born of necessity in
1976. The scope of automation in systems and in their support has far
outstripped this approach.
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2. Recommendatior.s

The proposed DcD Instruction 5000.5Z be isv,,ed. It should be reviewed
for consistency with acquisition regulations and the scope should be
clarified, ag., wL-re does it apply and where does it not. OSD should
actively manage implementation of the policy and control both the waiver
process and changes to the approved ISA list.

The Military Departments proceed with current programs-the Army Military
Computer Family (MC), the Navy Tactical Embedded Computer Resources (TECR)
Program and the Air Force MIL-STD-1750 Program- but with some modifications:

- The Army should increase the quantity of Advanced Development Models
(ADMs) and/or Full Scale Development Models (FSDHs) of the HCF

hardware to support early software development experience.

- Both the Army and Navy reconsider their acq,:isition strategies to
make use of multiple producers of logistically-identical computer
hardware if economically feasible.

- The Air Force should bound the number of unique implementations of
KXLISTD-1750 "-th an eye toward achieving logistic cost avoidance.

- The Air Force should consider adding Input/Output specifications and
other hardware-independent details to MIL-STD-1750.

A Senior Policy Official (USDRE) be designated and a more consistent
management approach be established across the OSD staff and within the
Military Departments. The first action has been taken concurrently with our
deliberatlons. The Under Secretary should now:

Determine L.a level and mode of operation and provide revised
guidance to the Components regarding implementation of P.L. 97-86.

Establish a more uniform set of R&D objectives and acquisition
policies.

- Provide for OSD management of selected generic automation programs,
such as has been done for Ada and the Very High Speed Integrated
Circuits (VESIC) Progroes. .....

- Task the official to whom this new policy designation £s delegated
to be a principal advisor to the DSARC on computer and software
(automation) matters. .

- Strengthen OSD's oversight of Components' computer and software R&D
and acquisition activities.

- DoD Directive 5000.29 be revised expeditiously. It should
incorporate the changes in acquisition approach enabled by 10 U.S.C.
2315. It should emphasize the "software-first' approach to system

- ........-- *a . .- . - - -. . ---- - ....** .-..- - .
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design and development and should encourage use of rapid software

." prototyping and ,:ompetive concept definitio-. Source selection
procedures shoul. formally include software considerations (this may
require DAR revi:3ious).

-DoD develop and ipply a consistent set of computer hardware and
software specifications and standards across the Department.
Current work by :he Joint Logistics Commanders Joint Policy
Coordination Group for Computer Resource Man3gement (JPCG-CRM) may
be an adequate basis but DoD should assure Luniforam implementation of
the resulting product, whatever its genesis.

- Intersystem and "ocal network protocols shoUd be developed from the
existing DoD standards and emerging international standards.
Standards for da.:a elements should also be developed.

- OSD conduct a careful review of the Defense Acquisition Regulations
(DARs) to assure that they are in step with computer acquisition
policy. In particular, care should be taken that time limitations
in the DAs do not drive technology insertion schedules through
misinterpretation. The DARs must not attenuate sharing of
Government-developed applications .or support software.

- DoD Instruction 5000.31 be updated quickly .a remove outdated

languages and to add Ada.

- The Under Secretary should assure adequate tnd continuing support

for the Ada Joint Program Office (AJPO).

- The Service Ada Programs be strongly supported and that they
continue to receive adequate staff and funds. The various
components of this program should be better coordinated.

0
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DEFINI 'IONS PERTINENT TO DISCUSSION OF DoDI 5000.5x

The Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of a compvtter is the set of
instructions (e.g., add, store-into-memory) used to program a computer,
augmented by other minimal information available to a programer (e.g.,
interrupt capability).

Each computer has an ISA which is the logical basis for its physical
structure..

An ISA may be implem.nted in many different ways since its specification is
independent of hardware.

An alternative definition of Instruction Set Architecture is:

"An ISA is the specification of the interface between software and
hardware. It includes the attributes of a computer as may be seen by
a machine [assembly] language programmer or the target code generator
of a compiler for a high-order language (ROL). It describes the
conceptual st-ucture and functional behavior of a computer as distinct

M1 form the organization of the data flow and controls, logic design or
physical implementation."

NIL-SPEC Computers are specially designed for the military environment. The
performance required is delineated, usually, in a Military Specification (NIL-
SPEC) or Military Standard (HIL-STD) which form an integral part of the
contract for the acquisition of the specific materiael. MIL-SPEC equipae.;t is
generally not available "off-the-shelf" and must be designed and fabricated
'to order" to meet a set of performance and/or environmental requirements,
Including the form factor of the equipment. Examples are space-borne
equipment; airborne weapons-delivery, navigation or flight-control computers.

4

Embedded Comuters are those computers incorporated as an integral part of,
dedicated to, or required for the direct support of, or for the upgrading or
modification of, major or less-than-major systems. Thus this term refers not
oaly to those computing devices buried deeply within subsystems as radars,
radios, missiles and the like but more generally to computers which are used
to perform a portion of a larger task such as fire-control, automatic testing,
navigation, and threat warning. The key discriminator is whether the
application is computation alone or whether computation is merely a subtask to
be performed as a part of a larger activity. In the industrial realm,

embedded" computers would be found managing process control in a steel mill
or a chemical plant or as the automation element in an automobile. in a
hospital or research laboratory, computers are embedded in CAT scanners, in
scintillation counters, in gas chromatographs, in EKG or EEG equipment - they
perform specialized and dedicated tasks and are not, in general, available to
support the general computational or data processing needs of the organization
and bence are subject to a more specialized selection process than classical

-53-
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, Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE).

Embedded Comouter Resources include the totality or resources required for tbe
support and operation of "embedded computers." Thus, the term includes, but
is not necessarily limited to:

- Computer Data

- Computer Hardware

- Computer Progzams

- Documentation

- Personnel

- Supplies

- Services

- Training

- Software

* Support Suftware
0

* Utility Programs

Test Software

* Operational (Applications) Software

* Training Software

Tactical Computers are those used in the tactical, strategic, intelligence,
cryptologic or cocmand and control environments of military operations.
Generally this would mean deployed equipment on ships, aircraft or with the
fielded army or dedicated to the training and support of military personnel as
a part of their military ass'.guments as contrasted to the CO!US administrative
support of the Department, tne Services or the Agencies. The term is even
less precise than "embedded" and, so, we prefer not to use 1it.

Ruggedized Computers are those which are specially designed and tested to

ensure resistance to such environmental hazards as shock, vibration, humidity,
sand, salt, temperature, operational and storage extremes, altitude and
ezplosive hazards without the requirement for redesign or change of the
computer itself. That is the protection is provided through shock mounting,
enclosures such as transit cases, or other means to isolate a fundamentally
cmercial instrument from an environment it was not basically designed and
produced to withstand. Some consider that a complete mechanical redesign
holding the electrical design constant constitutes ".rugged zed" equipment;

5 -. .° o . . . .. . . . - .
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,however that would be the extreme case and would require different productior
lines and techniques ,jo one is talking about a c-rmpletel7,separate product in

. this case and the "12larning curve" is broken, support requires differing par-'s
and training, etc.

Commercially Availablt Computers are those available to the general public

from the equivalent oi a published catalog at preestablished prices and

requiring essentially no design effort. Clearly, options may be required and

adaption or configura'tion to the customers needs may be required but this
tailoring should be a small portion of the final selling price. It would also
be expected that the ,..quipment would be supported by existing field service

personnel and commerc:.al logistics systems. Thir class would generally
exclude ruggedized ,,quipment although equipment for steel mills, chemical

plants and petroleum f ields may be both cornrcia.lly available and ruggedized.
Comercially available, computers are frequently delivered with software whic3
may have application to common business, technical or educational needs.
Software associated with MIL-SPEC, MIL-STD or special purpose computers

designed for tactical, strategic, intelligence, cryptologic or command and

control environments is generally unique to the special military application.

gCmputers to Support the Mlitary Mission of the Department of Defense could
include all of the above categories. The test here is the application and

whether it is on the critical path to the fulfil-uent of the military mission
of the Department, either.defensive or offensive. The test is the application
of the equipment and not its source. All computers and related equipment
destined for the "excluded" applications of 10 U.S.C. 2315 are included in
this general description, i.e., "...if the function, operation, or use of the
equipment or services-

•" 1 . "involves intelligence activities;

2. "involves cryptologic activities related to national security;

3. "involves the command and control of military forces;

4. "involves equipment that is an integral part of a weapon or weapons

system; Cr

5. "...is critical to the direct fulfillment of military or
intelligence missions."

Not included in the fifth excluded application area is equipment and services
'...for routine administrative and business applications..." Interim
guidelines for acquisitions under 10 U.S.C. 2315 maintain this gray area under
case-by-case oversight to assure that the legislative intent is preserved.
The definition will be modified as we gain experience in this area.

Comuters in Direct Suport of Systems Excluded by the FT1982 Defense
4 Authorization Bill which excludes acquisition of certain systems from the

Brooks Act (PL89-306) may include all of the above described categories. More

particularly, they are those computers which remain under exemption five when
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the .. routine adz-4uistrative and business applications incl.uding payroll,
finance, logistics, and personnel management apriicarions)" are excised. There
are systems in these applications areas wihich fail the "routine" test as thev
are on the critical ?ath toward the fulfillment of the "military mission."
Automatic test equipment, deployable logistics systems such as the Combat
Support System, NALC.)MIS, Global Weather Service systems, the Satellite
Control System, the )JORAD system, Avionics Intermediate Shop equipment, and

- . shipboard machinery La~nitoring systems are examples.of this area of
application.
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F-16 MULTINATIONAL STAGED IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

COL DAVID J. TEAL
DEPUTY SYSTEM PROGRAM DIRECTOR

F-16 SYSTEM PROGRAM OFFICE
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1. Welcome to everyone! It is a great pleasure for me to be able to tell you a
* little bit about what we are doing on the F-16. I'll show you some of the

things coming up on the F-16 aircraft which I think exhibits a new way of doing
business. We are structuring ourselves so that we can insert technology rapidly
at the field level, and improve our combat capability quickly at a reasonable

* cost. That's why we are excited about it. I am also very grateful to Jeff for
all the time he has put into organizing this conference so that you could be

here today to hear the significant investment we are making in the implementationj
of the architectural standards. We also must plan for the support and follow-on
effort necessary to sustain the implementation and modernization of all the stan-
dards as appropriate in the future. we would like to make all the tools being
developed available within the Department of Defense. Hopefully a great savings
in cost and time will be realized to you. That's the way I see it from my posi-
tion. That's why it's important that we get together to exchange this information,
because it's good for us and it's good for you.

2. 1 would like to show you what we are doing within the F-16 and why standards
are a key part of this activity. We are structuring an architecture for the F-16
Multi-National Staged Improvement Program (MSIP), which will allow us to insert
many new systems on the F-16 over the next few years. We have already imple-
mented Stage 1, delivered in November 1981. Stage 1 consists of the Group A pro-
visions, the structure, wiring and hard-point changes. The cockpit has also been
wired. The idea being to reduce future retrofit costs when we replace our
existing avionics.

3. Stage 2 consists of the "core avionics" which are the essential equipmentC needed to support the growth systems. This stage consists of a new cockpit
including a wide angle raster HUD, up-front communications-navigation-
identification system, a data transfer unit, two multifunction displays,
improved radar, radar altimeter, an improved cooling turbine, enhanced fire

* control computer, and advanced central interface unit. This aircraft is sched-
uled for delivery in July 1984.

4. Stage 3 is a continued integration of systems which enable us to fight air-
to-air and air-to-surface, day-night, as well as in weather. It includes
internal ECM, provisions for JTIDs, GPS, LANTIRN, and BVR missile. A lot of
thought has gone into the structure and the capability to incorporate new tech-
nology without constantly taking the aircraft back to the depot, which reduces

* the number of aircraft ready for combat.

5. Jovial J-73 higher order language is being used to program the Stage 2 core
avionics, and MIL-STD-1750A instruction architecture is being used as the
software/hardware interface. The core avionics are tied together with a 1553
data bus. Our 1553 data bus has dual protocol 1553 (LSAF/F-16) as well as 1553B
capability. MIL-STD-1760 is being adopted as the aircraft-to-weapon interface.

6. Now, the good news! "They haven't yet standardized their weapons."
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7. The F-16 application of the standards started late in 1980/early 1981.
However, once the ball got rolling things happened very quickly, thanks to Jeff
and a lot of other folks from the program office and General Dynamics who got
together to make this very ambitious and somewhat risky program work. In this
particular case, we are talking about the implementation of MIL-STD-1750. One
of the primary efforts is the implementation of 1750 in a microprocessor. Jeff
organized the first two forums early and late in 1981 with the idea of sharing
our tools with other organizations within the Department of Defense. We have
progressed in the development of these standards through PDR's and CDR's and we
are starting now in the printed circuit board developments.

8. The standards are being applied to the central processing units in the core
avionics which will be programmed in J-73 HOL. The fire control computer,
advanced central interface, multi-function display set, data entry cockpit
interface set, and data transfer unit will all be designed to implement 1750, as
well as operate on the 1553 data bus.

9. All of the new LRU's will either have a multi-card CPU or use the 1750
microprocessor. Also, some of the new government furnished equipment, both the
radar and HUD, will use 1750 and MIL-STD-1589. The existing equipment on the
F-16 will remain the same, i.e., the INS. However, as we upgrade and recompete
some o4 these systems, there will be opportunities to insert the standards.

10. I won't speak for the managers of programs outside the control of the F-16
SPO, but will simply state that they are targets of opportunity. AMRAAM repre-
sents a very large market for the microprocessor. LANTIRN will use the Delco
multicard 1750 CPU. The electronic warfare community is a big supporter of the
standards and are looking very closely at them as new systems come along. Both
Seek Talk and Combined Altitude Radar Altimeter are potential candidates for the
standards. Perhaps we can find a way for PLSS, CPS, and JTIDs to see some prac-
tical applications, if they still have the lead time. Hopefully there are
representatives here from those programs and contractors who may see the light -

get the religion - this morning, if you have not already done so.

11. This is how we understand 1750A. It is an 'interface standard' and not a
computer or an F3 specification, or a sole source environment. It is important
that everyone understand so that what we do is in line with Department of
Defense policy. Once 1750 is adopted, an upgrade in hardware technology will
not force you to throw out all the old software.

12. This is the way we are managing the 1750 development program. General
Dynamics is managing the overall program for the SPO. They have defined all the
specifications per SPO direction and have held a competitive procurement.
Fairchild was selected as the best over all solution for the 1750 program.

13. Our program is a parallel development effort. Since the 1750 micro- S
processor will not be ready for FSD, the Z8002 was chosen as an interim solu-
tion. However, the FCC will have 1750 and all of the core systems will be
programmed in Jovial. The current plan is to insert the 1750 CPU in place of
the Z8002 prior to production.
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14. As far as the HOL goes, the current F-16 uses J3B. It was a very success-

ful program. It is a very good HOL and very beneficial. We look forward to -

- continued benefit with J73.

15. The two J73 compiler vendors under contract are Advanced Computer

Techniques and Proprietary Software Systems. ACT is targeting to Z8002 ini-

tially in support of full scale development, and PSS is targeting to 1750.

Later, both companies will develop the alternate target generator. The initial

- deliveries have been made, look good and are on schedule.

16. By the end of 1982, in conjunction with the first flight of the MSIP flight

- test program, both the ACT & PSS compilers will be completed. They will be duly

targeted to Z8002 as well as 1750A. 
7

17. Thanks for listening. I hope this overview gave you an understanding of 1

the application of avionics interface standards on the F-16. Let us know if we -

* can be of assistance to you. We welcome your ideas and suggestions.
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R. K. MOORE

TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

CHART #1

MIL-STD-1750A does not standardize hardware, it standardizes
computer instruction set architecture. We are developing hardware
that may become a defacto standard, but that should not be
confused with the larger issue of 1750 standardization. The
existing 1750 computers on the F-16 use a multicard 1750
processor--the LANTIRN processor as well as the Fire Control
Computer that Delco is supplying. The chip set that Fairchild is
developing for General Dynamics and the Air Force will form the
basis of a single-card central processor. We are undertaking the
chip set development because the F-16 SPO requested it. The
benefit for us is in software development downstream, but the big
payoff is for the Air Force.

CHART #2

Four MSIP systems are targeted to use the 1750 microprocessor:
* the advanced central interface unit, the data entry cockpit

interface set, the data transfer unit, and the multifunction
display set. We are at the point in the MSIP program where we are
beginning to make provisions and go through the proposal actions
required to actually put the chips sets into the equipment.

CHART #3

This is a little more detail of the phased approach to
introducing the 1750. We are going through a full equipment
development with our Z8000 microprocessors as the core. Parallel
with the final stages of development and testing of the
zBe00-based equipment we will be developing a single- card 1750
processor that's meant to replace the card that houses the Z8000
processor. We intend to have full production capability for both

1750- and Z8000-based equipment.

For software development we will have dual-target Jovial
software tools that are being developed for us by two suppliers.We haven't decided how we are going to handle assembly language

software--whether to write a translator to go from Z8000 to 1750
assembly code, or start from scratch and do the whole thing over. 7
The machine-specific test programs will have to be written from
scratch.

The testing plan is to go through full safety-of flight, qual
. and flight test with the Z8000-based equipment, then phase the
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TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

1750 into the testing on a card basis. Our philosphy is that we
must test the equipment, and that the type of CPU is not critical
for most of that testing. Therefore, we intend to demonstrate
that the Z8000 cards and the 1750 cards are equivalent as far as
the equipment is concerned. We intend to go through a limited
flight test to verify that equivalency does exist.

Provisions have been implemented within all equipments that
will allow use of either the Z8000 or the 1750 chips. Mr. Henry
Lynn will give more details on what we've done along those lines.
We expect to make a decision this year as to whether to go forward
with full development of the 1750 card. When I say decision that
means GD writing a proposal and the Air Force making a decision.
We are in the early stages of that proposal effort now.
Prodpction commitment to 1750 will be made- when we have
demcnstrated that the two processor cards are equivalent.

CHART #4

This next slide is the schedule for the microprocessor program.
I would like to show you a few things on this schedule. Notice
that two CDRs are shown. We had an incremental CDR. At the 1st
increment the design looked very good. We are quite satisfied,
quite pleased with the work that Fairchild had done. There was an
open item at the conclusion of that increment: the type of
packane.

CHART #5

We decided that we did not want to use a 64 pin package on
one-hundred mil pin centers. Fairchild has developed a package
that is a 64 pin package with 50 mil centers. We did a lot of
research and decided that most wiring board manufacturers were not
comfortable with 50 mil technology right now. The package that we
ultimately agreed upon is designated as a "gull-wing" package.
The gull-wing is a dual-in-line package modified by Fairchild to
be surface mounted. The pins are on 50 mil centers. We expect
the printed wiring board technology to be the same as for a flat
pack. We plan to go forward with the qualification of this
package, but the details have not been worked out.

CHART #4 (Continued,

The deliveries of the prototype chip sets and the engineering
evaluation equipment are shown with a one month delay. That was a
result of some extended time taken earlier in the program to
redefine aspects of the architecture. The slip did not affect the
end result of our program, the preproduction chip sets. However,
as Fairchild progressed further in the design and layout and
actual figures on the chip die sizes were available, We became

-83-
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R. K. MOORE

* TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

dissatisfied with the size of the CPU chip. We saw that if we
took some more time we could probably bring the dimensions down,

* and end up with a more producible design, and feel much more
comfortable with the rest of the program. So we are taking some
time to do more analysis on the design and make some changes. We

- expectthat we will extend the schedule once again. The schedule
that Dan Wilriai will present will Indicate Fairchild's ideas as to
what the program should look like in the future. The formal
program schedules have not yet been updated. I wanted to alert
you so that when you see Dan's presentation, you will understand
why his schedule and mine are different.
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D. WILNAI
*TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

CHART #1

I would like to give you a brief overview of the program at Fairchild. You
will hear-much more detail about the microprocessor chip set from Shai Mor, and
you will hear about the test equipment that we are developing from Dave Scott of
GD. Ron Byrne will describe our marketing approach later in the day. All I will
do is give you a general idea of the program as a whole, and you will hear the
details later.

* CHART #2

Our objective in the program is to develop a microprocessor chip set comprised
of three VLSI devices. One of them, the main device, is a single chip that imple-
ments in a sixty-four pin package the complete 1750 instruction set architecture.
It is the CPU in the system. The other two devices are support devices. One of
them implements the MH~U functions of the 1750; the other one implements the block
protect RAM function. In addition to that, we have the task of developing test
and evaluation equipment for the program. The first target for the development
program is to deliver fifteen prototype chip sets and five units of the test and
evaluation equipment. Our current estimate is that we deliver that by February 1,
1983. The next step is to deliver 100 units of fully qualified preproduction chip
sets by September 1, 1983. These will be roughly four months behind the original
schedule.

CHART #3

Fairchild started the logic design of the 9450 back in June 1981. That was
*long before we had any indication that we had won the 1750A chip set development

contract. The contract was awarded in mid-October 1981. The reason we started
then (and we started on Fairchild funds) was because of the tightness of the sched-
ule. The only way we saw of getting to the end of the program in time was to start
early. Logic design started in June 1981 and finished by the end of January 1982.
We have taken here a somewhat aggressive approach, non-conventional in a sense.
Normally in a microprocessor development you will finish the logic design and only
then will you start the circuit design and layout. In this program, because of
schedule pressure, we started the circuit design and layout early. As you can see,1

*we have finished the circuit design just recently and the first design is going
* into fab now. As mentioned earlier we realized the design was not the design that

we wanted, and that it didn't meet our goals; therefore, we have started an op-
timization effort. The optimization is centered around logic design and layout.
We have decided to take this approach to reduce the risk in the program. What you
see now is five iterations of silicon processing. Basically, what we did was add

* another iteration of silicon processing. The first device,which is now going into
fab, will be a test device. It will allow us to test the logic as well as a few

* -90=
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CHART #3 (Cont'd)

things about the architecture. The second iteration will be a result of the circuit
optimization phase of the program, and we expect that to come out of fab in mid-
October 1982. At 211 month intervals after that we get the third, fourth, and fifth
iterations. You may want to ask why we have elected to have five iterations. Maybe
it will work the-first timef but nobody knows how many iterations it will take. Our

experience has been that it takes between three and five iterations on chip of this
complexity to get fully functional parts. What you see is what we consider to be a

realistic schedule, maybe on the pessimistic side. Preproduction deliveries will be

September 1, 1983.

CHART #4

So where are we? Again we have completed the design of the 9450, are going into

fab with a testing device, and are currently into a circuit optimization effort. At
the same time, the two support circuits, the 9451 and 9452 are completed and in fab

now. The test equipment development is on target. We have completed the top level
* design and we don't expect any problems.

r0
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1750A MICROPROCESSOR

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

DAN WILIAI

FAIRCHILD CAMERA AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

D. Wilnai

Third Technical FOrM *
5 may 1982

Chart* 1
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IL-STD 1750A MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FI=AIRCHIILO

A Schlumberger Company

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

* DEVELOP A HIGH PERFORMANCE MILITARIZED, SINGLE-CHIP

MICROPROCESSOR THAT FULLY IMPLEMENTS MIL-STD 1750A

INSTRUCTION SET ARCHITECTURE.

* DEVELOP SUPPORT CIRCUITS FOR EXPANDING THE ADDRESSING

RANGE TO 1M WORDS WHILE PROVIDING MEMORY PROTECTION:

1) MMU - MEMORY MANAGEMENT UNIT

2) BPR - BLOCK PROTECT RAM

* DEVELOP TEST AND EV,;ALUATION SUPPORT SYSTEM BOTH

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.

DELIVER 15 UNITS OF PROTOTYPE CHIPSETS AND 5 UNITS OF

TEST SYSTEMS BY FEBRUARY 1, 1983.

DELIVER 100 UNITS OF PREPRODUCTION CHIPSETS FULLY

QUALIFIED BY SEPTEMBER 1, 1983.

D. Wilnai
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

Chart # 2
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MIL-STD 1750A MICROPROCESSOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM P I R C HI LD

A Sch1umebrger Cofmfpa.'.

"3

PROGRAM STATUS - MAY 82

DESIGN OF THE F9450 (1750A CPU) STARTED IN JUNE 1981;

ARCH ITECTURE DES IGN -COMPLETE.

DETAILED DESIGN - COMPLETE.

* TEST DEVICE - IN FAB.

CIRCUIT OPTIMIZATION - IN PROGRESS.

DESIGN OF F9451 (1750A MMU) AND F9452 (1750A BPR) STARTED

IN OCTOBER 1981j

ARCHITECTURE AND LOGIC DESIGN - COMPLETE,

CIRCUIT LAYOUT - COMPLETE.

- 1ST SILICON - IN FAB.

.- " ENGINEERING TEST/EVALUATION EQUIPMENT

TOP LEVEL DESIGN - COMPLETE.

D. Wilnal
Third Technical Foru ---.a.
5 May 1982

Chart# 3
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S. MOR

TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

CHART *1

What I'll describe is the 1750 chip set as it is being
developed by Fairchild. First I'll cover the general 1750A chip
set characteristics, then some basic chip set configurations, and
then details on the three devices that constitute the chip set;
namely, the 9450 which is the main CPU, the 9451 which is the MMU
or Memory Management Unit, and the 9452 which is the BPR or Block
Protect RAM.

CHART *2

No text given

CHART #3

This is the artist conception of the full chip set. There are
three 64 pin packages and some other small standard packages. The
CPU is a single chip, 64 piaLpatkage device. The MMU consists of
the F9451 which is a 64 pin device plus four standard RAM chips
which contain the two maps plus two bi-directional buffers. The
BPR consists o4 the F9452 which is a 64 pin package device, plus
one standard RAM chip which contains the map for the protection
bits.

CHART #4

A smaller system which contains only the CPU and the BPR is
shown here.

CHART #5

Now let me go through the characteristics of the system
starting with the CPU. The CPU is a single 64 pin microprocessor
which implements MIL-STD-1750A. It requires a single five volt
supply plus an injector current. The technology used is I3L-11
which is basically a bi-polar technology. I3L has the advantages
of being bi-polar-in otherwords high speed--without the
disadvantages of high power and low density. Another feature of
the technology which is inherent in bi-polar is high radiation

- ?tolerance. The chip is fully static with a maximum clock
frequency of 20 Megahertz. All of the inputs and outputs are
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TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

compatible with low power Schottky. We have on-chip
multi-processing capabilities as will be explained later.

CHART #6

A basic goal of the program has been to develop a high
performance chip that is fast over the entire military temperature
range. For the F9450 we are talking about 200 nanoseconds for a
register to register add and 1.85 microseconds for a 16 x 16
multiply. The F9450 handles single and double precision
arithmetic and provides 16 general purpose registers as defined in
MIL-STD-1750A. The full complement of 32 and 48-bit floating
point instructions as defined in the standard have beon
implemented on chip. The chip is designed for real time
processing environments and has 16 levels of interrupt vectors,
also as defined in the standard. The chip can directly access 64
thousand words of memory; with the MMU the system can access up
to one mega-word. Two programmable timers are also implemented
on-chip.

CHART #7

The BPR is providing the function of write protection in
physical memory for the CPU and DMA in 1K blocks. The BPR is
impl ,mented using the F9480, a gate array used internally within
Fairchild. The gate array was used to reduce development time.
The other chip required to implement the BPR is a standard RAM
chip which will contain the protection bits.

CHART #8

The MMU provides a translation from logical to physical
addresses for both instructions and operands. It increases the
addressing space to one mega-word. Protection is accomplished in
blocks of 4K words in basically three modess (1) access key--
matching the lock to the key; (2) write protect-- applies for
data accesses; and (3) execute protect- applies for instruction
fetches. The F9480 gate array was again used for the main block
of the logic to shorten the design cycle. Four RAM chips contain

• the address maps. Two bi-directional buffers were necessary to
allow use of a gate array package with only 64 pins, as I will
explain later.

CHART 09

This is the logic symbol for the P9450--the CPU. The F945Z is
a 64-pin chip. Shown are the 16-bit multiplexed bus and all the
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status lines and handshake signals necessary for bus and I/C
cycles, the bus control and arbitration signals, abort and normal
power-up discretes, reset, the CPU clock and the timer clock. the
trigger-go reset discrete, the eight status lines- access key and
address state- which are neccessary for MMU operation, the
external fault inputs, and the nine external interrupts. There
are five pins for supply: Vcc, two injector pins, and two ground
pins. One pin is not connected.

CHART #10

This is the logic symbol for the F9451- the main element of
the MMU. The left side of the diagram illustrates the signals
that interface with the CPU: the information bus (IB), the four
AK's.and the four AS's, and all the status and handshaking
signals. On the right side most of the signals interface with the
four local RAM chips that contain the maps for the instruction and
data spaces. The RAL and E/W lines are the output that comes back
from the rams- both the access lock and the execute- or
write-protect bit. BOE controls the bi-directional buffers that
are part of the MMU system, but physically reside outside the
9451. the memory protect error goes back to the CPU fault inputs.
the ADD VAL output signals the memory subsystem and the BPR that
the extended address coming from the MMU system is valid. The
SPEED input allows the user to select the response speed of the
MMU, i.e. the number of wait states inserted by the MMU.

CHART #11

This is the logic symbol for the F9452-- the major element of
the BPR. the signals on the left side of the symbol are basically
those signals that interface to the CPU and the MMU if present.
The signals in the upper right interface to and control the local
RAM that contain the protection bits. In the case of a memory
write protect violation , the memory protect error output will
signal the CPU to report the fault and the memory system to
inhibit the write. Global protect enable is an output that tells
the rest of the system that no memory location can be written into
since the BPR will not have been initialized. After the BPR has
been initialized by the CPU, and the bits in the local RAM have
been loaded, global protect enable will be deactivated. The last
set of pins are the ABORT input coming from the CPU; DMA
acknowledge,since the BPR must distinguish between memory accesses
by the CPU and DMA; the address valid input coming from the MMU;
and two speed pins that do a job similar to the speed pins in the
MMU, letting the BPR know how many wait states to insert depending
upon the speed of the CPU clock.

CHART #12
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This is a system configuration consisting of a CPU and an MMU.
The MMU consists of all the logic contained within the broken
line.

CHART #13

This is a system configuration consisting of a CPU and a BPR.
Note that if an MMU is not present, four bits of the extended
address must be tied to ground and four bits must come from the
information bus.

CHART #14

this is a system that contains all the elements of the chip
set: the CPU, the MMU, and the BPR. Note that the memory protect
error signals are tied in a WIRE-OR so that either the MMU or the
BPR can report an error.

CHART #15

This chart shows a few features of 13L-I tecnology. I-L is a
bipolar technology. As opposed to TTL which is based upon a
multiple-input, single-output transistor, I3. transistors are
single-input, multiple-output. Minimum gate delays are 2.5
nanoseconds or less, with typical gate delays of 4 nanoseconds for
the four collector configuration at 100 microamps of injector
current per cell. Packing density is 500 to 600 gates/mm2
including power and interconnect. The intrinsic density-- active
devices only- is about double. The technology is directly
interfaceable to TTL. This feature is used on the F9450 since
part of the chip is TTL. As mentioned the technology is fast and
dense, and it makes implementation of standard cells such as PLA's
and ROM's relatively easy. Being bipolar, the technology allows-
operation over the full military temperature range. Also the
technology is scalable for improved performance and density.

CHART 016

The indicated subjects will be covered in the following
discussion of the CPU.

CHART #17

The data types are as defined in MIL-STD-1750A.

CHART 018
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The addressing modes are as defined in MIL-STD-1750A.

CHART 019

This is an internal block diagram of the CPU. There are five
major blocks: (1) the Address Processor, (2) the Data Processor,
(3) the Interrupt Processor, (4) the Microprogrammed Control
Section, and (5) the Timing and Bus Arbitration Unit. The Address
Processor is responsible for generating all of the addresses that
go out from the CPU during bus cycles, either instruction

, addresses or operand addresses. The two basic registers included

in the Address Processor are the 'IC# or Program Counter, and the
MAR,.or Memory Address Register. An incrementer/decrementer
implied within the block allows the next operand address or
instruction address to be prepared while executing some other
operation in the Data Processor. The Data Processor block is the
part of the chip the does the data processing. The main part of
the block is the ALU. A 17-bit ALU was required because of the
multiply algoritm used. The ALU is fast with carry look-ahead.
The shifter shifts left and right and is also capable of
byte-shifting, sign-extend, and things of that nature. The
register file which is contained within the Data Processor block
consists of the 16 general purpose registers that are user "
accessable, plus another seven scratchpad registers, some of which
are also shift-registers. The Data processor also includes the
status register and the two timers as defined in MIL-STD-1750A.

I mentioned two timers are working on separate clocks. These
are real time timers and obviously they should't rely on the main
CPU clock. On the otherhand to be able to read the counter while
counting, the two clocks have to be synchronized. On chip we
synchronize the timer clock with the main CPU clock. We can do a
clean read of the timer while the timer is still counting. So,
while the timer is independent as far as counting the time from
the CPU clock, it is still synchronized to allow a read while
counting. We put a lot of effort in trying to multiply as fast as
possible, and what we use is a modif-ied Booth algorithm which is
doing two shifts past that and cutting in half the time that a
normal add/shift algorithm produces. To implement the algorithm
we needed another shifter. 14 you are familiar with the Booth
algorithm, you have to add the multiplican shifted by two, and
some extra logic to cover the subtle cases of overflow that result
in this type of operation. As you can see the data processor
besides getting two operands and producing results is also
generating the different ALU conditions necessary for the control
section to do branches.

The next block is the interrupt proccessor, and this block
receives the interrupt and faults, and is responsible for
processing these. To do that it contains three major subblocks
and these are the three registers: the PIR register, which
records all the interrupts coming in whether from the inside the
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chip or outside the chip. The Mask register which is deciding
which of the interrupt are masked and which is not. The fault
register which receives the external and internal faults. Some of
the external faults are synchronized, like the memory protect
error and some of them are non-synchroni:ed. So some of them had
to be implemented as an edge sensitive fault. Also, included in
that block is the priority logic that looks at the PIR and the
mask. In case of several interrupts happening at the same time,
it determines which one is going to get serviced according to the
priority that I will present in a few minutes. Also Included in
that block is the enable logic controlled by executing an XIO
instruction that says interrupts enable or disable. The other
block is the microprogram control section. It's a two level
pipeline microprogram section generating the control bits for the
rest of the processor, and it also includes the source and
destination logic. As you know the two operands selected from the
data.processor could come either from the instruction body (the
way they're defined in the insturction format) or from the
microprogram. If you want to work between two scratchpad
registers obviously it would not come from the instruction
format. The logic that looks at that part of the instruction
register and selects where the source for the two operands being
worked on in this particular cycle is in that block. The last
block is the timing and bus arbitration unit. This is the block
that gets the CPU clock, which is up to 20MHz, generating all the
interril clocks and strobes necessary to activate any of these
blocks and it is also responsible for the handshaking with the
bus. Two things which are obvious to the user are the STRBA and
the STRBD which come out of that section. STRBA is covering the
time that the address is on the bus and STRBD covers the time the
data is on the bus. The bus is the multiplex bus. Part of the
status register is those eight bits of address state and address
key that go into the MMU.

CHART #24

This is the F9450 register set

CHART #27

In the system there are three types of timing cycles: a three
state cycle for a pure ALU cycle. The four state cycle is the
minimum memory bus cycle to I/O and memory, if no wait states areL inserted at "0 Mhz it needs 200 nanoseconds. Wait states are used
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S
as required for slower memory to access data. The five state cycle
means that conditions during the cycle require the next
microaddress to be contingent upon conditions in the machine.
This cycle is also used in the abort cases. So there are three.
four and five state cycles which at 20 Mhz mean 150, 200 and 250
nanoseconds.

CHART #2S

This is what happens during the minimum read bus cycle. The

CPU clock is shown along with the internal states SO, S1, S2 and
so forth. Bus request is the first thing that is generated when
you want to start a bus cycle. If the bus grant is granted at the
same time then the CPU has control over the bus and begins it's
bus qycle. Once it gets the bus it pulls down the bus busy line
to-signal that this is when the cycle starts. Once the CPU gets
the bus it will output the three status lines: mem/io, read/write.
data/instruction. As long as the CPU does not have the bus these
lines and most others are tri-stated. Bus lock is used if the CPU
does not need to lock the bus then it follows exactly the bus
busy. You lock the bus when you want to for example, read and
then write to a certain location. STRBA indicates when the bus
holds an address, and the trailing edge is used to latch the
address into a Z73 type device. RDYA is pulled low when you want
to insert wait states, in this case none are inserted since this
is a minimum cycle. RDYD acts the same as RDYA to insert wait
states when the data is not ready. the bus has two phases:
address phase and then data phase. The times shown are
preliminary, since chips have not been fabricated yet.

CHART #29

Similar to the previous slide is the minimum write cycle, the
only difference is the extended time when the data is on the bus
which is used to accomidate the slower CMOS memories that are
available. To insert wait states onto the data phase of the bus
cycle you pull this low and another wait state is inserted.

CHART #0

The same thing occurs during the minimum write bus cycle,
similar to the previous slide. To extend the address the RDYA
signal must be used and an S1 state is inserted.

CHART #31

This simplifies explanation of the RDYD signal in a bus cycle.
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CHART *I2

The RDYA signal polarity and setup times are shown.

CHART #*3

This shows what happens during a bus arbritaration cycle. The
CPU pulls the bus request low telling the arbritor it needs the
bus. If the bus arbritor grants the bus to the CPU it pulls the
bus grant low. As long as the CPU does not have the bus it is
tri-stated. The arbritaration is done on a CPU clock cycle basis.

CHARf #Z4

Some multi-processor configurations are shown. First the CPU
and a DMA device are on the bus with the DMA device having the
highest priority. You need a flip-+lop and a gate that receives
the DMA Enable from the CPU. The bus grant is synchronized with
the CPU clock.

CHART #Z5

With two CPUs the scheme is.very similar to the previous slide.
We arbitrarily assign one of the CPUs a higher priority. It
issues the request and receives the grant, and the other one gets
the grant bar. It is again synchronized to the CPU clock.

CHART #36

With up to eight bus masters, we have a priority encoder. It
is a direct extension of the two CPU-scheme.

CHART *37

There are six fault inputs to the CPU, three are synchronous
and are latched into the fault register on the trailing edge of
bus busy. The other three are asynchronous and edge sensitive and
labeled SF0, SF1, and SF2.

CHART #38

The fault register is a sixteen bit register defined by the
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standard. Any bit set in the fault register causes the level 1
interrupt to occur.

CHART #39

There are two sub-classifications of error conditions that are
called major error and unrecoverable error. Unrecoveralbe errors
have to do with instructrions, and when one occurs we can not
continue. It causes an abort and forces an interrupt level 0 to
occur. Major errors will cause an abort also, but these do not
cause a level 0 interrupt.

CHART #41

This is the priority scheme orginization with a linkage and
service pointer for each interrupt.

CHART #42

The console operations are built in on chip. The console
request input signals when we want to do a console operation. By
reading an I/0 address the particular console operation is
decoded. The console represents to the CPU three 1/O addresses:
one command address and two data addresses.
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CHART #47

The self test is part of the iiitialization routine that is
invoked by the reset pin. The self test reads and writes to the
regiisters, verifies the various ALU and pre-ALU functions, checks
the-booth hardware, shifter, the ROM constants, IC and MAR are
checked. Then a synthetic instruction is generated and executed
to test the IR and and associated logic. If an error is
encountered bit 13 in the fault register is set and the normal
power up will not be set,

CHART *48

This is the initialization routine that occurs on power-up.

CHART 049

This is the rest of the initialization routine, part of which
is the self-test. After that we read the configuration register
which tells us the chip set configuration for initialization
purposes.

CHART *50

Performance is calculated by a program written by Jack Herllin.
The total throughput is 683 KOPS for the DAIS avionics mix. Using
only fixed point we get 1.5 MIPS, floating point only is 180 KOPS.
If an MMU is attahced we get about 600 KOPS.
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CHAR.T #51

What I want to describe now is the way we plan to implement the built-in func-
tions. To refresh the emory of people who might have forgotten, the 1750A standard
definition of a built-in function opcode basically serves as an escape code. If we
allow user defined types of operations, for example, if someone wants to implement
the sine, cosine or any other transcendental functions, this is what he's going to

us. ow the way we propose to do it is using the 9450 together with another chip
that is in an advanced stage of development at Fairchild, the 9443, which is an
IEEE floating point standard coprocessor. To ace -ndate the 9450, the 9443 has
now two modes of operation: IEEE mode and 1750 mode. I will go over very briefly
how the 43 works. The 43 is basically a slave processor. It's not a real copro-
cesso: looking at the 13 and the Instruction stream and intercepting its own in-
strictions. The way it works is as a slave. It has to receive from the CPU, the
command and the starting address for its operand, if it happens to be a memory type
operation. So 9443 is what we call a coprocessor or slave processor. We are pre-
senting to the CPU four I/0 addresses, and it is treated by the CPU as four I/0
devices. One 1/0 address presents the starting operand address. The CPU is cal-
culating the starting address of the operand for the particular floating point
operation we want to execute; for example, sine or cosine. If that particular
operation does not involve a memory operation then this is not calculated by the
CPU, and obviously not sent out to the coprocessor. Then you have a control reg-
ister which presents another 110 address to the CPU, and it specifies things like
rounding mode. If you are familiar with IEEE floating point, you know there is a
lot to specify. What is important in our case is that it tells the 1750 and 9443
whether its going to be 113M mode or 1750 floating point mode; so that's the con-
trol register. Then the instruction register presents another 110 address to the
CPU which is where the instruction originates, and it also tells the 43 what opera-
tion to do; sine, cosine or whatever. The status register is what the CPU is read-
Ing from. The coprocessor and for example, faults are registered in the status
register. The 43 has eight internal registers in the single precision or four
extended precision. All operations for the 43 either register to memory or register
to register. There is no mmry to memory in the 43. If its a mmory operation,
then the 43 gets the starting address from the CPU and then goes ahead and fetches
its operand from memory. In other words, it becomes another bus contender. It has
to request for the bus like any other CPU or M(& device or whoever is hung on the
bus. Once it lets its starting address, its control register data and instruction
register, the 43 goes ahead and executes independently the instruction. When the
execution is completed, the two lines from the 43 signal back to the CPU either
completion or fault. These two can be interrogated by 1/0 polling or the user can
generate an interrupt using them. The 43 maybe further interrogated by executing
I/0 instructions. For example, if one of the BIT instructions that was sent to the
coprocessor was illegal, it will be reported in the status register.
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CHART #52

This is an illustration of what the 9443 represents to the CPU. Actually the
*43 has 32 bit addressing capabilities but in our case we don't use it, we use only

the AL register. Shown here are the control register, instruction register, and
status register.

CHART #53

This is the way the BIF instruction looks in our 1750 implementation. As you
can see its a three word instruction. kid if you ignore the last word, it looks
like a normal direct memory or indexed memory instruction. The 4F is defined in
the'MIL-STD, and considering the way the 9443 works, only the indicated addressing
modes make sense. Since the 9443 is expecting addresses there is no point in using
immediate type of addressing. Bit 8 specifies indexed or non-indexed operation,

* and the register is specified in Bits 12 through 15. This is the same way the
specification is done in the normal 1750 instructions. Actually the same DODA

* routines are used in the microcode. IR is the instruction that we want to execute
on the coprocessor. The instruction is read into the CPU and sent back to the co-
processor; thus there is a three word instruction format. Another feature that we
have added here is the ability to talk to four coprocessors with one 1750 instruc-
tion. The two bits 10 and 11 specify which coprocessor the instruction refers to.

CHART #54

These are the configurations in which the 9443 will work with 9450. The first
configuration is without an MMU. As you can see the 9443 is one of the bus con-
tenders in the system, and it has to be arbritrated just like any other bus con-
tender. In the case of an MMU system the 9443 has to supply its own AS&AK to be
able to operate through the MMI. These are not included as part of the 9443;
therefore, we need an external device that is addressed as an I/O device by the
9450. Other aspects of the operation are basically the same.

CHART #55

This is the sequence of events that occur when a BIF instruction is occurring.
The CPU is calculating the effective address according to the normal 1750 procedure.

* If the coprocessor is not present than an illegal operation is signaled and the
operation is terminated. If the coprocessor is present, then the CPU will use the
three I/O addresses to send to the 9443 the starting address, and two other ad-

* dresses: the instruction that you want to execute and the control register. In
* the case of 1750 the major thing the control register will tell the 9443 is to go

to the 1750 mode, rather than the IEEE mode. The note explains once again that
0 the control register and the coprocessor AS/AK latch are loaded separately using
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CHART #55 (Cont'd)

XIO instructions. There was no point making these operations part of the built-in
function instruction format because it would make a four word format and the opera-
tions are seldom used. The 9443 is a very high performance device with floating
point operations on the order of two or three microseconds for a multiply or divide
in single precision.

CHART #56

The last two sections of the presentation have to do with the MMU and the BPR.
I will go over the functions, how the functions were implemented, some word about
timing, the pinout, and system configuration.

CHART #57

The function of the MMU is to translate logical addresses to physical addresses
and extend the addressing space to one million words. There are two address maps,
one for the instruction space and another for the data space. Each is 256 x 16
registers. Another feature of the MMU is memory protection. There are three modes
of protection; the first is access key protect in which the AK coming from the CPU
is matched against the lock four bits in the appropriate register and if a mismatch
occurs a memory protect error is generated. If we are in the data mode there is one
bit that tells us whether we are allowed to write into the associated 4K block of
memory. The same bit is used in the instruction fetch mode to tell us whether we
are allowed to fetch from that 4K block.

CHART #58

This is a familiar slide showing AS&AK coming from the CPU. The AS is select-
ing a page group. The four most significant bits of the IB select one register from
the page group and the PPA coming out is concatenated with the twelve least signi-
ficant bits from the IB to generate the twenty bits of physical address.

CHART #59

The MMU was implemented using what looks like a one register cache. The assump-
tion is, using the principle of locality of accessing, that if we accessed a 4K block
it would be more than reasonable to assume that the next access to memory would be

* from the same 4K block. So we have on chip two register caches; one for the data
section and one for the instruction section. If we get an address coming out of the
CPU that is identical to the previous address contained in the latch, then we go
ahead to the data register and use it. If we get a miss, we access the external
RAM maps. Statistically, we will get hits probably 90% of the time.
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CHART #60

This chart indicates the MMU timing. If we ignore the time it takes to execute
an XIO instruction to and from a register in the map, we look at this. If we get a
hit then we incur two additional wait states. If we get a miss then the MMU is in-
serting four additional wait states because it has to access the map, bring back the
access lock and the protection bits in the PPA. So statiscally there should be some-
thing like 2.2 wait states. That is what we use in our performance calculations.

CHART #63

This slide illustrates that the CPU/M!U combination. Let me emphasize that
when we talk about MM! we are talking about seven chips. The main chip is in a 64

* pin package which is called the 9451. There are six external chips. Four of the
chips are commercially available RAM chips which contain the two maps, instruction
and data. Two are bi-directional buffers which are also commercially available
products. The MMU also outputs the three reserve bits which currently are not

used for anything.

CHART #64

The final section addresses the BPR: functions, implementation, timing, pinout
and system configuration.
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CHART #65

The BPR functions are to provide write protection in the physical address space
for the CPU and the DMA. The protection is done in 1K pages as opposed to the 4K
pages as done in-the MMU. The BPR also provides global write protection, in other
words, nothing can be written. This is done when the system is powered up because
before the RAM is initialized and the protection bits are set, everything must be
globably protected. After the BPR is initialized then global protection goes away
and protection is accomplished according to the contents of the RAM.

4 CHART #66

Tfhis chart shows what the RAM looks like. In the case where we have an MKtU we
have two sets of 64 registers; one set for the CPU and one for the DMA. Each bit
in the register represents 1K of physical memory. So if a particular bit is set to
one, it means that this 1K is write protected. In the case where we do not have an
!MMrU then the addressing space is significantly smaller and it contains actually two
sets of four registers each, and again each bit is representing 1K of physical
memory.

CHART #67

In the BPR implementation we used a similar concept to what we did in the MMU
and it actually applies even more here. Because here if we read in one register,

* we have protection for 16K so the likelyhood of getting a page boundary crossing -

is even smaller. Again we have a comparator and if the current address matches the
previous one, then we don't have to go to the external RAM. If we get a miss then,
similar to the MQ4U, we go ahead and read the appropriate 16 bit register from the
RAM and do the protection only then. Obviously this will take longer. To minimize

* the number of external chips and considering that in the time that we do a BPR XIO,
mainly loading a register in the BPR, reading one from it is not critical at all.
What we chose to do is use only one RAM chip and doing the loading and reading in
two bytes of eight bits. Therefore, we don't need two external RAMS; we can only
use one.

CHART #68

This diagram shows how the RAM is connected to the BPR. All the control is
coming from the BPR.

CHART #69

This is the impact of the BPR on timing. The critical figure that we have to
look at is this one here. As you can see its again two wait states inserted by
the BPR if we get a miss. The BPR and MQ4U are working at the same time, so only
if we get a miss will the wait states be serial. If we get a hit, the wait states

* will be in parallel. So there are no extra wait states i1n 90% of the cases when
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CHART #69 (Cont'd)

we connect the BPR and MMU at the same time. The rest of the cases are not critical.
Again we have the two pins into the BPR that control the speed; namely determining
how many wait states are going to be added by the BPR, and it depends on the CPU
clock.

!

_CHART #72

This slide has already been shown. Shown are the interface of the CPU, the RAM
controls, the memory protect error that goes back to start the fault sequence if we
get a protect error. This is the global protect enable which is a separate pin that
disables any writing to the memory before the BPR is initialized.

CHART #73

This is a system consisting of the CPU, MMU and BPR. There is nothing new to
say in addition to what I've already said except that as you can see the memory
protect error is a tie of the signals from the BPR in the MHU, and if either device
is signaling a memory protect error the fault register will be loaded and the fault
sequence will start.
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F9450 (1750A CPU)

* SINGLE 64-PIN MICROPROCESSOR. IMPLEMENTS PIL-STD

1750A INSTRUCTION SET ARCHITECTURE.

* SINGLE 5V SUPPLY (ADDITIONAL INJECTOR CURRENT SOURCE

REQUIRED) - POWER DISSIPATION LESS THAN 3 WATTS

S13L-I (3 MICRON) 'IECHNOLOGY WITH 1005 RADIATION

TOLERANCE,

* STATIC OPERATION WITH CLOCK FREQ. 0-20 MHZ.

* LOWER POWER SCHOTTKY INPUT/OUTPUT.

* MULTIPROCESSING CAPABILITIES,

S. Mor
Third Technical FOrum
5 Hay 1982

Chart 5 5
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FEATURES (CON'TI NUED)
0

- •HIGH-PERFORMANCE OVER MILITARY TEMPEPATURE RARGE (200 NS

ADD 1.85 )us 16 x 16 MULTIPLY),

* SINGLE AND DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC (16 AND 32 BITS).

* 16 GENERAL PURPOSE REGISTERS.

• 32 AND 48-BIT FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC IMPLEMENTED ON

CHIP.

* REAL-TIME PROCESSING WITH 16 LEVELS OF INTERRUPT VECTORS.

* DIRECTLY ADDRESS 64K WORDS, EXTENDABLE TO 1M WORDS WITH

MMU.

* TWO PROGRAMMABLE TIMERS.

0

S. M or
Third Technical F - u
5 May 1982

Chart # 6
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BPR FEATURES

- PROVIDES WRITE PROTECTION IN PHYSICAL MEMORY

FOR CPU AND DMA IN PAGES OF 1K WORDS

UTILIZES:

- F9480 GATE ARRAY CHIP

- 93479 RAM CHIP

- S. Mor
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

Chart f 7
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MMU FEATURES !

• PROVIDES LOGICAL TO PHYSICAL ADDRESS TRANSLATION
FOR INSTRUCTIONS AND OPERANDS

* 1M WORD ADDRESSING SPACE

* PROTECTION IN LOGICAL SPACE OF 4K WORD PAGES FOR:

- ACCESS KEY

- WRITE

- EXECUTE

* UTILIZES:

F9480 GATE ARRAY CHIP
- 4 93479 RAM CHIPS

-2 54F245 BIDIRECTIONAL BUFFERS

0

S. Mor
Third Technical Fo.-
5 Hay 1982

Chart f S
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Ruff CONREG

CPU CLK 5

TIMER CLK 10 %b) -2

TRIGO RST' 'B3

AK0  186S
AKI 157
AK2  IBS

STATUS BUS AK3  S
ASO0 9 II
AS1  (1760A CPU) 'B12

AS3  'B14 MEMORY

MEM PRT ER IBIS 110 BUS

________STRBA

MEM PAR ER

________RDYA

EXT ADR ER

fAULTS SFL0 STRBD

RDYD
SYSFLT1

SYSFLT2 -

MAIO
PWRDN INI /

US. I" -

US1 INT BUS BUSY
US2INT

INTERRUPTS US3 INT BUS REQ
US4 INT-
US5 INT BUS ONT BUS

_______CONTROL

10L tNT Bus LOCK

10L 1 WIT DMA EN

NMLPWRUP

ABORT

VC VNJ VINJ2 OND) NC'S

t I 11 1 IThird Technical Forum

Chart 9



AK2  
A

STATUS BUS AK

DATA

IBO RAM

B IA0  
INTERFACE

187 (1750A MMU)

MEMORY - IBisE(
1/O BUS II IW

RDYD MEM PSTER

VCCVI~ WC ONOThird Technlical FOTUZ

5 May 1982
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A,

CPU CLK A2
A3

'B2 AS
113 A7
14

ISO D, PAM

111 F45 D2 INTERFACE

1%a BLOCK D3
hg9 PROTECT RAM 04

.4*l (1750A SPR) 05

'B12 07

1134

IBISROE

EXT ADRI MEM PRT ER

MEMORY EXT ADP2

1/0 BUS EXT ADR3t GLOB PRT EN
-EXT ADR4

EXT ADRS
EXT ADRS
EXT ADR7y

STRIA

RDYA

STRUD ABORT

ROYD IDMA ACK

R/W ADD VAL

MAIO SPEED 1

BUSBUSY SPEED 2  S o

~ V~J NC ONDThird Technical Vorsm

.1 1 15 may 1982
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913

* 13L 11 TECHNOLOGY FEATUR.ES

- - MINIMUM GATE DELAY OF 2.5tiS AND BETTER

-AVG. GATE DELAY LIKS (MIN. SIZE F.0w4) AT 10O)* CELL CURRENT

-PACKING DENSITY 500-600 GATES/MM2 INCLUDING POWER AND

INTERCONNECTS .ND 3200 GATES 1tm 2 INTRINSIC DENSITY

-DIRECT TTL INTERFACE CAPABILITY

-FAST AND DENSE CONVENTIONAL CIRCUITRY I.E. PLA's, ROM,
RANS ON SAME CHIP

M IL. GRADE TEMP. OPERATION

-SCALABLE FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE AND DENSITY.

0 S. Mor
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

Chart 9 15
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F9450 -- 1750A CPU
------ ------ - -

DATA TYPES

*ADDRESSING MODES

*BLOCK DIAGRAM

REGISTER MODEL

* PIN-OUT

* TIMING DIAGRAMS

* MULTIPROCESSING (BUS ARBITRATION)

* INTERRUPTS AND FAULTS HANDLING

* CONSOLE OPERATIONS

* INITIALIZATION AND SELF TEST

* PERFORMANCE

*BIF IMPLEMENTATION

0

S.Mo

Third Technical Fort--
5 May 1982

Chart 9 16
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DATA TYPES

1) BITs

2) BYTES (8 BITS)-

3) WORD (6 BITS)

4) DOUBLE WORDS (32 BITS)

5) SINGLE PRECISION FLOATING POINT (32 BITS)

6) EXTENDED PRECISION FLOATING POINT '(8 BITS)

S. Mor
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

-129- Chart 0 17-09-1



ADDRESSING fODES

- REGISTER DIRECT

* MEMORY DIRECT

* MEMORY DIRECT INDEXED

* MEMORY INDIRECT

MEMORY INDIRECT WITH PREINDEXING

* IMMEDIATE LONG

* IMMEDIATE SHORT

* IMMEDIATE SHORT POSITIVE

* IMMEDIATE SHORT NEGATIVE

* IC RELATIVE

0 BASE RELATIVE

* BASE RELATIVE INDEXED
S. Mor
Third Technical For--
5 May 1982

Chart # 18
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F9450 BLOCK DIAGRAM

5 MA/N BLOCKS WIIAMERPA CE SIGNALS

AS

ABB TIMERS, CON.

_______________

N ~ ~ ~ ~ S A&8 IER OND

Mux MX SE5 RMa ADR8

Char 

'A
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TIMNG

The Timing Unit generates three types of nano/micro

cycles according to the following:

* a) A 3-state* cycle for pure ALTU nano/micro

control words.

b) A 4-state cycle for a nano/micro control

word with a bus request.

c) A 5-state cycle. This applies to those

nano/micro words where the address of the

next nano control word is conditionally

determined by the result conditions of

the current ALU cycle.

The 5-state cycle also applies to those

bus cycles that follow any cycle where a

fault causing an Abort Condition has

occured.

* A state is equal to one CPU clock period.

S. MOr
Third Technlical Forum
5 Iay 1982

Chart # 27
-133-
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4 .EXTERNAL FAULTS:

SYNCHRONOUS FAULT INPUTS (LATCHED BY TRAILING EDGE

OF BUS BUSY SIGNAL)

* MEMORY PROTECT ERROR

* MEMORY PARITY ERROR

* EXTERNAL ADDRESS ERROR

ASYNCHRONOUS FAULT INPUTS (EDGE SENSITIVE)

SYSTEM FAULT 0

• SYSTEM FAULT 1

SYSTEM FAULT 2

0

0 S. or

Third Technical Forum
5 may 1982

-143- Chart 37
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FAULT REGISTER (FT-)

THE FAULT REGISTER IS 16 BITS WIDE.

BIT 0 CPU MEMORY RPOTECT ERROR

BIT 1 NON-CPU MEMORY PROTECT ERROR
BIT 2 MEMORY PARITY ERROR

BIT 3 SPARE

BIT 4 SPARE

BIT 5 ILLEGAL I/0 ADDRESS

BIT 6 SPARE

BIT 7 SYSTEM FAULT 0

BIT 8 ILLEGAL MEMORY ADDRESS

BIT 9 ILLEGAL INSTRUCTION

oBIT 10 PRIVILEGED INSTRUCTION

BIT 11 ADDRESS STATE ERROR

BIT 12 SPARE

*BIT 13. BITE (BUILT-IN TEST) OR SYSTEM FAULT 1 OR 2

BIT 14 SYSTEM FAULT 1

BIT 15 SYSTEM FAULT 2

ANY BIT SET IN THE FAULT REGISTER, WILL CAUSE A

MACHINE ERROR (PIR, BIT 1). S. Mar
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

0 Chart #38
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ABORT CONDITIONS:

UNRECOVERABLE ERRORS:

* ILLEGAL INSTRUCT ION

* INSTRUCTION PROTECT FAULT

* INSTRUCTION PARITY

* INSTRUCTION ILLEGAL ADDRESS

*ADDRESS STATE FAULT

M~AJOR ERRORS:

*PRIVILEGED INSTRUCTION

4 * CPU ACCESS MODE

*CPU WRITE PROTECT

*CPU DATA ILLEGAL ADDRESS

ILLEGAL I/0 ADDRESS

S. Mor

Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

Chart f 39
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_______ _______ ?1TERnuP DEFINITX ORB

Interrupt
-./PI 'Linkage Interrupt
"egistes Pointer Service

Interrupt sit Address Address
Number Number (Be) (sex)

0 0 20 21 Power Down (cannot be
masked or disabled)

1 1 . 22 23 Machine Zrror(cannot
be disabled)

2 2 24 25 User a

3 3 26 27 Floating Point
Overflow

4 4 28 29 Fixed Point Overflow
5 5 2A 23 Executive Call (cannot

be masked or disabled)

9 6 2C" 2D Floating Point Dnderflow

7 7 2Z 27 Timer A

.8 30 3j. tser I

* . .3 12 33 Timer,B

1 34 . .35 User'2

11 11 36 37 User 3.

12 12 38 39 Input/Output Level I

13 13 3 35 'User 4

24 14 3C 3D Input/Output Level 2

1 1s 3Z 31 User S
NOTE: Interrupt number 0 bag the highest priority. Priority decrease
with increasing interrupt number.

0e  
.S. Nor --

Third Technical Forul

5 May 1982

Chart 41
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CONSOLE SEQUENCE

COSOLE REQUEST

COMPLETE1

.4.]STRUCTIOI

READ CONSOLE COMMAND
(IOR CYCLE)

EXECUTE SPECIFIED

CONSOLE OPERATION

WAIT FOR NIEXT
CONSOLE REQUEST

(1) READING AND WRITING TO THE CONSOLE IS DONE USING I/0 CYC'.ES.
ADDRESSES ARE:

* CONSOLE COMMAND : 8400

* CONSOLE READ ADDRESS : 8401
* CONSOLE WRITE ADDRESS : 0400 S. Mor

Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

Chart 0 42
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SLF TEST (BIT) 4Z "

INVOKED BY:

-The p@ver-up (initialization) routine

SElI TEST FUNCTIONS:

-Reads/vrite all registers in register file

- Causes fault and verifies that the fault bit Is set
and a machine error interrupt is pending

- Verifies ALU and pre-ALU function

- Checks booth hardvare by performing a multiply

- Checks divide hardvare by performing a divide

- ALLU shifter is checked right/left by booth/divide

- Verified ROM constants can be accessed

- Verified IC/M R can be accessed and incremented

- Generates an instruction (using a ROM constant).
Loads it into IR and executes it. to check a full
path through the control section.

ERRORS IN SIT:

- Set bit 13 in the fault register

- Normal pover up vill not be set

S. Nor

Third Technical Forum

5 May 1982

chart I 47
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943 OPERATION

jrepresents 4 1/O addresses to the CPU

- Starting operand address (Address register)

- control resister (specifies rounding mode.

I121/1750A format and so forth)

- instruction resister

- Status register (contains ezceptiona and faults,
one of them is illegal 943 0P)

- There are 8 internal registers in single precision or 4
registers in double (eztended) precision.

- the 9443 operations are memory to register (destination
may be memory or register), or register to register.

- In memory operations, the 9443 will fetch its operands
from memory (using the starting address supplied by the
CPU). The number of memory accesses depends on the
instruction and precision ode.

- Once the 9443 gets its AL. Cl. XI registers loaded it will
bid for the bus (if one of the operands is in memory)
using the general arbitration sche*e.

- Upon completion of its operation, the 9443 will activate
one of its 2 pins that indicate completion. One indicates
completion without faults, and the other indicates faults.

- These pins may be polled (using 10 insructions) or used
for interrupts to the CPU.

- the 9443 may be further interrogstedto the nature of the
faults by reading (using 10) its status register.

S. Nor
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

Chart f 51
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9443 REGISTERS REPRESENTATION IN I/0 SPACE

AL: LOW ORDER OPERAND ADDRESS 1

I AH: HIGH ORDER OPERAND ADDRESS

CR: CONTROL REGISTER "(EEE/ 1
1750A FORMAT) I

IR: INSTRUCTION REGISTER I

SR: STATUS REGISTER (EXCEPTIONS I
AND FAULTS)* ,

9443

S. Mor
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

-13-chart 0 52
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BIF INSTRUCTION FORMAT

0 7 8 10OP.1112 15

: F OPROx

DISPLACEMENT (A)

INSTRUCTION (IR)

AVAILABLE 1750A ADDRESSING MODES:

1) MEMORY DIRECT (D): [A]

2) MEMORY DIRECT INDEXED (Dx): [A + (Rx)] -1 0

3) MEMORY INDIRECT (1): [(A)]

4) MEMORY INDIRECT INDEXED (Ix): [[A + (Rx)]] - 1

COPR, #: SELECTS ONE OF FOUR POSSIBLE COPROCESSORS

0. Foo
Third Technical Forn

5 May 1982

Chart 53
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'q

BIF SEQUENCE

BEGIN

CALCULATE EFFECTIVE ADDRESS (EA) USING THE NORMAL DODA

IF COPROCESSOR NOT PRESENT THEN SIGNAL ILLEGAL OP AND

TERM INATE

ELSE

BEGIN

CALCULATE I/0 ADDRESS ACCORDING TO COPROCESSOR

NUMBER SEND (10W) EA TO COPROCESSOR AL
REGISTER (1/0 ADDRESS 0800 FOR COPROCESSOR #O);
READ NEXT WORD (IR);
SEND (lOW) IR TO COPROCESSOR INSTRUCTION
REGISTER (1/0 ADDRESS 0801 FOR COPROCESSOR #0)

END

END;

NOTE: THE COPROCESSOR CONTROL REGISTER (CR) THAT IS SELECTING
1750A FORMAT IN THE 9443j AND THE COPROCESSOR AS/AK
REGISTER (EXTERNAL LATCH) ARE LOADED SEPARATELY FROM

THE 9450 USING X1O INSTRUCTIONS.

S. Nor
Third Technical Forum
5 may 1982-156-

Chart #55
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00

*FUNCTIONS

* IMPLEMENTATION

TIMING

*PIN-OUT

*SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

0

0

S. No r
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982
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MMU FEATURES

, LOGICAL TO PHYSICAL ADDRESS TRANSLATIONt

* ADDRESSING SPACE.OF 1M WORDS (20 Srr &DDR)

* 2 MAPS:

1) INSTRUCTION MAP (294 K 1,)

2) OPERAND MAP ( . ,)

PROTECTION IN LOGICAL SPACE OF 4K PAGES

FOR THE FOLLOWING:

1) ACCESS KEY PROTECT

2) WRITE PROTECT

3) EXECUTE PROTECT

S. lor
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

* -158- Chart * 57
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MMU WAIT STATES

0)

CLOCK ATE

20I HZ 10 MHZ.

TYPE OF CYCLE i S1 #S3 #S1 #S3

P11U 3 1 1 0

I mm

IT U 2 0 1 0

M PAGE

E BOUNDARY 4 0 2 0
M CROSSED

So 0
R NO PAGE

BOUNDARY 2 0 1 0
Y CROSSED

p

S. 14or
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

-161- Chart # 60
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F9452 -1750A BPR

*FUNCTIONS

* IMPLEMENTATION

*TIMING

*PIN-OUT

*SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

0

S. lo r
Third Technical Forum

5 May 1982
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BPR FUNCTjOr'S

-- -'WRITE PROTECT OF PHYSICAL CPU MEM1ORY

* WRITE PROTECT OF PHYSICAL DMIA MEMORY

* PROTECTIONI IS DONE OtN IK PAGES

PROVIDES GLOBAL WRITE PROTECT .FROM

*,, INITIALIZATIO: UWTIL 11 IS ENIABLED
(BY AN XIO INSTRUCTION)

S.mo v
Third Technical Porulm
5 may 1982

*-164- Ch~art f 65



4.

BPR STRUCTURE

(EXT 6. EXT 7, AD 4, ADS DMA K

00

* I CPU
*
I..

SI

SELECTION)

* a
DMA

CPU WITH MMU *

AD o-AD i
(I OF 4)

____ ____ ____ ____ _ : 64

65
6DMA

CPU ONLY ,_,___ _ _ _

AD 2-AD 5 DMACK .O

S. 14?or

Third Technical Forum

5 Hay 1982
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WAIT STATES

NEEDED IN ADDRESS PHASE:-
(VALID STRBA TIME)

FREQ RANGE READ WRITE RED W0IT(11z) HIT Miss RA RT

15-20 12 .3 2 2

12-15 11 2 2 2

8-12 11 1 1

LESS THAN 8 0 011

NJILEEDED IN DATA PHASE:-
(VALID STRBD TIME)

FREQ RANGE MEMORY 10
*(MHz) READ WRITE OTHERS BPR

15-20 0 0 0 6

*12-15 0 0 0 4

8-12 0 0 0 4

LESS THAN 8 0 0 0 2

S. Mor
Third Technical Forum
5 May 1982

-168- catPS
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H. C. LYNN
TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

CHART #1

I have tried to anticipate some of the questions that you might have about
how you can apply this microprocessor in your own system. Consequently, I have
broken it down like this: I will go through the overview, the electrical inter-
face, clocks and timers, the faults, interrupts, bus control philosophy,

specification of the memory I/0 bus, memory system design, and the I/O system
design.

CHAR.T #2

As an overview, you've noticed that the CPU clock goes to all the components
of the chip set and must go to the bus arbitor as well. The CPU clock synchronizes

all the sigtnals in the chip set that are local to the CPU card. Because of.the
multiplexed memory I/O bus, there is a choice of memory interface systems that can
be designed using this microprocessor. You can keep the multiplex memory I/O and
extend the address phase of the cycle. Or you can demultiplex the bus as it comes
off the CPU and transmit the address bus in parallel with the data bus. A change
in the specification 16ZE181, which will be in the new specification, will take
the bus arbitor out of the CPU and place it in the external system. We do not
believe this presents an undue burden to the whole system and we show you ways
to solve that.

We define the interrupts to be edge triggered and we'll talk about the faults

that generate the machine error interrupts.

CHART #3

Our view of the microprocessor chip set is as three functional groups of com-

ponents - the CPU, the memory management plus its peripheral support and the

block-protect RAM. These components were specified to interface in this manner
with a minimum amount of additional logic needed to make the chip set work. The
bus arbitor, which was formerly part of the chip set, is brought out. We found

* out that in architecturing different types of buses, it was hard to get one type
of bus arbitor to do all the functions. The bus arbitor is now out in the system
where the user can tailor it for his specific application.

CHART #4

* When the block-protect RAM operates with the CPU as is the case in the F-16,

the ectended address bus inputs to the block-protect RAM are split into two

groups. The four least significant bits go down to the memory I/O bus where the

block-protect RAM will latch the most significant bits of the address bus. as

they come out of the CPU. Zeroes are inserted on the four most significant bits.

-172-



K. C. LYNN
TEXIT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

4 CHART #5

This is a revised block diagram of the CPU. In this I've split of f the

system faults which are the asynchronous inputs to the fault register and chosen
to call those machine error interrupts. That's because functionally they do act
like interrupts. They're edge triggered, like the normal interrupts and they

all OR their bits together to make a single machine error interrupt. The bus

control signals in the memory 1/0 bus will be discussed in turn.

CHART #6

On the Mt1U there are two special signals - the ready address which goes to

the CPU and the memory protect error which goes to the CPU and the memory system.

Bath are open collector type functions for OR tieing.

CHART #7

Similarly the block-protect RAM has the same type of open collector outputs

on it. These outputs are designed to work with 1K pull-up resistors. Next,

CHART 8

The question came up, what about the power requirements and what about signal

interface requirements?

CHART #9

4 These are power requirements expressed in watts. The 5 volt TTh part of the

CPU at CDR looked like 1.3 watts total power. There was 1 amp of injector current

at a nominal 1.3 volts. That is, a current type input and not a voltage type

input, so this 1.3 watts must be supplied by another power source. You can bleed

current from the 5 volt power supply if you can stand the 3.7 watt loss in the

external resistors. Normally, you would provide a current source to drive that

input. The MKU has a very high power dissipation because of the bipolar RAMs

and TTh that interface with it. The gate array part of the chip set is very low

in power and was less than .2 watt total injector power at 1.3 volts. The block-

protect RAM, because it doesn't have as many TTh parts associated with it, is

expected to be about 1.1 watts out of the 5 volt supply and less than .2 watt 0out

of the 1.3 volt supply. These specifications cover operation from -55 to 1250

case temperature.

CHART #10

What about interface drive? It's bipolar, it's TTL compatible. You can

break the signals down into three groups - the three state signals, the uni-
directional inputs and outputs, and the open collector signals. This tends to
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CHART #10 (CONT'D)

tie all those signals together on one interface chart. The inputs are specified
as 800 microamps max load for logic zero, 40 microamps for logic one, using true
logic. Output sink 8 milliamps and supply 400 milliamps at 2.4 volts. The
leakage of the tr-state in the open collectors is expected to be about the same
as normal TTL gates.

CHART #11

OK, about the clocks and timers used in the chip set.

The CPU clock frequency is selected by the application.

CHART #12

The CPU design as Shai pointed out is completely static. It will run from
DC and is designed to go to 20 megahertz. Internal state changes with the CPU
take place on the low to high transition of the clock. 20 megahertz is the design
maximum operating frequency and at that frequency you must be very careful about
your clock sy-mnetry requirements because the components in the chip set will
require a minimum pulse width high and low of 20 nanoseconds.

CHART #13

Shai told you that the timers are counting asynchronously with a 100 kilo-
hertz clock. The 100 kilohertz must be supplied by your system. Because of
power, we changed from the 4 megahertz input which is in 16ZE181 down to 100
kilohertz. The 100 kilohertz is sampled by a signal internal to the micro-
processors. This is to make sure that the timer will have settled out by the
time it needs to be read if the microprocessor is doing an I/0 operation with
one of the timers. That way we can assure data consistency.

CHART #14

The external scale to divide down 20 megahertz to the 100 kilohertz is just
a couple of components in conventional TTL and was not considered to be an undue

burden to the implementor.
0
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CHART #15

Ok, the trigger go counter is a general purpose counter in 1750 which is not
specified to have any period length or any particular count format. What 1750

* does provide is an XIO command to reset the timer. That command is explicitly
decoded by the CPU and comes out as a pin, and may be used to reset the trigge:
go counter. Now in 1750 it says it also sets an output discrete. On F-16 we
use the trigger go counter output as a software timing fault generator, and take
it back to the system zero fault input on the central processing unit.

CHART #16

Which leads right into faults.

CHART #17

Some faults are detected in the chip set and some of them must be detected
cooperatively by the CPU with the whole system. The CPU on its own can detect
illegal instructions, priviledged type instruction errors, built-in test errors
at power on, or address state faults. All of those arelexplicit and well defined
in the specification. The MMU will detect the memory protection violations which
are two types - the access violations and the execute write protect violations.
Block-protect RAM if used will detect memory write protect violations using
separate maps for the CPU. and the D~MA.

* CHART #18

Because it is impossible for the microprocessor to know in advance how much
memory will be in any particular application, we ask the whole system to do the

* illegal address decoding for memory addresses. And also, using the same rationale
we don't know which XIO commands will be implemented in the user system. We ask
the host system to figure out which commands are legal for the system and which
commands are illegal for the system.

Optional fault detection is built into the fault register with hooks for
memory parity error. The software fault time out in the F-16 turns out to be
system zero machine error interrupt. The two system BITE interrupts set

* BITS 14 and 15, respectively, of the fault register and also set BIT 13.

CHART #19

'There are exactly three machine error interrupts feeding the fault register.
There are other internal detected events which show up in the fault register that

* also cause machine errors. Six spare inputs in 1750 are allocated to thdr user
* to define, as he will, and two are left for interrupt expansion.
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CHART #20

All the interrupts haw- similar characteristics, that is, they are all
asynchronous to events that are going on inside the CPU. We have elected to make
them edge triggered and they are detected on the low to high transition of the
signal input. And also because we recognize that edge-triggered things are
susceptible to noise, they are received on the CPU by hysteresis gates for extra
noise imunity.

CHART #21

Machine interrupts or faults, if you will, and the BITS that they affect in
the fault register are defined by this table. BIT 7, the system fault zero, is
a software fault time out on the F-16. System fault 1 and system fault 2 set
BITS 14 and 15 and according to the standard also set BIT 13. This is interrupt
level one. It is maskable but cannot be disabled.

CHART #22

The user-defined interrupts and their levels are specified by 1750.

CHART #23

The expansion interrupts in the standard are called I/O level 1 and I/O
level 2 and come in the interrupt priority on fixed levels, namely, 12 and 14.
The interrupt pins on the CPU are there. The rest of the hardware that must be
added to make it conform to MIL-STD-1750 is shown on the next chart.

CHART #24

We have a pseudo-schematic of very large priority encoder taking up to 256
inputs, generating an 8 bit code. Any expansion interrupt sets an interrupt
level to the CPU. The CPU in turn responds to that by going out with the 16 bit

* address which is the input/output code register, and gets those bits onto the
P7. but which correspond to highest priority interrupt.

CHART #25

Ok, a little bit about bus control. Bus control has been generalized a

little bit. One of the things bus control does here that it wouldn't normally
do is. control synchroni. tion. We'll show you some simple bus arbitors.

* -176-
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CHART #26

The bus arbitor's function of course is to control access to the global
memory I/O bus. Another function is to synchronize control signals for use by
the MMU and th BPR, because when the DMA is going on, the CPU is tr-state and
essentially not active. It is sitting there recording faults occurring on the
bus. We have made the function of synthesizing the address strobe for non-
multiplexed bus applications part of the generalized bus arbitor.

CHART #27

Looks fearsome, it has lots of inputs and outputs and this is the memory
interface over here. On the CPU side is the DMA enable/disable 1 CPU Busy, Bus
Lock. The CPU reqeust, as Shai pointed out, is only used in multiprocessor
applications. In a normal one CPU system, the CPU always has its request on and
the DMA can always come and steal the bus anytime DMA is enabled and the bus is
not locked and not busy. It provides a bus grant to the CPU which is sampled
synchronously at 20 MHz clock. The bus arbitor itself must be synchronous in
order to ensure that the setup and hold times for the CPU grant are observed.

Now in order to synthesize the strobe address for the DMA functions (the
plus after the name indicating a resynchronized signal by the bus arbitor), the
bus arbitor uses the ready address which is being generated jointly by the MMU

and the BPR. When the bus goes ready, the bus arbitor will synthesize bus ready.
DMA acknowledge goes to the BPR so that it will know which memory map to use for
write protection. On this side we have the generalized memory interface form of
the signals.

CHART #28

Ok, this is a method of control synchronization which was discussed with
Fairchild two weeks ago, which uses the CPU clock and the ready address coming
from the BPR and/or the MMU. Suffice it to say that when the bus is-not busy,
the strobe address flip-flop is preset (active high). When ready address comes
along, it is sampled low at the end of the bus cycle of the CPU or the DMA
device. The bus goes not busy and resets the resynchronized strobe address. In
order to combine the CPU busy with the DMA busy, you may have to use an open
collector buffer, or a tr-state buffer if this line has to go any significant
distance in your system.

CHART #29

This is the simplified bus control part of the generalized bus arbitor.
It uses the two external gates and a single flip-flop to give the CPU-grant and
the DMA grant to the subsystems.

1
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CHART #30

Ok, this is what it all looks like when it is pulled together. The ready
address, being open collector, is pulled up by a 1K resistor. The Memory/not
10 and the Data/not Instruction status lines are such that they may be left in
the high state or floating and pulled up by 1K resistors when DMA is going on.
These signals including the strobe address resynchronized go to the MO(U and BPR.
The other part of the DMA interface is on the lower Dart of the diaeram.

* CHART #31

We'll talk about the Memory/IO bus interface as it leaves the chip set.

CHART #32

The three status signals that tell you what is going on are Memory/not 10,
* Read/not Write, and Data/not Instruction. They were chosen so that you would

be able to pull these lines to the default (high) state meaning Memory and Data
(not Instruction) when DMA is going on. A very straightforward encoding of the
status lines down to the point where we get to the XIOs. Now XIOs are divided
into two groups: those which are implemented inside of the CPU and those which
are implemented within the host system. For those that are inside of the CPU,
as part of 16ZE181 (the microprocessor specification) we said we want to be
able to monitor those things as they are being loaded or read by the CPU. We
want to do that for our software test stations and also for the capability to

* diagnose faults within the CPU. Consequently when we read or write anything
internal to the CPU, the CPU acts like it's a "write" to the external equipment,
except that read data is not sampled. For example, if it's reading Timer A,
the CPU will do an XIO type bus cycle with "write" status and it will send the
contents of Timer A out over the bus at the same time it is being copied into
the register file. The external read/write XIO cycles behave normally. The
DMA read/writes show that the two status lines can be pulled high.

* CHART #33

Ok, Shai told you that you can hold up the address portion of the transfer

cycle by withholding the ready address.

0 CHART #34

V *The design goals for the setup and hold of ready address are 30 nanoseconds.
Status becomes valid 30 nanoseconds after the beginning of the cycle as the bus
goes b'isy. The MMU1 uses the status along with address information to access the
instruction registers or data registers to perform the memory protection

* algorithm required by 1750 and eventually gets a mapped memory physical address
out here. We would not expect that the host system would use the ready address.
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CHART #35

This is the way it all fits together with the bus arbitor, the ready address

and resynchronized address strobe being drawn in explicitly. The BPR and MMU
cooperatively pull down on the ready address meaning "not ready" at the beginning
of the data transfer angle. Once the MMU determines the extended memory address

is valid, then it tells the BPR to lock in its map. The BPR, once it determines
the write protect status, releases its ready address. The bus arbitor in turn
generates the resynchronized address strobe to the MMU and/or the BPR. It uses
the bus busy to do that and therefore does not require any use of the CPU busy
or address strobe.

CHART #36

This is the timing diagram for the read bus cycle. On a read cycle the
address for the memory (or XIO co-mand) comes out first. As the address strobe
drops, the address is latched by the host subsystem. The bus must then be turned
around and the external bus must be gated into the CPU. Now Fairchild has designed
their chip so that the data strobe will not start before the internal bus has gone
tri-state so there should be no bus contention right here. The read data comes
on to the bus and requires a setup time of 10 nanoseconds setup time with respect
to the CPU clock.

CHART #39

But there is a warning. If you turn around the bus to read data, you must
turn it around again to get the next address out. From the time strobe data
goes away, if you are using strobe data to control your bus buffers, you have 45
nanoseconds to get your bus buffer trn-stated before the CPU begins to send the
next address.

CHART #40

Ok, where do you get all your address lines for the system? XIO commands are
easiest since they always come from the 16 address bits multiplexed out at the
beginning of the cycle. Memory address lines (most significant bits) must be
taken from the memory management unit (if present) and the 12 least significant
bits come from the multiplexed address/data bus. Address errors are decoded in
the host subsystem and reported to the CPU by the illegal address discrete where
it sets the bits in the fault register.

CHART #41

This is a block diagram of a non-multiplexed CPU card with a generalized bus
arbitor illustrating a serial DMA device bus acquisition scheme. The memory/IO
bus is on the left. There is only one gate delay between the transmit/not receive
input and strobe data to prevent bus contention at the end of the bus cycle. The
373 latches demultiplex the address lines for the memory/IO subsystem.
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CHART #41 (CONT'D)

Now for DMA to get in and access the memory protect maps in the memory manage-
ment unit and the block-protect RAM, it must gate its address onto the internal
bus. That's the only way the MMU and BPR can get this information. This is done

via the address buffers shown in the lower part of the diagram. The bus arbitor
will synthesize an address strobe for the MMU and BPR using the CPU clock for the

DMA access cycle.

The read/write line is shown as being bi-directional. When the CPU is in
control, the line is driving out and when the DMA is in control, the line is
driving onto the internal bus. The Memory/not 10 and Data/not instruction status
lines are simply pulled up at the host subsystem interface.

CHART #442

Ok, this set of notes is about memory system design-access/cycle times or
"what do I have to do to make the CPU run without wait states?"

CHART #43

First the CPU alone. If we cut off the processor bus at its pins, not taking
into account any external data buffers that are required to interface with memory,
then we can talk about access times with respect to a memory system which is
everything outside of the chip set. Basically the processor gets the address out
and valid 40 nanoseconds after the beginning of the S1 and it required data 10
nanoseconds before the end of S3. Using that, you can write the equations for
the access and cycle times where N is the number of wait states and f is the
frequency in megahertz.

You have a minimum of three states plus the number of wait states minus 50
nanoseconds. That is summarized in a table on a following chart. The cycle time
for an external memory reference without wait states is four states minimum plus
the number of wait states.

CHART #44

Now when you have an MMU, the MMU inserts a minimum of two wait states in
* any memory access time. As Shai pointed out, if you get a miss on the instruc-

tion address or operand address, then it adds another two wait states. For the
MMU then, the minimum access time becomes five states plus a factor which is

expressed here is a Boolean vairable whose value is two if a page boundary is

cross on 2ero otherwise.

-
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CHART #44 (CONT'D)

Because the MMU is using the status information generated by the processor,
it cannot begin to enable its extended address bus until that gets stable.
Beyond that it takes an additional 50 nanoseconds to get the extended address
bus stable out here. So if you're counting from the beginning of the first Sl,

it takes 90 nanoseconds to get the extended address bus valid, with the same
requiremnt of getting data valid 10 nanoseconds before the end of S3.

CHART #45

This chart gives the access/cycle times to operate with a fixed number of
wait states for three CPU clock frequencies. At 20 megahertz in order to operate
vith no wait states requires a 100 nanosecond system memory access time. Now
system memory includes everything from the CPU data buffers through the address
latches, the address decoders, the access time in the memory and through its
buffers (if any). One wait state vili get you 1.50 nanoseconds access time while
four wait states will get you 300 nanoseconds. Now with an MMU, assuming no page
boundaries are crossed, the access time extends to 150 nanoseconds with a 300
nanosecond cycle time.

This chart includes all delays in the memory system outside of the processor.
You can see that it is a very tight memory system which is -required.

CHART #46

Another point about the memory system is that the CPU discovers too late
in its data transfer cycle that the memory should be write protected. It goes
ahead and generates a data strobe and relies on the memory system to use the

memory protect error being generated by the ?OIU or Block-Protect RAM to pass or 1
not pass the data strobe along to the final memory element. One additional note
is that with no wait states, the data strobe is specified to be 45 nanoseconds
minimum in duration. Also the data strobe is well centered in the middle of the
memory protect error signal so that simple gating zan take care of that.

CHART #49

Memory error control is all done all by the memory system external to the
chip set. It is all reported to the CPU by a single memory parity error discrete
which sets bits in the fault register. The line is sampled at the conclusion
of each memory cycle on the trailing edge of the bus busy. If it is low at that
time, then bit 2 of the fault register is set which triggers a machine error
interrupt (if not masked). You can implement any memory error detection scheme
you want, e.g., Byte Parity, Word Parity, Hamming Codes. However, all'those
error signals must get down to one line for fault reporting to the CPU.
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CHART #150

The memory fault status register is an option in 1750 which is not imple-
mented within the chip set but is easy to do if needed. The Ar control board
met and decided that the memory fault status register should be loaded on
illegal address errors, parity errors, and memory protect errors. All these
errors 'OR' down conceptually to a single clock line to a register. The con-

- . tents of the register are shown at the bottom of the chart. The four address
state bits of the processor, the memory/not 10 status line (inverted) and the

* four most significant bits of the page address on the memory address bus.

CHART 1151

The start-up ROM is a feature that is very easy to implement via XIO commands.
You decode the start-up ROM enable and disable commands and use a cross-coupled
latch flip-flop cleared by reset so that is always enabled at power on in
accordance with the standard.

* . CHART #52

* A few more notes about 10 system design are included here.

CHART #53

An example of an 10 word that will be in every microprocessor system designed
with this chip set is the configuration word. The configuration word tells the
CPU whether the MHU, the BPR, the user console and/or a co-processor are present.
It must be there. The configuration word is assigned to XIO commuand 8410.

CHART #54

* On the F-16 we use the following XIO coummand spaces. A lot of coummands in

* the 1750 specification are in the range of 2000-200F, etc. The Block Protect
* RAM uses 256 locations. The avionics 1553 multiplex dataL bus is allocated 512

locations, and the chip set reserves 4 locations.

- - CHART #55

In summary, we believe that we are compatible with all the issues resolved

6 by the 1750A control board on 20 July 1981. We've met all our F-16 requirements
described in l6PP379A, dated 7 July 1981. And we think we have a good technical
solution to providing a microprocessor chip set for general application.
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CHART #1

We are going to examine the evaluation units that Fairchild
will provide to General Dynamics under the microprocessor
development contract. The units will be used to test the chip
set, and evaluate it's potential for integration into the core
avionics apl i cati ons.

CHART #2

The test equipment will support these four tasks, and possibly
* a few more. It will support the console control that Shai

discussed earlier. For instance, reading and writing to memory,
reading and writing to the internal registers and the ability to
run and halt the processor. The equipment will also be used to
support SEAFAC validation, which I will describe in a little more
detail. Validation will be accomplished by hosting the SEAFAC
test load modules on a mainframe computer, and then downloading
them to the FS1 discs. The load modules will then be run on the
chip set one at a time to obtain the test results, and finally
validate the microprocessor. I should mention that complying with
the SEAFAC ATP is a part of our specification requirements. The
FS1 will also be used to perform other testing under chip set
contract--namely acceptance testing and qualification testing.

CHART #3

Fairchild will provide to Honeywell Avionics of Minneapolis,
one of their subcontractors, a standard FSI Fairchild System One
which is a commercial minicomputer. It has a 9445 bit slice

emulator. 64K of memory, two floppy disk drives, and an integrated
CRT Ieyboard unit. It will be provided to General Dynamics with
disk operating system software and other support software
packages. There are several I/O ports for a link to a mainframe,
to a printer and to the CRT keyboard.

CHART #4

* Honeywell will design and build a test card that will plug into
the motherboard of the FS1. This card will contain a bus

*: interface to the FS1 Nova bus, and an interface *o the chip set
- information bus, which contains the handshaking and protocol
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signals. The card will contain c-o:,ne zero insertion force soclets,
so we can easily test various chip sets. There will be jumper
headers that we can use to bypass the MMU and BPR to allow testing

any of the four configuirations. The test card will also have 64K
words of 16 bit memory, and the console interface I talked of
earlier. The card will allow -Ls to simulate the e.-,ternal -

processor I/0, such as DMA simulation, interrpt simulation and
things of that nature. There will be test points for logic

analyzers and scopes to aid in debugging any problems with the
. chip set.

CHART #5

Randal mentioned earlier that we are still defining the
requirements for this piece of equipment. We haven't conducted a

Formal design review on the equipment so it is not in it's final

form at this time. On the card that Honeywell is building will be
a hardware control panel that will be used with the early runs of
silicon, which might not be fully functional. The control panel
will allow us to run and halt the processor and to single step

through instructions, and if necessary individual clock cycles.
The address/data bus will be displayed so that we can see what's
happening in the CPU as it communicates with the other devices and

with memory. There will be hardware breakpoint capability, which
is still be formulated because of the pipelined architecture.
There will not be any interrupt or DMA simulation, because on the

gary parts we will be concentrating on the internal workings of

the chip set.

-
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R. BYRNE
TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

CHART #1

We are very briefly going to discuss and look ahead to the ultimate availability
of the chip set, and we are going to discuss a little bit about how it will be avail-
able, and where it will be manufactured and those issues. We are also going to very
briefly talk about long-term support to users of the chip set that will be available.

CHART #2

First thing I want to cover here is production facilities, JAN qualification,
estimate of delivery availabilities, rough order of magnitude estimate of cost,

and something we call a demand entry system, which is an early way of getting on
the list. And then later on we will talk a little bit about our user support system.

CHART'#3

I put this foil of Shai's back up here in case there exists any confusion as

to what is meant by the term "chip set". The chip set, as you know from earlier

discussion, consists of really four elements; the CPU, the block protect RAM, the

MMU, the 93479 RAMs and the 54F273 buffers. Our discussion will involve all of

these parts, so it should be recognized that the buffers and RAMs are standard de-
vices that are part of Fairchild's standard product line.

*CHART #4

Initially the 9450, which is a CPU, as well as the 9451 and 52 will be coming
out of our facility in Palo Alto, California, and later from Wappinger Falls, New

York. The long-term production facility will be Wappinger Falls, New York. The
93479, which is the 256 x 9 RAM will be coming out of Mountain View, in San Jose
and later Puyallup, Washington, and the 54F245 buffer will always come out of South
Portland, Maine.

CHART #5

What we are looking for on this chip set is satisfying all the requirements
for a military-grade integrated circuit. We will meet and satisfy the MIL-M-38510
Rev. E requirements. And we will quality our facilities to 38510 as well as 883 as
well as MIL-STD-976.

In the area of device specifications, or slash sheets, we have a requirement

as part of the contract to deliver a draft of a slash sheet for the 50, 51, and 52.

The slash sheets, that is the JAN slash sheets, for the 245 should be released

through RADC and DESC in 1983 and the 93479 slash sheet is an area of discussion

between the program team and the DESC people at this point in time. That product

is similar to a slash 233, which is a 4K bipolar RAM which is already in the JAN

system. Estimate time for JAN qualifications Class B - second half of 1985; Class

S -probably second half of 1986.
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TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

CHART #6

JAN qualifications are way out, by the nature of the system, so we will be
looking for a DESC item drawing to become a standard procurement document. The
release of that will be triggered by the delivery of the 100 preproduction units
to GD. All procurement actions are triggered by that delivery. Meantime, there
will be Fairchild preliminary information sheet, and advanced data sheet, out in
September 1982.

CHART #7

Estimate of availabilities are based on delivery of 100 preproduction units
to GD. Shipment to GD/Fort Worth - September of 1983. We are allowing a couple
of mon~ths in there for a GD/FW approval cycle. It may go faster than that and
shipments could then start to others roughly two months after approval by GD or
January 1984. A~n estimate on volume - the ramping up of volume will start in the
first quarter of 1984, roughly 100 units per month to 500 units per month in the
second half of 1984, and a demand level of production by the first quarter of 1985.

0 By demand level I mean we will scale the production to the demand that is coming in.
Now ROM by the way in this presentation stands for "Rough Order of Magnitude" not
Read Only Memory.

CHART #8

Current Rough Order of Magnitude estimates of cost - $650 for the CPU, roughly
$100 each for the block protect RAM and the MMU, $12 for the buffer and $30 for the
RAM. These are -55 to +125 0C parts. Firm prices again will be available not later
than the shipment to General Dynamics of the first 100 units, and tied to the re-
lease of a DESC-selected item drawing. We would like to get to one source control
drawing, not get a source control drawing in from every possible user.

CHART #9

All the normal procurement requirements will be complied with, and these are
* 1981 dollars for 1984 delivery. Now this is in lieu of a formal order entry system.

We have a number of requests from people who would want to enter orders, and the
actual creation of a formal contract is a little premature at this point in time.

* So we have created something we'll call a "demand entry system". We are asking for
a letter from your procurement authority, and the reason for that is so that out
of one company, we end up getting one letter for one requirement, and not ten
letters from ten different levels of the same company for the same requirements.
Who you are, what's the quantity requirement, what's the schedule requirement, pro-

* gram identification, contact point, things like that.

Priority ratings are quite important in this case. We will responid to that,

* and we will acknowledge it. Acknowledgment will essentially say w~e r.eceived the

letter and we have scheduled and logged the requirements, and you will be provided
a periodic update on the availability and schedule situation.

40
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TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

CHART #10

As to mailing address, there are three things of importance:

1. Copies of your requirement letter as well as our logs are available to the
government.

2. Please, no classified information.

3. Please, no business sensitive information within the meaning of the freedom
of information act.

CHART #11

Now briefly, what we've talked about so far in this presentation is when parts
will be available and roughly what they will cost. The second portion of this pre-
sentation is going to deal with some preliminary information on our plans for pro-
viding some support to the users of the chip set beyond that which might be available
as a result of the effort that is being undertaken by GD, but consistent with, and
in consort with, that work.

CHART #12

We want to or will work within the framework of utilizing the tools that were
just discussed in the presentation here just a few minutes ago. Secondly, we look
at the potential of providing a local in-circuit emulation and debugging support

* utilizing our existing Fiarchild FSl system as well as our existing EMUTRAC system.

CHART #13

Briefly, EMUTRAC is an in-circuit emulation and tracing system. We call it
"Emulation and Tracing". It is used to support our existing line of microprocessors.
It is coming on and we look forward to supporting at least a portion of the 9450
with this'system.

CHART #14

Just a very brief picture of a set-up. The EMUTRAC system currently resides
in the FSl chassis. It has a module or board which targets the EMUTRAC to the
processor that is be-ag used. The rest of this is pretty basic; there are files,

* printers, terminals, those kind of things.

* CHART #15

We have in place microprocessor resource centers, which are application enigi-

neering centers. They are located currently at these locations both in the U.S.
0 and in Europe. We plan to bring one aboard in Dayton as this program matures.

* - And our staff in these programs, in these centers, will be trained to provide user

level application support on the MIL-STD-1750 chip set.
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TEXT FROM THE THIRD TECHNICAL FORUM, 5 MAY 1982

CHART #15 (Cont'd)

One last thing, we will provide the normal reliability and QA support that
you people require, utilizing this type of device in a high-performance, high-
reliability application. We will provide continual life testing. We will meet
and continue to meet the MIL-STD-883B, MIL-M-38510 requirements as they are
modified, interpreted and published by DESC and RADC. And we will support appro-
priate government source inspection requirements.

0
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MICROPROCESSOR LIFE CYCLE COSTING FOR MIL-STD 1750A

4) Janice L. Lyons

General Dynamics

The U.S. Air Force is interested in installing a standard
microprocessor, as soon as possible, in current and next gene-
ration fighter/attack aircraft and other defense systems. A
standard microprocessor would eliminate the need for maintain-
ing multiple software packages and multiple chips and chip sets.

This paper presents an approach for analyzing the life
cycle costs of such a standard microprocessor, specifically that
defined in MIL-STD-1750A. The costing approach was formulated
to highlight the operational and design differences found be-
tween military standard and conventional commercial micro-
processors as employed in a military environment. Both hard-
ware and software life cycle cost implications are addressed.
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INTRODUCTION

The MIL-STD-1750A microprocessor specification presents a
revolutionary concept for microprocessor design. The standard
does not specify a specific hardware configuration, but rather
defines a standard for processing functions and chip perfor-
mance. That is, the microprocessor can be designed as either a
a highly integrated chip or as a chip set. This approach
allows the microprocessor instruction set and software to re-
main constant as the hardware incorporates technology advances.
The chip/chip set can then evolve to remain responsive to
changing user needs.

Such an innovative approach to chip design and standardi-
zation presents a problem in assessing the impact on life cycle
cost. At present, there is very little cost data and related
information on microprocessors, much less the information re-
quired to project the cost of a design such as 1750A. This
paper does not attempt to address the specific costs of the
standard microprocessor; instead the sections that follow

0 present the approach, assumptions and methodology used to
analyze MIL-STD-1750A life cycle costs.

AREAS OF CONSIDERATION

In studying the 1750A microprocessor costs, it was dis-
covered that the differences between a military standard pro-
cessor and a conventional commercial processor were most
apparent in the operations and support phase of the life cycle.
These O&S differences can be attributed to such design-related
characteristics as the MIL-standard processor being an instruc-
tion/operating standard as opposed to a hardware standard,
as well as a general design capable of effective operation in
more than one type of operating environment.

As a microprocessor operating standard, the 1750A processor
has a standard instruction set which impacts both hardware and
software revisions and maintenance. A standard higher order
language (HOL) becomes feasible as the programming language
is no longer dictated by the compiler within the individual
microprocessor. The processor software, developed to be com-
patible with the instruction set, becomes independent of system
hardware changes and modifications. As technology advances and
new microprocessor chips and chip sets are brought into service,
minimal software changes are required to successfully integrate
the revised hardware into the operating system. Also, no
massive software upgrades are needed to match hardware technol-
ogy advances; software revisions should be minimal and should
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1
occur on a continuing basis.

With changes in chip technology transparent to the soft-
ware, hardware revisions can occur as justified to meet changing
user needs. This allows the microprocessor system to realize
the benefits from continuing improvements in such areas as reli-
ability, which has historically improved 14% annually.

2

The compatibility of the 1750A microprocessor with mul-
tiple operating environments encourages its wide-spread appli-
cation in military weapon systems. By not being weapon or
function specific, the microprocessor may be manufactured in
significant quantities and thus realize cost reductions due to
economices of scale. Additional cost reductions can be realized
through competitive bidding since larger production quantities
will make multiple source contracting feasible.

Multiple weapon system usage will also affect the quantity
of spares required. Spares provisioning further impacts inven-
tory management and technical data requirements. As micropro-
cessor maintenance becomes less weapon-specific, support equip-
ment will also benefit from economies of scale since universal
designs can be utilized as opposed to multiple specialized equip-
ment. Additionally, support equipment, like the processor, will
benefit from being more widely procured and operated.

COSTING APPROACH

Microprocessor life cycle costs (LCC) were divided into
categories as shown in Table 1. These divisions of LCC by
hardware and software are believed to best represent the cost
impacts of the available performance, operations and support
information. In defining the approach to costing, a ten-year
life-cycle was assumed; electronics systems are typically up-
dated every five years,1 thus a ten-year life cycle takes into
account one complete hardware/software revision of the micro-
processor.

The hardware costing task was approached as a standard pro-
curement costing problem. Estimates were received from micro-
processor developers as to the expected development costs for
a military standard processor. A representative development
cost figure was chosen with the help of the Air Force to rep-
resent the 1750A chip development effort. 3

A survey approach was also taken to determine unit costs
for a specific quantity buy. The information received indicated

* a 70% "learning curve" effect as microprocessor chip quantities
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TABLE 1

ELEMENTS OF MICROPROCESSOR LIFE CYCLE COSTS

HARDWARE LCC SOFTWARE LCC

Development Development & Acquisition

Production Operations & Support

Operations & Support System Upgrades
Software Maintenance

Hardware Upgrades Support Maintenance
Spares & Inventory Personnel Requirements
Support Hardware
Personnel Requirements

increase from 5000 to 500,000 production units per year (Figure
1).1 For a relatively small annual procurement of 1000 chips,
unit costs could be expected to be in the $4000 range, while for
a multiprogram procurement of 5 million chips annually, costs
are expected to be less than $100 per unit. The large vari-
ation in microporcessor costs due to changes in annual pro-
duction rates reflects the relatively large fixed to variable
production and development costs in the microprocessor industry.
This further emphasizes the production economies of scale avail-
able in chip manufacture for widely used microprocessor chips.

Industry rules-of-thumb and insights obtained from related
study efforts were the basis of hardware operations and support
costs estimates.

Since system upgrades to hardware are continuous for the
1750A, no significant cost for hardware redesign is anticipated;
design changes evolve with technology updates.

The spares quantity required over a ten-year period was
0 assumed to be equivalent to the initial purchase quantity.1 The

processor design, whether it is an integrated chip or a chip set,
determines the processor's requirements for inventory management
and technical data. Also, the number of inventory items is
affected as a general use microprocessor replaces multiple

0 . specialty processors.
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6

Support hardware was costed at 30% of hardware procurement
costs. Additional charges for specific support equipment were
not determined since essentially the same equipment is necessary
to support the standard processor or a commercially available
equivalent system.4

Personnel for 1750A hardware maintenance and support is
initially expected to be equivalent to that required for any
commercial microprocessor system. For subsequent programs using
the standard processor, less personnel training and technical
data should be required as a result of parts standardization.
The manpower requirements are not expected to be altered signifi-
cantly since the reliability and maintainability of electronics
systems will not be significantly impacted by the standard pro-
cessor.

Software development and acquisition costs were determined
by analogy with other software efforts. To initially write code
for the 1750A would be equivalent to writing code for any other
new, untried processor. 5 Once the code is written, however,
cocts to upgrade the code to incorporate hardware changes should
be minimal. Normally, a processor requires 20% of its initial
code to be upgraded annually due to hardware revisions reflect-
ing technology improvements. 1 In the case of the standard pro-
cessor, changes in chip technology should be transparent with
respect to the software.

Software maintenance costs average 90% of software develop-
ment and acquisition expenses. This is typically 27% of soft-
ware life cycle costs where system upgrades are made on an
annual basis. (Table 2.)l

Support software costs depend on the quantity of mainten-
ance tests required to fault-isolate a chip set to the desired
level. Development of maintenance tests requires an average of
six man-months per chip fault-isolated.4

The impact of the standard processor on software mainten-
ance personnel costs is realized predominantly in the area of
training. With a standard instruction set, less training is
required to keep a programmer competent in compiler assembler

* language since the language in use is not constantly changing. 5

Other personnel cost savings are inherent in the reduction of
the system upgrading task.

CONCLUSION

The U.S. Air Force anticipates significant long-range
economic benefits to be derived from the adoption of MIL-STD-
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TABLE 2

TYPICAL SOFTWARE LCC BREAKOUT

FUNCTION % OF LCC

Development

Design 12
Code 6 30%
Test 12

Maintenance

Emergency Correction 9
Routine Debugging 6 27&
Input Data/Files Revision 12

Updates

Hardware Changes 4
* User Enhancement 30

Documentation Improvement 4 43%
Code Efficiency Improvement 3
Other 2

Life Cycle Cost 100

Source: Ernie Currey (Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base). Interview, 4 September 1981
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1750A. The most significant benefits are expected to be
realized in the operations and support phase of the life cycle
in the areas of personnel training, hardware and software up-
grades, and support software.

There are also potential cost savings to be gained from
large-scale procurement of a standard microprocessor. When
initially brought into use, the 1750A processor will be more
expensive than its commercial equivalent due to the investment
required for research and development and due to its production
as a specialty item. With widespread use of the standard, unit

costs are expected to decline as yearly production quantities
increase, and as competitors enter the market.

Whether the incorporation of a standard microprocessor re-
sults in a cost savings or cost increase over the life cycle is
determined by the relationship between the initial investment
cost and the anticipated long-term unit and operating cost
savings.

0
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MIL-STD-1750A

MANAGING THE STANDARD

by Ronald S. Vokits/ASD/AXT

Abstract

This paper will cover the aspects of managing MIL-STD-1750A from the Control
Agent's point of view. The regulations governing this activity and the respon-
sibilities of the organizations invQlved will be discussed.

Introduction

MIL-STD-1750A defines the Air Force's 16 bit computer instruction set architec-
ture (ISA). This standard describes how the computer will operate from the

* assembly language programmers' point of view. It describes the data formats,
instruction operations, addressing modes and interrupt operation. This standard
does not specify the technology, speed, or packaging. It defines an interface.

Regulations

I) The application and control of MIL-STD-1750A falls under three regulations: DOD
5000.5X, AFR 800-14, and AFR 800-28. The Department of Defense' draft regula-
tion (DOD 5000.5X) provides guidance for standardization of ISA's. Its primary
purpose is to reduce the life cycle cost of military systems by reducing prolif-
eration of embedded computer systems. It requires that only approved ISA's
be used in defense systems and subsystems except for three areas:

a. Non-militarized general purpose and commercial automatic data processing
computers.

b. Automated test equipment and ground training equipment (simulators).

c. Commercial products.

The policy covers the ISA's approved for each service. The Army will use
MIL-STD-1862 (Nebula ISA) for 32 bit computers. The Navy has three approved
ISA's and the Air Force has MIL-STD-1750A. The Government must have full and
clearly defined rights to the ISA before it can be approved It is then reviewed
every two years. Each DOD component is directed to set up an office and proce-
dures to process waivers on the use of standard ISA's. AFR 800-14 establishes
AFSC/XRF as the single focal point for planning and policy related to the devel-
opment and acquisition of computer resources. AFR 800-28 covers Air Force
policy on avionics acquisition and support. Under this regulation, the Deputy
for Avionics Control is established as the single Air Force organization
for focusing and controlling all Air Force avionics efforts.

-323-
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Control Process

The MIL-STD-1750A Control Process was established to ensure conformance with
DOD and Air Force policy. The control process:

a. Promotes the use of the ISA.

b. Controls changes to the standard.

c. Provides a mechanism for making clarifications and inter-

pretations to ambiguous on conflicting parts of the standard.

d. Establishes a means to verify that a particular company

has correctly implemented the standard.

e. Incorporates a means of granting waivers where the use of

MIL-STD-1750A is not technically practical or cost effective.

The organizations involved and their responsibilites are as follows:

1. AFSC/XRF is the Designated Control Agent and must ensure that Air
Force policies are followed. The DCA controls all changes to the

policy and reviews and approves all AFSC waiver requests.

2. ASD/AXT is the MIL-STD-1750A Control Agent. His job is to assure

a stable standard. He serves as Chairman of the Control Board and
establishes and maintains the Control Facility. The Control Agent
is the main interface between the Users Group and the Air Force.
He does not grant waivers, but he reviews the requests and makes

recommendations to AFSC/XRF.

3. The Control Facility (part of the Systems Engineering and Analysis

Facility (SEAFAC) provides technical support to the Control Agent.
This facility is manned by ASD/ENASF. Their job includes per-

forming the architectual verification test, reviewing and eval-

uating all changes recommended by the Users Group and
providing interpretation and clarification to the standard. Tech-
nical questions on the standard and its implementation are answered

by this group.

4. The Control Board consists of representatives from the Air Force's

user community. Its membership includes the DCA, CA, and the AFSC

and AFLC organizational focal points. This group operates using

published control procedures. The main function is to review and

vote on changes suggested by the Users Group.

5. The Users Group is composed of industry and DOD representatives

interested in promoting the use of this standard ISA. It is an open

forum working group. The DOD membership participates but does not

vote on issues.

0- -324-
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THE CHANGE PROCESS

The change process begins when a member of the Users Group submits a Change

Proposal to the Chairman of the User Group. The proporsal is given a number for
tracking purposes, and assigned to one of the four committees (Architecture,

Standards, Tools, and Verification) for review and recommendations. If the pro-
posal is approved by a two-thirds majority of the Users Group, it is sent to
the Control Board. The Control Facility evaluates the proposed change and pre-

pares a report for the Control Board. The Control Board reviews the change,

hears the report and then votes. If rejected, the proposal goes back to the
Users Group for reconsideration. If approved, the proposed change becomes a

candidate for the next revision to the standard subject to the final
approval or disapproval of the Designated Control Agent.

The primary criterion for accepting a change is maintaining upward compatibility

with the hardware. Some changes have been judged to be of the type required to
correct a problem. These will diminish as the standard matures. Some changes

are approved on the basis of clarification or interpretation. These changes are
usually initiated because of misunderstanding or misinterpreting the standard.
Caution now must be used as extensions are proposed to give added capabilities

or increase performance. The Air Force will not benefit from ISA standar-
dization unless the standard is stable enough for manufacturers to design to,

set up production and be competitive.

A Mature Standard

MIL-STD-1750A was derived from the DAIS AYK-15 ISA. Industry was later invited
to review and comment on the standard. The basic standard was published on 21
February 1979, after three reviews. The Users Group was established in August
1979 with over 40 systems, computer and software companies participating. The

0) "A" version was published in July 1980 after four meetings of the Users Group.
The "A" version added the expanded memory options and other clarifications.
Since then the Users Group has continued to meet and further refine the stan-

dard. Change Notice 1, which corrects some problems in the expanded memory
update and incorporates the built-in-function options, will be formally
published in July 1982. The Control Board decided that the standard would be

frocn for three years. Additional changes will be considered, but will not be
incorporated formally until this stabilizing period has lapsed.

An indication to the maturity of the standard is the number of Air Force systems

now incorporating MIL-STD-1750A. These are:

4 F-16 MSIP Fire Control Computer Delco Electronics

LANTIRN POD Delco Electronics

F-16 MSIP Equipment Fairchild

Wide Field-of-View HUD for Marconi

F-16 and A-10

F-ill Computer Singer-Kearfott

F-5G Computer Teledyne
4

F-5G Radar (G.E) Tracor

MATE Sperry Univac

B-I Radar Westinghouse

4
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Verification

Verification is the process the Air Force uses to ensure that a vendor's com-
puter complies with MIL-STD-1750A. The Architectural Test Procedure (ATP) is
conducted by SEAFAC personnel. The test checks only the ISA. It does not test

* for through-out performance or specification compliance. It is not an accep-
tance test. The verification test is conducted by hand-loading some comn-
munication routines that enable loading the verification test software. Once
this is done, the machine tests itself by performing instruction according to

* the software and comparing the results. The results are downloaded and used to
write a test report. The report describes the areas where the computer meets or
fails to meet the standard. The test report is given only to the organization

* requesting the verification test.

Arrangements for the verification test are made by letter to Mr. Ron Vokits,
ASD/AXT, Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433. The contractor must include the
following within the processor -to be tested:

a. 64K of memory (test can be performed with 32K)

b. Front panel capability

c. RS-232 1/O channel controlled by XIO commands

d. Software subroutines to allow communication over the

RS 232 channel.

The government provides all other software involved in the architectural test
nrocedure.

Summary

It is the job of the MIL-STD-1750A Control Agent to manage and control the
standard. The Control Process has been documented and is functioning. The
standard is mature and is frozen for three years. Another part of the job is to
ensure that MIL-STD-1750A is correctly implemented. This job is done by the

* Conttol Facility by using the Architectural Test Procedure. A similar control
process has been set up for the MIL-STD-1589B (JOVIAL).

0
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MRASM-3155

TRANSITION PLAN TO UPGRADE THE DIGITAL INTEGRATING SUBSYSTEM

TO MIL-STD-1750A FOR MRASM

ABSTRACT

J. B. Reed
MRASM Chief Engineer

F. W. Purdy

MRASM Chief Product Software

The Medium Range Air to Surface Missile (MRASM), currently in
development for joint Air Force and Navy usage, employs an array
of micro processors to perform on-board computation. Because of
program schedule, which calls for IOC in 1985, and because of
severe size, weight, environmental, and power constraints, the
architecture uses two Z8000 based Digital Integrating Subsystem
(DIS) computers developed in 1978-1980 for the AF Armament
Division. The evolution of the F-16 MSIP LSI chip processor
and support software, MIL-STD-1750A, and DIS hardware allows an
orderly, minimum cost, transition development to MIL-STD-1750A.
The result of the DIS transition effort will be a state-of-the-
art processor and support software, which will be directly
applicable to MRASM, and may find broader future application.
This paper addresses the transition plan to upgrade DIS to 1750A.
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BACKGROUND

The Digital Integration Subsystem (DIS) Computer has been
developed and flight test demonstrated over the past several years
to fill the Air Force's need for a small, lightweight, low power,
missile-borne processor system. During the initial phases of its
evolution, the best available single chip microprocessor for that
application was the Z8000, and it was used as the core element in
the system. A great deal of flight hardware, (especially missile
tailored I/O support), test software, and development support
software has been created in support of its application both in
the Air Force Midcourse Guidance Demonstration (MGD) program, and
for the Medium Range Air to Surface Missile (MRASM) program.

During the development of DIS, MIL-Standard 1750 matured to
Mil-Standard 1750A, the value of the standard became widely under-
stood and accepted and the F-16 MISP program undertook the develop-

* ment of both a low cost, single chip processor that can execute
the full instruction set and an elegant set of development support
software. But the need for the low cost, low power standardized
missile-borne processor remains a real one, and the MRASM program
is committed to upgrade its processors to MIL-STD-1750A.

The first five figures depict the DIS 1A hardware, its en-
vironmental requirements and implementation groundrules, the DIS
1A hardware provided to MRASM as legacy, the MRASM hardware
development, the DIS support software provided as legacy, and the
MRASM developed support software.

TRANSITION PLAN OVERVIEW

A management assessment of MRASM requirements, existing hard-
ware and software, and MSIP program plans and status was made.
This assessment resulted in the following groundrules:

e Full Compliance with MIL-STD-1750

- Ensuresmaximum utilization of software tools
- Allows use of future S/W tool enhancements
- Provides floating point and other instruction set

advantages
0

9 Minimum Program Nonrecurring Cost through:

- Maximum retention of MRASM/DIS I/O hardware
- Black box functional identicality
- Maximum utilization of F-16 MSIP support software
- Maximum use of MRASM J-73 application software through

recompilation
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TRANSITION PLAN OVERVIEW (Continued)

e Use MSIP VLSI CPU chips to retain low cost advantage of
single chip microprocessor

* Schedule to emplace all hardware and support software

paced by VLSI development

* Flight test qualify 1750 computers and S/W MRASM variant

Figure 6 pictorially depicts the overall hardware/software
transition elements and strategy broken down into the three
major elements; flight hardware, flight and support software,
and test hardware and software.

As can be seen, DIS provides a basic flight qualified
package of the packaging standards and the high technology memory
elements which can all be reused directly in the 1750 DIS. MRASM
provides all of the system peculiar I/O. The VLSI chips from
MSIP will be used to provide the core processing elements. The
transition plan modifies the I/O controller as well as the memory
controller to conform to the split I/O and memory buses, and
develops the CPU board.

MSIP will provide the core elements for the 1750 DIS support
software: the JOVIAL cross-compiler and 1750A cross assembler.
Modifications to the existing DIS linker loader and DIS inter-
pretive computer simulator will interface the MSIP compiler and
assembler to the software debug and test tools implemented on
MRASM. Transition of the MRASM Operational Flight Software
(OFS) to 1750 DIS will require recoding of the DIS operating
system only; applications tasks can be recompiled from the JOVIAL
source.

In the area of hardware test, since only three cards are
changing, and black box functional identicality can be enforced,
only a minimum set of new hardware and software is required
as shown.

*i HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

*Figure 7 details the current estimate of hardware design

parameters for the three circuit boards requiring change.

Figure 8 showns the hardware development shcedule currently
in work to develop the 1750 DIS boards and units.

0
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FLIGHT AND SUPPORT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The MRASM transition to 1750 requires rehosting the existing
OFS developed for DIS 1A and revalidating the rehosted OFS. For
the majority of the OFS, written in MIL-STD-1589 A and B compatible
JOVIAL, this is accomplished by recompiling the source code with
the MSIP compiler. As shown in Figure 9, the common DIS operating

system and certain routines in the guidance and navigation computer
are written in assembly language. These will be translated to the
MSIP/IEEE Standard 1750A assembly language and reassembled.

The support software suite required for the MRASM OFS rehost
is produced by a marriage of MSIP and DIS 1A tools. The MSIP
JOVIAL compiler and 1750A assembler, depicted in Figure 10, will
be used unmodified. Modifying the MRASM DIS Linker Loader (DLL)
provides the interface to existing DIS software load, debug, and
test tools. Figure 11 shows the DLL modified to accept the re-
locatable object and relocatable debug files as produced by the
MSIP programs. DLL builds an absolute load file that includes
debug data supporting interactive symbolic (JOVIAL level) debug
using the DIS test tools.

DIS Control-Monitor-Load (CML) is one of the programs that
accepts the DLL loadfile. As described in Figure 11, CML
executes on a DIS Diagnostic Station (DDS) providing interactive
download and software debug capabilities with a DIS target computer.
CML will require minor modification to download to a 1750 DIS.

MRASM is developing a DIS interpretive computer simulator to
provide flexibility and high visibility during unit/subprogram
checkout in an environment that decouples early hardware and
software testing. The DIS ICS, shown in Figure 12, accepts the
DLL loadfile and has the same interactive user interface as CML.
Several approaches to developing a 1750 DIS ICS are being traded.

Figure 8 shows the plan for developing the 1750 DIS support
software tools.
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• -WASP WEAPON SYSTEM/DIGITAL PROCESSING

Lt Gene J. Dylewski

Lt Don R. Huckle

Air Force Armament Division

Eglin AFB, Florida

ABSTRACT

This paper provides a summary of the Wasp weapon system and discusses the

inherent digital processing electronics and requirements. It addresses the

applicability of MIL-STD-1750A (Airborne Computer Instruction Set Architecture)

and MIL-STD-1589B (Military Standard Jovial J73) to the Wasp system and invites

replies from members of the microprocessor technology community as to alter-

native digital processing solutions.

WASP WEAPON SYSTEM/DIGITAL PROCESSING

If The Wasp program goal is to provide the Air Force with an air-to-ground

missile for use against massed armor in a Battlefield Interdiction role. The

Wasp system is being designed to provide multiple armor kills from a single

aircraft pass against any massed armor configuration. Missiles can be launched

singularly or in selected salvos from high or low altitudes without exposing the

aircraft to terminal defenses. Missiles are capable of being launched within the

entire flight envelope of the current and advanced tactical fighter aircraft.

Primary Air Force aircraft are shown in Figure 1 and NATO aircraft considered

for Wasp employment are also listed.

The primary mode of operation for Wasp is the standoff blind launch mode

where the aircraft does not visually acquire the targets. Illustrations of the

blind launch timeline and the Wasp delivery are shown in Figures 2 and 3. As

seen in Figure 2, the missile seeks its cruise altitude after launch and flies

towards the target array. The millimeter wave (MKW) seeker and its associated

signal processing provide each missile's digital processor with guidance and

targeting information. The digital processor combines seeker data with flight

sensor information to provide for autonomous lock-on-after-launch capability in
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adverse weather and battiefit=L couditions. Flexibility of launch modes c1'v

for single missile launches i!. a Point and Shoot mode for Close Air Supp'irt ~.

The Wasp program began the validation phase in Nov 1979 with the award of

* competitive 42-month contracts to Boeing Aerospace Co. and Hughes Aircraft Cc.

M4ain emphasis throughout the validation phase has been on the M'MW seeker devel-

opment and testing. After a thorough evaluation in Feb 1982, the Air Force

* System Program Office elected to continue the validation program with Hughes.

* The Hughes seeker has undergone static testing and is currently in captive

flight testing. The validation phase will end with the launching of eight

g single free-flight missiles from an F-16 aircraft at Eglin AFB, beginning in Nov

* 1982. Full Scale Development (FSD) will begin immediately after completion of

validation.

The Hughes missile configuration is shown in Figure 4. Each pod is envi-

sioned to contain twelve missiles which are packaged tandem in six launch tubes.

The pod is roughly the size of an F-16 370 gallon fuel tank. This All Up Round

is a 2000 pound class store. Each missile weighs slightly over 100 pounds and

* is approximately five feet in length. The four wings and four control fins

fold to allow high packaging density. The wings and fins open after missile

* launch.

Flexibility in deployment tactics will be required to provide the best

possibility for success on every mission. Launch aircraft will carry two or

* four Wasp pods on each mission. For the massed armor scenario, the aircraft typi-

cally ingresses at a low altitude for maximum survivability, fires all its

missiles, Jettisons the empty pods, and egresses as the missiles fly on to their

assigned targets. Jettisoning the empty pods rather than returning them for

refurbishment is part of a "wooden round" maintenance approach being pursued for

its low total system life cycle cost. The Wasp missile system must be available

0 when needed and reliable when deployed. Additionally, the system must be econo-

- mical to support and deploy. The wooden round concept requires no field

checkout other than that associated with the Life Cycle Surveillance Test

Program. Cost and supportability are major factors influencing the eventual

Wasp configuration.
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~p faces several technology challenges during development. Although the

* z:~;cre:.phasis is now on the MdTW seeker, other technologies being demonstratedi

:.,ude folding wings/fins, high boost to sustain propulsion ratios, warhead

=net ration, and high speed digital processing. High speed launch imposes great

de!..zns on the missile during the early phase of the mission. Control surfaces

must be quickly deployed and boost must be sufficient to clear the aircraft.

Launch requirements for aircraft separation are contradictory to the requirement

for a moderate cruise velocity during seeker search. The Hughes missile design

* employs separate boost and sustain motors to meet this requirement. The warhead

under developmient is a hit-to-kill shaped charge. The conflicting requirements

F for small size and weight vs the requirements for armor penetration are driving

the design.

Another important subsystem of the Wasp missile is the guidance electronics.

Navigation performance must be matched with the requirements to build an affor-

dable missile with acceptable performance. The relatively short flight of the

missile allows some relaxation in the midcourse guidance requirements. Several

* other factors influence midcourse guidance requirements, among these are:

* seeker search area, missile attack pattern and angle, and target location
- errors. Hughes' design incorporates rate gyros -and accelerometers to provide an

- attitude hold system. This approach matches the missile attack pattern, target

* allocation scheme, and seeker search areas. Analytical demonstrations of the

* required kills per pass have been accomplished for the expected nominal launch

conditions as well as for realistic battlefield variations from nominal.

The key to success of the Wasp program is the ability of the MMW seeker/

4 signal processor and associated electronics to detect, acquire and guide the

missile to a valid target impact. A large part of this ability depends on

state-of-the-art high speed microprocessor technology. The digital processing

unit must coordinate large amounts of guidance and targeting information, per-

4 form data computations and manipulations, and control all of the functional

tasks from pre-launch to impact. The electronics must perform with flawless

accuracy and nearly 100% reliability to meet system requirements. More impor-

* tantly, the Hughes' design places stringent requirements on the digital pro-

* ceasing design in terms of processing speed, memory capacity, size, weight and

power dissipation.
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In Wasp as in most other modern tactical missiles, the central processing >
*unit (CPU) or data processor is one of three major components of the digital

processor. The other two components are the input/output (1/0) and signal processor

* (referred to as the video processor in Wasp). The CPU performs most of the

* logical and medium speed computations involved in missile guidance. In Wasp

* these data processing functions are:

* a. Missile Guidance

- b. Seexar Control

c. Signal Processing

d. System Control

All of these processes are characterized by data rates that are dependent upon

missile time constraints.

Digital signal processing of high speed data (at sensor rates) is pro-

* cessed by the video processor. This is currently a block of high speed dedi-

* cated logic that performs functions such as digital filtering, Discrete

Fourier Transformation calculations, detection, post detection integration,

and range gate buffering. The I/0 subsystem performs various conversions,

* timing and logic functions such as range gate and transmitter control, A/D

- and D/A conversion.

The Wasp missile processor operates in a multi-tasking mode taking data

from a number of different sources and responding within restricted timing

constraints. The Wasp processor must be capable of high speed iterated numeri-

cal operations on arrays of data and also be capable of rapid decision func-

* tions for mode control and detection algorithms. This type of application

* requires a number of architectural attributes:

a. HIGH SPEED. The Wasp processor requirements are in excess of 2.0 million

instructions per second (MIPS). A slower processor could be used, but this would

* require the off loading of a number of software functions to the video processor and

I/0 hardware, and may exceed volume constraints.
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b. VECTORED INTERRUPT CAPABILITI. The Wasp processor must quickly

respond to many different asynchronc ;- data sources. Task scheduling func-

tions must be performed in hardware. 7he time required for saving and

restoring system logic states must lbe minimal.

* c. EFFECTIVE MEMORY ADDRESSING. Transfers of large arrays of information

* dictate a high speed addressing structure.

* d. HIGH SPEED DECISION LOGIC. The large number of Wasp system flight modes

and complex detection logic require a conditional branch mechanism which is the

speed equivalent of a simple add instruction.

e. RAPID ARITHMETIC. High speed multiplication and addition are essen-

tial to the numerical tasks in missile guidance. Presently, floating point

operations induce speed and hardware penalties. However, from a programming

standpoint, floating point capability would be very useful.

Table 1. is a summary of the Wasp missile processor requirements:

Table 1. Missile Processor Physical Constraints

Size: 24 in2 (PC Board Area)

Power Dissipation: 10 Watts

Temperature Range: -550C to 1250C Ambient

Qualification Levels: Mil-Spec-883 Level B.

Throughput: 2 MIPS (Fixed Point, "Missile Mix"

Instruction Mix)

Existing software support tools are essential for software development.

Missile applications require programming and debugging aids that are used in

other computer applications with minor additions. The Wasp processor must be

supported by a symbolic assembler, a linking loader, hardware diagnostic programs
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and -r- e:xulation program hosted on peripheral computers. The emulator must

keep track of system timing in a very exact manner and be capable of simultaneous

accezs by a number of programmers. Additionally, the Wasp processor development

syste:a requires a monitoring system for the missile processor. This system must

be capable of multiple breakpoints, bus monitoring and software trace capability.

The monitoring equipment must not interfer with program execution speed.

The throughput figure identified in Table I. needs further elaboration. The

speed of the processor is dependent upon the frequency and the types of instruc-

tions to be executed. In the case of Wasp, the Radar Signal Processing software

presents the greatest amount of the time loading. Design repartitioning to

offload a number of software functions to the video processor and I/0 hardware

would reduce the timeloading but would result in a major redesign effort. This

may or may not be possible. Table 2 presents the Wasp instruction mix/throughput

for the critical path software - Radar Signal Processing:

Table 2. Wasp Instruction Mix/Throughput

Critical Path: Radar Signal Processing

Static Program Memory: 5000 Instructions

Sample Period: 4.8 msec

% Time Loading/Execution Time: 46%/2.2 msec

Mix:

Load and Store 40%

Add and Subtract 10%

Test and Branch 15%

Logical Compare 15%

Shift (3 Bit Average) 5%

Multiply 2%

Divide 1%

Double Precision 1%

Miscellaneous (i.e., Jumps, Go Subs) 11%
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:-e Hughes' validat;.!. r.issi±' processor design incorporates their coza:y

-_e, sped General 1Kissile Processor (GKIP). The GMP is a high speed programzshle

-,.computer composed of Schottky TTL hybrids. It was first designed in 1974,

:,,cifically for missile signal processing and guidance functions. The GM has

been adapted and used on several other missile programs, among them are: the

Phoenix missile, the Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM), and

Tank-Breaker. The GMP has been modified into the Wasp Digital Processor (WDP)

processing 2.1 MIPS of the missile/guidance instruction mix. It is this single

characteristic which sets the WDP apart from other available commercial signal pro-

cessors or federated microprocessor schemes. In its hybrid form, the WDP dissipates

101 watts of power. It has been form factored for use in the free-flight missiles.

Further reduction in size is necessary for the Wasp FSD configuration in order to

meet size, weight and power constraints.

Air Force Systems Command requirements for Embedded Computer Resources (ECR)

specify that all ECR shall be developed in accordance with MIL-STD-1750A

(Airborne Computer Instruct Set Architecture) and MIL-STD-1589B (Military

Standard Jovial J73). In addition to the above standards, the Wasp FSD

Statement of Work will require that:

a. Embedded computer hardware shall include a minimum of 30 percent spare

capacity in terms of memory and throughput.

b. Preassembled, off-the-shelf microcomputers or minicomputers shall be

used unless it can be shown that no such technology exists which satisfy

appropriate form-fit and function requirements.

c. Support tools shall include an efficient compiler for an AFSC approved

high order language.

d. The computer, its memories and peripherals, shall be modular in design

and shall be designed for FSD ease of maintenance.

e. In no case will the development of an assembler, compiler, or operating

system be undertaken.
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* Ideally, the Wasp design must utilize :-; cessor that meets all of the ire-

vious standards and requirements. To our : edge, no commercial micropro-

cessor scheme and support software/periphe'-. equipment exists that meets all

of these requirements. It is the intent cf this paper to invite replies from

members of the computer technology commun.t; as to the present and future

availability of microprocessor technology which will meet Wasp unique digital

processing requirements and military standards.

Wasp poses several technological challenges. It is the first tactical

missile weapon to use a millimeter wave sensor. The warhead, constrained by the

physical missile size, must be capable of lethal penetration of the latest

threat. Controlling the missile are sophisticated signal processing electronics

which autonomously detect, acquire, track and guide the missile to a direct hit.

Inherent in Wasp is the need for state-of-the-art digital processing technology

which meets system requirements. Any questions concerning this paper should be

addressed to Headquarters Armament Division, Deputy for Antiarmor Munitions,

Eglin AFB, FL, Attention Lt Gene Dylewski, (904) 882-5868, AV 872-5868.
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DELCO ELECTRONICS MIL-STD-1750A ARCHITECTURE
COMPUTER FAMILY

S82-66
5 May 1982

Presented by

CLIVE D. LEEDHAM

DELCO ELECTRONICS DIVISION
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Santa Barbara Operations

6767 Hollister Avenue
Goleta, California 93117

ABSTRACT encountered. The standards idea
generated interest among key people,

Delco Electronics early acceptance however, so that we were able to.
of, and participation in, Air Force muster sufficient support within
activities with standardized Military Delco Electronics to begin studies of
computers is reviewed. The early both the hardware and software impli-
acceptance and in-house development cations. These studies eventually led
of MIL-STD-1750A architecture compu- to the conclusion that hardware
ters enabled Delco Electronics to incorporating this instruction set
capture Air Force programs requiring architecture (ISA) could be built,
this new standard. These early pro- and, perhaps more importantly, this
grams are detailed, and Delco ISA would solve avionics problems as
Electronics plans for the evolujtion we knew them. Finally, it appeared
of computers operating to this that standardization at the ISA level
architecture standard are discussed. would allow introduction of new

devices and, hence, new computers as

INTRODUCTION time progressed. Furthermore, it
appeared that this approach would not

The move toward computer-oriented inhibit future computer development

standards began at Wright-Patterson plans. Nothing we have experienced so
Air Force Base with the MIL-STD-1553 far suggests that our analysis was
Multiplex Data Bus Conference in wrong.
1976. Milestones that followed
included the introduction of MIL-STD- CURRENT MIL-STD-1750A PROGRAMS
1750 itself, the creation of the
User's Group in August 1979, and the Delco Electronics competed for and
establishment of the Embedded Compu- secured the first two Air Force pro-
ter Standardization Program Office. grams requiring computers executing

the MIL-STD-1750A instruction set
Although Delco Electronics monitored architecture. About 18 months ago,
these activities, new standards the computers for the Low Altitude
(1553, 1750, etc) were initially met Navigation Targeting Infrared Night
with resistance from the Delco Elec- (LANTIRN) program was competed, and
tronics working groups, no doubt Delco Electronics was selected by

because of the not-iivented-here Martin Marietta, Orlando Division
attitude that is so often (Contract 745528), to supply its M372

17
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MIL-STD-1750A computer with solid However, some increase in speed comes
state memory. Production options for from the use of high speed, bipolar,
300 shipsets (600 computers) have bit-slice LSI devices and Schottky
been proposed. Some 5 months later, transistor-transistor logic. The CPU

a decision was made to introduce MIL- uses pipelining to fetch an instruc-
STD-1750A into the F-16 aircraft as tion while executing the previous
part of the General Dynamics Multi- one; buffering is provided for up to
national Staged Improvement Program sixteen 16-bit instruction words. The
(MSIP). Again, the requirement was effect of instruction pipelining is a
competed, and Delco Electronics was submicrosecond execution rate for

selected. Negotiations are now corn- fixed-point, short instructions. The
plete (General Dynamics Purchase microcode cycle (clock time to
Order 149) for production options of execute logic control for one micro-
up to 1,800 shipsets (1,800 compu- store word) is 187 nanoseconds. The
ters) with core memory. The principal processor optimizes internal bus
characteristics of these two programs traffic by:

and their computer configurations are
shown in Figure 1. * Providing separate address and

data memory interface (MI) buses
DELCO'S M372 MIL-STD-1750A COMPUTER to provide the fastest memory

access and instruction and data
Architecturally Enhanced CPU fetches.

The M372 computer utilizes a compact, * Providing a dedicated programmed
high performance processor mechanized I/O (PIO) bus, which minimizes
with advanced LSI circuits to achieve loading on the critical memory
an optimal balance of performance, interface bus and permits separa-
power, and size. The organization is tion of programmed I/O activity
implemented in a highly efficient, from the memory interface, thereby
pipelined structure that allows each preventing asynchronous input/
instruction to be executed in a mini- output from degrading instruction
mum of time. throughput.

The CPU is implemented using the 2900 For configurations employing a core

family of commercially available LSI memory, the use of memory inter-
devices and is optimized to effi- leaving minimizes the transport time
ciently execute the MIL-STD-1750A required to fetch data from the 16-
instruction set. To achieve the bit memory subsystem. Multiplexing
highest possible throughput consis- memory modules on the same basic
tent with cost and power, the design memory bus achieves economies in the
is based on the use of: electronics and increases the utility

of the bus system. The basic bus

e 24-bit arithmetic unit and organization allows the use of

multiplier single- or dual-interleaved memories
as well as a variety of semiconductor

e . Instruction lookahead buffer to memory types.
reduce instruction/operand memory
contention The CPU is microprogrammed, with

approximately 25 percent spare con-
e Concurrent memory and I/O data trol store for future growth. The

flow. control store is organized to perform
both instruction mapping and

High throughput is achieved primarily sequencing and control. Instruction
through architectural sophistication. mapping translates instruction code

2
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- Delco Electronics M372
F-16 Fire Control Computer

Instruction Set MIL-STD-1750A; MIL-STD-1589B HOL

Size 1/2-ATR by 18.6 inches
Weight 31.3 pounds
Power 280 watts (3-phase, 400-hertz, 115-volt source)

Throughput 587 KOPS (DAIS instruction mix)
Memory Two 32k core modules; 750ns cycle time; 16 bits plus parity
Input/Output Discretes (26 input; 8 output)

Analog (6 dc input; 2 synchro output)
MIL-STD-1553B data bus (two channel dual-redundant, multiprotocol)
DMA (greater than 1 million words per second

Reliabilitv 2,403 hours mean time between failures

Delco Electronics M372
LANTIRN Pod Control Computer

Instruction Set MIL-STD-1750A; MIL-STD-15898 HOL

Size 5.0 x 7.1 x 13.1 inches

Weight 17.9 pounds

Power 271 watts
Throughput 666 KOPS (DAIS instruction mix)

Memory Nonvolatile program (65,536 words)
Volatile RAM (65,536 words)
Power-transient protected RAM (1,024 words)
Electrically alterable ROM (1,024 words)
Word size 16 bits plus parity

Input/Output Discretes (25 input; 32 output)
Parallel bus (DMA: 880k words/s; Program I/O: 200k words/s)
MIL-STD-1553B data bus (remote terminal)

Reliability 2,400 hours (projected) mean time between failures

Figure 1. MIL-STD-1750A Program Charaoter1stiC3
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into microprogram starting addresses. 65,535 'IkCMOS

All 16 bits of an instruction, or SHORT TERM * Transient Protec-
multiple words of multiword instruc- ted for O.5-Second
tion, can be mapped into microprogram 1k TRANSIENT Interruption
addresses. The sequencing and control PROTECTED a Transparent to

Software
section provides the address linkage 64,512 9 Capacitor Backup
between microinstructions, and it 64.511
controls the CPU processing elements. LONG TERM 2kEEPROMPROTECTED a NonolatileSyst 2k--------- 63,488 @ Electrically Repro

_____ _____ 634k grammed in CoMn-Memor Sysem 63487 uter
PARAMETERS a Write Endurance

Two types of memory systems are cur- 62.464 Limitation
rently in use on Delco's M372 compu- 62.463 iUVEPROM
ter family. The F-16 Enhanced Fire 6 Nonvoa Nonvolatile
Control Computer uses a core memory, PROGRAM aHigh Density
while the LANTIRN Pod Control Compu- * Erasble (Board
ter is a combination of several semi- 61k ANO Removed)
conductor technologies. Either option UNPROTECTED Programmedin
is compatible with the CPU organiza- SCRATCHPAD Computer Using
tion previously described. Support Equip-

Address mint
Semiconductor Memory. The semicondu- 0 1

ctor memory is implemented with MAIN MEMORY (64k) BACKUPMEMORY (64k)
devices of several technologies, pro- a Random Access Autoload at Turn-on
vides 64k words of storage, and Read and Write
features nonvolatility and reprogram- e High Speed
mability, coupled with fast system e Volatile
level access/cycle times for high eNMOS
memory bandwidths. This system incor- Figure 3. Semiconductor Memory Map
porates 64k words of high speed NMOS
RAM, backed up by 64k words of UV
EPROM. 2k words of EEPROM, and 1k allows maintenance of consecutive
words of CMOS RAM (See Figure 3.) write operations at the 375-nano-

second rate. The EEPROM write
In operation, the memory subsystem operations require 20 milliseconds
user's interface with the NMOS RAM per write, which limits the rate of
allows for fast access (375 nano- consecutive write operations to this
second system level access times) to area of memory. A discrete input bit
instruction and operand data. The is made available to the software,
operand write data address to the indicating when the EEPROM has com-
EEPROM-backed-up section of memory is pleted its write cycle. By proper
written into the NMOS RAM and is utilization of this interlock fea-
transferred to the EEPROM. Write ture, the available memory bandwidth
operations to the CMOS RAM follow a of 2.667 million 16-bit words per
similar path. During power turnon, second is maintained.
the contents of the UV EPROM, EEPROM,
and CMOS RAM backup memories are Any area within memory address space
loaded into the NMOS RAM. can be utilized for variable storage,

but only those sections backed up by
Write operations into NMOS RAM, CMOS RAM or EEPROM are power-inter-
EEPROM, or CMOS RAM exhibit cycle ruption protected or nonvolatile-
times of 375 nanoseconds. Writing memory protected. The size of the
into the CMOS RAM utilizes a pipe- EEPROM-backed-up address space can be
lined address/data transfer that varied to suit the system

5
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requirements from 0 to 256, to 512, CORE MEMORY MODULE CHARACTERISTICS
to 1,024, or to 2,048 words. This is
accomplished by programming the memo- ITEM DESCRIPTION
ry module connector whereby a section
that is deselected from EEPROM backup ORGANIZATION 2-1/2D, coincident cur-
becomes backed up by UV EPROM. The rent, wide temperature
CMOS RAM protected area can also be range, low drive cur-
deselected by connector programming rent, 13-mul OD cores
to allow this section of memory to be
backed up to the UV EPROM. WORD SIZE 18 bits

Programming of the UV EPROM is CAPACITY 32,768 words per mod-
accomplished by means of a computer ule, expandable to
support equipment interface with the 131,072 words
memory subsystem installed in the
computer enclosure. The NMOS RAM is CYCLE TIME 0.75 microsecond
loadable from the support equipment
independently of the UV EPROM, pro- ACCESS TIME 0.375 microsecond read;
viding an easily alterable memory for 0.937 microsecond write

software development activities.
*POWER MEl 14.7 watts;

Core Memory. The basic core memory 32k MMA = 32.5 watts
system is 64k words by 18 bits, in-
cluding parity and a storage-protec- SIZE 4.3 x 6.4 x 3.0 inches
tion bit. The memory system consists (MEI plus MMA)
of two 32k-word Memory Magnetics
Assemblies (MMA), with a Memory WEIGHT 3.5 pounds (MEI plus
Electronics Interface (MEI) circuit MMA)
card assembly to facilitate memory
interleaving. The interleaved memory The memory system is supplemented
bus architecture maximizes memory with a memory logic (ML) circuit card
subsystem throughput while minimizing assembly, which provides basic inter-
components and power consumption. nal processor bus control. Each core
Features of this architecture are: memory module exhibits access times

of 375 nanoseconds and cycle times of
* Optimized cost/performance ratio 750 nanoseconds. By combining these

into an interleaved memory system, an
o Advantageous use of synchronisms effective cycle time of 375 nano-

between memory bus subscribers seconds is achieved. The ML circuit
while operating asynchronously also contains the memory write

protect logic.
* No boundary restrictions on

operand or instruction storage Word-by-word memory write protection
is implemented by employing the

e Worst case access time of 1.5 optional 18th memory bit as a write-
microseconds with maximum protect bit and using this bit for
contention control in conjunction with the read-

modify-write feature of the memory.
e Memory bus system access time of This technique results in a one-

562 nanoseconds for single words clock-extended memory write cycle
and 937 nanoseconds for word pairs when compared to block protection

techniques. Attempts to write into
* Read, write, and read-modify-write protected memory result in setting

memory modes. the appropriate fault register bits.

6
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Direct memory access (DMA) users are above operations. General purpose
buffered from the memory interface functLons provided by the I/O system
bus through the Input/Output Con- include the following:
troller (IOC) . Consequently, memory
bus loading is minimized, and the * Sixteen levels of vectored,
processor and memory subsystem can prioritized interrupts
run at the fastest possible speed.
Incorporation of the IOC also allows * Two programmable 16-bit interval
DMA users to enjoy a shared data and timers
address I/O bus, merged from the
memory address and data buses, and * Time-out or watchdog timer
provides simpler control by the IOC.
As a result, the computer memory e Decode of I/O device addresses and

* interface and I/O bus system provide function codes (microprogram out-
a carefully chosen and optimized puts from CPU)
blend of performance and efficiency.

* Interface with signal conditioner
Bubble Memory. Delco Electronics has modules.
recently completed the design of a
bubble memory system. This type of MIL-STD-1553B Data Bus. Delco's new
memory system has been selected by multi-bus system allows two or more
the McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Comp- MIL-STD-1553B multiplex bus channels
any for use in Delco's Flight to be used in an avionics suite with
Management Systems being supplied for minimum hardware penalties. Bus sys-
versions of the DC-1O and DC-9 air- tems can be dedicated to functions
craft. System testing of bubble such as display or flight control,
memory systems for the preproduction with a passthrough feature provided

0 computers has recently been com- to transfer data from one bus systempleted. These tests included opera- to another. The bus control system
tion over 8he temperature range of allows the computer to simultaneously
-40 to +85 C. This memory type is operate as a bus controller or remote
also available for M372 computers. terminal on single or multiple

independent multiplex data bus
* Input/Output Subsystem systems. Each bus channel consists of

a dual redundant serial data inter-
A versatile and efficient input/out- face capable of communicating con-
put subsystem is a core element of currently with subsystems operating
the computer. An Input/Output Con- under MIL-STD-1553, 1553A, and/or
troller (IOC) services the interrupt 1553B protocols.
processor, the various digital input/
output channels and discretes, the Two dual-redundant channels are pre-
multiplex buses, and the external sently provided on three 1/2-ATR cir-
support equipment port. The IOC cuit card assemblies, i single Data
interfaces both the memory interface Bus Controller (DBC) for each channel

" (MI) and the programmed I/O (PIO) and a shared transmitter/receiver
buses with the I/O bus. The Input/ module, referred to as the Data Bus
Output Controller supports direct Interface (DBI). The controllers
memory access (DM), programmed I/O, interface via the I/O bus to the
interrupt I/O, and the instruction liput/Output Controller (IOC), which
insert operations. The I/O bus con- contains circuitry necessary to
sists of a parallel, bidirectional, interface the DBC channels to the
shared data and address bus with con- programmed I/0 and DMA functions of

4 trol signals dedicated to each of the the processor.
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The DBC controls the operation of the ential discretes, 9 input and 16 out-
multiplex bus, each channel operating put internal discretes, 6 external
independently so that the multiplex interrupts, programmable timers per
bus interface operates simultaneous- MIL-STD-1750A, and COP circuitry.
ly, requiring little intervention
from the CPU. The DBC receives con- Power Supply
trol commands and address information
from the CPU through the programmed The F-16 Fire Control Computer power
I/O via the IOC, which initiates the converter is composed of an ac/dc
execution of a microprogrammed converter and a dc/dc converter. This
algorithm to operate in a given mode mechanization combines the reliabi-

* by sequentially accessing commands lity of a low risk, well proven
and/or data from the memory via DMA. design with high efficiency, low

cost, and minimum size. The converter
Data flow between the DBC and IOC is employs 400-hertz, three-phase, 115-
word by word, controlled by "hand- volt rms primary power and provides
shaking" signals provided by the DBC all necessary system operating volt-
for multiplex bus transactions (DMA ages. The converter will shut down
instructions and data) and by the and not be damaged if one or more
processor for DBC control and status phases of the source voltage is miss-
(programed 1/O). The DBC tests all ing or degraded. The converter also
multiplex bus transactions for inval- provides moding for turn-on and turn-
id sync, invalid biphase Manchester off sequencing. The power converter
code, incorrect bit count (total exhibits the following features:
transmission time), and parity error
and indicates errors to the IOC. o Operates from a 400-hertz, three-

phase, 115-volt rms source and
Operator or software activation of meets the requirements of MIL-STD-
the MIL-STD-1553 system has been 704 and MIL-STD-461, including the
minimized to assure proper sequencing emergency condition requirements
without significant programmer of MIL-STD-704

involvement.
* Turn-on soft-start prevents input

surge currents
Additional I/O Functions. Depending
on the application, various addi- * Programmed turn-off and restart
tional I/O functions are provided. In for power interruptions
the F-16 Fire Control Computer appli-
cation, two additional circuit card * Self-contained overvoltage pro-
assemblies are provided, a Digital tection
I/O (DIO) and an A/D Converter (ADC).
The Digital I/O includes 6 differen- e Input protection for high voltage
tial input, 8 differential output, transients
and 12 high level input discretes
along with the real time clock and e Internal high energy transient
COP circuitry (real time program loop generation reduced by controlled
error detection). The 12-bit AID Con- turn-on and virtual elimination of
verter accepts six dc analog inputs simultaneous conduction of power
and two three-wire synchro inputs, transistor pairs

The LANTIRN Pod Control Computer has *Maximized reliability from Use Of

a Discrete/Interrupt Timer (DIT) cir- switching transistors with high
cuit card assembly that includes 16 reverse energy rating and liberal
input and 16 output external differ- power derating of semiconductors.
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A memory protect moding section pro- A top cover allows access to the cir-
vides the delays and timing necessary cuit card assemblies for maintenance.
to assure the orderly turn-on and The unit contains plug-in circuit
turn-off of memory. It allows data to card assemblies plus a connectorized
be maintained in core through a power power supply. Delco-designed circuit
interruption. This section includes a card guides (heat transfer clips) are
level detector, memory turn-on delay, used for mounting circuit cards in
input/output isolator, and the memory the enclosure. Flatpack devices pro-
protect logic. The input level detec- vide high density functional packag-
tor also provides for dc/dc converter ing. Each circuit card contains a
turn-on and shutdown at a predeter- center core for conducting the heat
mined level of the input to aid in from circuit devices to the card
the moding function. edges. Strain relief is inherent in

the flatpack mounting scheme. The
cOutput voltage regulation is + 5 per- 1/2-ATR card size is optimum for the
cent (except for the 10-volt core thermal and vibration environments
memory voltage, which is +1 percent) . encountered.
A regulation of +2 percent is
achieved considering line variations The circuit card assemblies are
and temperature of operation. When plugged into a multilayer intercon-
considering load variations, +5 nect board using metal-shell, two-
percent regulation is standard on all piece, pin/socket, twist-pin,
Delco Electronics computer power gold-plated connectors. The packaging
supplies, is simple, reliable, and eliminates

adverse heat density conditions. The
The LANTIRN Pod Control Computer power conditioner structure is fabri-
receives its voltages from an cated from plate stock and is screwed
external source. together with a sheet metal cover,

providing an EMI-tight assembly. All
Mechanical Design surfaces are coated to prevent

corrosion.
The MIL-STD-1750A F-16 Fire Control
Computer is packageO in a 1/2-ATR Because of the packaging flexibility
enclosure. Its fully modularized available through the use of 1/2-ATR
design and construction is similar to modules, Delco has been able to
that of Delco's M362 series computers accommodate unusual form factor
(including the original F-16 Fire requirements with no sacrifice in
Control Computer, Inertial Upper performance in a wide variety of
Stage Guidance Computer, and the Air- applications, as in the case of the
borne Instrumentation Labs computers) LANTIRN Pod Control Computer where
and the highly reliable Magic III coldplate cooling and extremely tight
computers of which more than 7,000 packaging constraints imposed by the
have been produced. LANTIRN pod size and form factor

resulted in the configuration shown
In the F-16 configuration, the enclo- in Figure 1.
sure design employs a bolted and
bonded assembly technique first used Support Equipment
by Delco on the Apollo program to
form a tight, light weight, low cost, User's Control Consol. The M372
rigid assembly. The top and bottom of User's Control Console (UCC) provides
the enclosure contain heat exchangers the capability for computer hardware
to which the computer circuit card maintenance, operational software
assemblies are thermally coupled. development and debug, and system
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IN

integration support. Consisting up tester. The I/O exerciser consists

entirely of commercial equipment, and of a dual-redundant multiplex data
based on the Computer Automation, bus interface and digital input/
Incorporated, LSI-4 minicomputer, it output electronics capable of fully
includes the following items: exercising the I/O subsystem. The I/0

exerciser is in the UCC cabinet and

e 64k-word semiconductor RAM interconnected to the computer

through operational cable interfaces.

* Distributed 1/O system with
intelligent cables Software Development Station. The

Software Development Station (SDS) is
e. Dual floppy disk subsystem with an extension of the UCC and is also

486k bytes of storage built around a Computer Automation,

Incorporated, LSI-4/90, 16-bit mini-

* CRT/keyboard computer with a 64k-word memory. The
SDS is supported by sufficient

0 30-character-per-second printer peripheral equipment and software to
provide a sophisticated standalone

* Autoload ROM program development station for M372
application programs.

• High speed controller-processor

* interface. The software to support the facility
includes the Delco M372 assembler

The UCC is packaged in a small, up- system and the LSI-4 OS operating
right cabinet on casters, has a self- system. The assembler system contains

contained power supply, and is a relocatable assembler, linkage edi-

sufficiently portable for use in tor, and cross reference/edit rou-

highly remote field locations. A com- tines. Outputs include absolute

plete software package is provided, listings after link with extensive

including a user-oriented operating error and warning message support,

system, symbolic debug package, and memory maps, external symbol tables,

maintenance programs. The UCC pro- global and module-level cross refer-

vides complete control of the compu- ence tables, and files to support a

ter, including: symbolic debug capability. Utility
programs provide nine-track magnetic

* Stop, halt, run, and reset tape communication between the SDS
and a central data processing faci-

e Instruction step and instruction lity. This capability allows J73
" .insert/execute computer object modules generated by

the central data processing facility

* DMA read/write to be linked with assembly modules
prepared on the SDS.

. Real time interrupt and operator
controlled interrupt The LSI-4 OS operating system pro-

vides file management, LSI-4 program

parity detect, illegal address generation, editor programs, and job

protect, and stop on fault control to support M372 generation
and modification. Utility commands

e Match on operand address, DMA allow the user to assign logical

address, instruction address, and units, execute job files, and manage

DMA data. disks. The user may generate LSI-4
programs that run under the OS

* By adding an optional I/O exerciser, operating system and use OS service

the UCC can be converted into a full- routines.

10
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An 80-megabit disk provides adequate
:IGM S1E0 M372 storage to support the system and the

CONTROLLER COMPUTER user's application programs. A floppy
disk provides a convenient means to
move object programs for loading into
the M372 computer.

AL L4 MIUICOMPUTER 6 372 Computer Support Software

I Available M4372 computer support sof t-
I TRACK ware is listed below. GovernmentI IIa I II m

LriIN INAGD MAGNETIC sponsored development is currentlyN Tunderway for a MIL-STD-1750A 3mula-
INS. 12ksdw UhnI tor and a J73 compiler hosted on the

a~uutslat~p. ~-~- aP~v~dIifktsDEC-10 computer.
to dae. Nc and application c vul prauno

prorw facilt and MAGIC V COMPUTER (M572)
prgal acup

CT, DUAL~ The Magic V computer program is a
KE'I~OARD FLOP"DISKX ERCIS logical extension of Delco's M372' I II computer development activity. Where-

Z4Laam 4l l •as the M372 is designed to meet

,Onaor 9 aolneadat early-1980 high performance avionics
nurtmc sm mission computer applications (with

updates, as necessary, consistent
Figure 4. UCC/SDS Block Diagram with new requirements and available

technology) , the Magic V computer is
1 SUPPORT SOFTWARE PROGRAMS targeted for the mid-1980's and

PROGRAM HOST beyond, with performance goals
matching the anticipated requirements

SYMBOLIC DEBUG PACKAGE LSI-4 of this time frame. The broad out-

ACCEPTANCE TEST PROGRAM M372/LSI-4 lines of the Magic V computer began
to emerge approximately a year and a

0 Instruction Exerciser half ago when it became evident that
* Memory Exerciser the key to meeting the next genera-
* I/O Controller tion computer requirements was use of
* Controller VLSI circuit technology. All major

computer characteristics -- weight,
J73 COMPILER (GFE) IBM370 power, speed, size, cost, reliability

-- have the potential for enhancement
* MIL-STD-1750A through VLSI.
* IBM370

Because of Delco's commitment to
INTERPRETIVE COMPUTER standards, the first Magic V computer
SIMULATION (GFE) DEC-10 (M572) will implement the two major

hardware standards, MIL-STD-1750A
e ML-STD-1750A instruction set architecture and MIL-

STD-1553B multiplex bus. In addition
MIL-STD-1750A ASSEMBLER to these standards, a baseline set of
SYSTEM (OPTIONAL) LSI-4 performance goals was established,

based on an assessment of the
o Assembler requirements of the mid-1980's. The
* Link Fditor imposition of standards and the per-
* Loader formance goals listed below defined

11
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the M572. The M572 is intended to be A complete computer system,
a total computer system, including a including power supply and -.
CPU, memory, 1/0, power supply, and enclosure, which occupies 0.1
structure. Production hardware will cubic foot and weighs 6 pounds.
be available in 1984, and a higher
performance version will be available These objectives are based on a blend
approximately a year later, of an assessment of the mid-1980's

requirements with a judgement as to
The overall M572 program objectives what the technology will allow. If
are to: experience is any judge, these goals

will probably be exceeded.
* Implement the MIL-STD-1750A

instruction set architecture with A summary of the characteristics of
an all-VLSI solution, the M572 along with a comparison with

the current technology as applied to
* Select a technology that reduces the F-16 Ehhanced Fire Control Compu-

power consumption, thereby mini- ter is presented in Table 1. A mockup
mizing concerns over cooling, of an M572 equivalent to the F-16
packaging, and heat dissipation. Fire Control Computer is also shown.

* Minimize the technology risk. The Magic V computer is being devel-
oped on company funds as a part of

* Establish a reliable manufacturing Delco's Independent Research and
source, with Delco controlling the Development effort. This allows Delco
design and thus guaranteeing the the freedom to develop the computer
future availability of the VLSI in strict accordance with the above
devices, objectives on a schedule consistent

with Delco's resources and realistic
* Provide the hardware on a schedule future program needs. Another factor

that assures a timely transition in this decision is Delco's commit-
from the M372 and its upgraded ment to developing computer systems,
versions to that of the M572. rather than just components, to

assure an optimized solution to the
Among the more significant specific needs of its customers.
M572 performance objectives are:

The development of a custom VLSI com-
e Throughput of 750 KOPS in 1984 to puter solution by Delco has several

1985, increasing to 1.6 KOPS by important advantages for the custo-
1986. mer, the most significant of which is

the guaranteed availability of the
e * A 70- to go-percent reduction in VLSI chips for as long as required

recurring cost compared with a for a given program. This is possible
comparable 1981 time f rame, because Delco will own the masks and

have a guaranteed source of process-
* Reliability of at least 40,000 ing. Use of custom devices also

hours MMTF. reduces the number of part types,
thereby simplifying procurement and

* Power consumption of less than 20 sparing and reducing life cycle cost.
watts, including power supply.

Delco believes that the Magic V pro-
* Fault isolation to a plug-in gram and schedule are low risk, rea-

module, with coverage approaching listic, and timely and address
100 percent themselves to the requirements of the

12
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PARAETERCURRENT TECHNOLOGY MAGIC V OBCT VIE

PARAMETER____ M272 F-16 FIRE CONTROL (Compgared v"d F-16 Reosnalnu

YSICALi Weet. Vokum S.4 by 7.by 16inches; 31 poutwds. 4.1by .3by 8.inches; .Spounds:
___ _CL 43acubic foot 0.1 culabc feh

________ 230 wet. <20 wutte including por sply.
Spd(DAIS Mix) SB? KOPS (woe Mw w y), ON IOPS > 750 ICOPS (1914l

(er.odsg~ memory). t.m KOPS (1916)

Reliability 1.900 homrs. 40000 hours

Relative coot SP per Sysot. 50.2 to 0.3P per system

fCUMlLnSTD.1730A ISA. MIL-STO-1750A ISAS

Memory Two 32k by 18 bits core mdles. 64k by 16-bet plus error dtcinand
correction main memory (single CCA).
Nonvoalatile main memory backup,
Available options include: battery.
EEPROM, and Bubble.

Input/tut 0 Two chmnnela. dualrdudn MI L- 0 Single chip MIL-ST-138 bus
STO-1538 0i CCA/cliannell a Single chip stad*r 1/O (anali. per-

" Oleram alli. dierte DMA. RS-.23..
* Analog (dc and synchrol ect oomplemrn - TSO).

___________ Direct Meimory Acces (DMA).
Pow Supply 6.0 pounds: 210 vatts output-, and 0.7 pound: 20 to 30 wets output: and

> 70 Perwi efficiency. 75 po er ff'iciency.

TECHNOLOGY
Packaging * In-eue circuits in fisteads * Custom VLSI chips in chadiup

* Conventional double and multilayer carear (LCCs)I
circuit' bord * LCC's on cmico modules (MAM's)

* Forced sir cooling witht heat ax. mounted on pinte circuit cad. or
chep,. LCC's an metal acrcumit cards

______________ ____________________ a Pssively cooled
VLSI Standar USI an d vP SS his Customn VLSI circuits

* Three-micron bulk CMOS.

Fault Manageent 0 Selflout fault isolation tw a ange a Self test I silt isolation to a Orngl
' , N'bl module (LRU) replaceable module I LAU)

* Coverange - 95%. 0 Can"m approaching 100.

Table 1. M572 Computer Charater3tiC3
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high performance avionics and space that are faster, smaller, lighter,
computer markets of the next decade, and consume less power. The M572, to

be introduced in 1984 as a result of
CONCLUSION active, current IR&D effort, will be

a MIL-STD-1750A machine. This machine
Delco Electronics supported the Air may then be followed by the M582
Force move to a standard architecture executing the MIL-STD-1862, NEBULA
relatively soon after the idea was architecture.

introduced, but not without some
- indecision in-house. In fact, the There is a complementary requirement,

acceptance and implementation of however, that the Military control
these standards forced a costly the new standards properly. With the
change in development plans within proper control of standards from the
Delco Electronics. This early deci- Department of Defense and with devel-
son to produce MIL-STD-1750A compu- opment from the private sector, these
ters allowed Delco to capture the standards could become a valuable

first two MIL-STD-1750A Air Force asset.
production programs -- LANTIRN and
F-16 MSIP. Delco Electronics believes in the

concept, and, if the concept is main-
Standardization at the ISA level taned, Delco Electronics may be
allows introduction of new devices manufacturing only Military standard
that lead to new computer systems computers 5 years from now.

14
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A NEW SILICON-ON-SAPPHIRE MIL-STD-1750A MICROPROCESSOR

Joseph R. Burns, William Duane, Henry Silcock,
Gregory Portanova, Steven Nicholas,
John Riordan, Richard Meckstroth

Mikros Systems Corporation
Mercerville, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the MKSl750, a new implementation of
the United States Air Force MIL-STD-1750A architecture fabri-
cated entirely in SOS/CMOS technology. The MKS1750 is a chip
set based on a proprietary microprogrammable 16-bit micropro-
cessor (the MKSl6) supported by additional logic implemented
as semi-custom gate arrays and ROMs for control store. A
total of eleven chips is required. Power consumption of the

I). MKS1750 is less than 1W and throughput is greater than 200 KIPS,
measured using the USAF DAIS mix.

A complete description of the chip set is given, including
the architecture of the MKSI6, gate array partitioning and the
functional specification of each array. The paper also discusses
the structure of the MKS1750 microprogram, available software
support and packaging considerations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The advantages of SOS/CMOS technology in computer applica-
tions are well known: high speed, low power consumption, high
packaging density, and radiation resistance. While the cost of
the sapphire substrate precludes its use in high-volume commer-
cial applications, the aforementioned attributes of SOS/CMOS are
overwhelmingly important (and in some cases, imperative) in
military computers (1,2).

The Mikros strategy has been to use SOS/CMOS for the design
and development of a full 16-bit CPU chip. Additionally, the
basic CPU is microprogrammable using external control store to
allow emulation of a variety of instruction set architectures.

This paper describes the emulation of the USAF MIL-STD-1750A
architecture using the Mikros MKS16 processor chip supported by

.4.- . .- . .



SOS/CMOS gate arrays and control store. The chip set executes
the full 1750A instruction set (including floating-point) at
a throughput of 265 KIPS (DAIS instruction mix) and dissipatesless than 1 Watt.

2. MKS1750 ARCHITECTURE

2.1 OVERVIEW

The MKS1750 is a microprogrammed processor which executes
the USAF MIL-STD-1750A instruction set (3). It has the following
features:

o MULTIBUStm-compatible interface (4)
o 16-bit microprogrammable processor
o Eleven chip LSI implementation

The architecture of the MKS1750 is based on a 16-bit inter-
nal bus (the I-bus, see Fig. 1). Sequential execution of 1750A
instructions is controlled by the MKS16 processor, which is
responsible for instruction fetch and decode, effective address
calculations, operand fetch and store, and arithmetic operations.
External logic is provided to support 1750A emulation in the
following areas:

o additional microsequencing features
o MULTIBUS m interface
o 1750A interrupts and faults
o additional register file and addressing logic

The control ROM (2Kx48) provides synchronous control signaX, t)

both the external logic and the MKSl6.

2.2 THE MKS16 MICROPROGRAMMABLE PROCESSOR

The MKS16 has a register file/ALU/sequencer architecture
with internal status, instruction and shift registers (see Fig.
2) (5). The processor communicates with a bidirectional data
bus through two multiplexers (IBX, OBX). Internal storage is
provided by the scratchpad (SPAD), a 16x16 register file. The
A and X registers (AR,XR) are used as accumulators and for shift
operations. The status register (SR) contains condition codes
and status flags. The 16-bit parallel ALU provides two's-com-
plement arithmetic and boolean operations. The architecture
supports a limited degree of parallelism at the micro-operation
level.

The MKS16 is driven by a 27-bit microinstruction word. The
microinstruction is time-multiplexed into PRIMARY and SECONDARY
words which are fetched sequentially from control store during
one microcycle. The format of the standard microinstruction
word is shown in Fig. 3. In this case, bits C15-17, C31, C32
are not used by the MKS16 and may be used as control bits for
external logic.
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The MKS16 microsequencer does not use a default flow-of-
control convention; each microinstruction specifies the next
microaddress, explicitly. The low-order four bits of the address
(the WORD ADDRESS) are given by C27-C30. The high-order four
bits (the PAGE ADDRESS) are determined by a LINK MODE specifying
the source of the page address. The sequencer allows conditional
branching based on the condition codes.

The MKS16 requires three clock signals, and can run at
either TTL or CMOS levels. The maximum clock rate is 5.5 MHz,
giving a microcycle time of 180 nsec.

2.3 REGISTER STRUCTURE

The MKS1750 uses an external 16x16 register file to provide
the 1750A registers. The MKS1750 contains dedicated logic to
support register concatenation and register addressing using
macroinstruction fields. This logic uses the external instruc-
tion register CXIR), which is loaded with a 1750A instruction
during the fetch cycle. The XIR S and D fields are used by
most 1750A instructions as register addresses, and may be used
directly to access the specified register. Alternatively, a
literal 4-bit address may be specified directly by the micro-
instruction word. The S and D fields are implemented as four-
bit up/down counters, to provide access to adjacent registers
as required by 1750A multiple-precision instructions. The S
and D fields may also be concatenated to form an eight-bit
up/down counter. Zero-detect logic is provided for all three
counters. This logic is used extensively in implementing
indexed addressing and shift instructions.

2.4 THE MKS1750 MICROSEQUENCER

The MKS16 internal sequencer is oriented towards instruction
decoding. Typically, four bits of the instruction register (IR)
are used as the page address, providing a sixteen-way branch in
control store. The MKS1750 microsequencer provides logic for
expanded r-croaddress space, microsubroutining, instruction
decoding and testing of external conditions.

Three extra microaddress bits are taken directly from the
microinstruction word, and are appended to the MKSl6-generated
address as the high-order bits. The resulting 11-bit address
is known as the NORMAL ADDRESS (N-address) and is one of four
inputs to the NEXT ADDRESS MULTIPLEXER in the microsequencer
(see Fig. 4). Another input is the LONG ADDRESS (L-address)
which is a literal 11-bit address specified in the microinstruc-
tion. The next address may also be obtained from the return
address stack (3xll). The final address mux input is obtained
by concatenating the three high-order extension bits with an
8-bit value from the I-bus.
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N-addressing is required for a microsuproutine call oper-
ation. In this case, the return address is not specified
explicitly by the microinstruction, but is determined by in-
crementing the high-order three bits of the current micro-
address. N-addressing is also required by microinstructions
which test internal or external conditions.

The MKS16 internal link modes may also be combined with
the external modes to provide extra sequencing features. The
microsequencer also allows the execution of an instruction to
be aborted if certain machine faults occur during execution.

2.5 THE BUS INTERFACE

The MKS1750 is logically compatible with the MULTIBUS"m

standard. Address, data, command, and status signals are
supported.

The 20 address lines are TTL-compatible signals which pro-
vide 1 Mword of physical address space. The 16 bidirectional
data lines are TTL-compatible signals which provide a 16-bit
data bus. To communicate with slave devices, several control
signals are provided: memory read/write (MRDC, MWTC) and I/O
read/write (IORC, IOWC). Slave devices acknowledge transfers
using the XACK control line.

A multi-master environment is supported using serial prior-
ity arbitration. BREQ and BUSY are polled by each requesting
device to determine whether a bus access may occur.

There are 8 user-defined interrupt signals which are pro-
cessed by the interrupt controller. A bus transfer example is
shown in Fig. 8.

2.6 INTERRUPTS AND FAULTS

The MKS1750 contains three registers dedicated to the 1750A
pending interrupt (PI), interrupt mask (MK), and fault (FT)
registers. The hardware determines from the values of PI and MK
if there is a valid interrupt which requires service by the MKSl6.
If so, this logic asserts the MKS16 interrupt request line, and
this in turn is detected by the MKS16 sequencer. The MKS1750
normally tests for the presence of a valid interrupt at the end
of each instruction. If one is detected, the processor deter-.
mines its priority by reading PI and MK, calculates the address
of the new context, and performs the context-switch operation.
Certain 1750A interrupts (executive call and arithmetic excep-
tions) are not asynchronous events as they occur only as the
result of instruction execution. In these cases the micropro-
gram must set the correct PI bit.

Machine faults set the appropriate FT bit to cause a machine
error interrupt (provided it is not masked). Certain machine
faults cause the current instruction to be aborted (see 3.7).

. ...



2.7 SYSTEM TIMING

* "- The MKS1750 uses a four-phase clock. 01 is used to latch
the primary microinstruction word into the processor and gate
arrays. 02 is used to latch and output the contents of the
MKS16 scratchpad during a read cycle. 03 (WAIT) is used to
synchronize processor-bus transactions. The processor waits
during this phase for a bus access and for the accessed slave
device to indicate transfer completion. 04 (CLK) is used to
latch the secondary microinstruction, the registers, the next
address and the condition codes. A system timing example is
shown in Fig. 8.

3. PRINCIPLES OF EMULATION

3.1 THE CONTROL WORD

The MKS1750 uses a 48-bit microinstruction word, shown in
Fig. 5. Bits Cl - C14 and C18 - C30 are used to control the
MKS16 processor.

Several microinstruction fields are used to determine the
next microaddress. The high-order three bits (the BLOCK
ADDRESS) are given by C17, C31, C32. C15, C24 - 30 are used to
form the L-address. C35 - 36 are used to control the next
address multiplexer and return address stack.

The interpretation of bits C33 - 48 depends on the value of
C16. If C16 = 1 then C33 - 48 is a 16-bit constant which is
read by the MKS16 from the I-bus. This provides arbitrary con-
stants without the use of a separate constant ROM. If C16 = 0
then C33 - 48 are external logic control signals. C33 - 34 con-
trol XIR reformatting. C37 - 38, C48 control the MULTIBUSu4
interface. C39 - 40 control latches for the XIR, the memory
address register (MAR) and the register file. Register file
addressing and the XIR counters are controlled by C41 - 45. C41,
C46 - 47 control the external condition multiplexer for testing
the values of the XIR counters.

3.2 CONTROL STORE ORGANIZATION

Control ROM is organized as 2Kx48. The physical micro-
-, address format is shown in Fig. 6. The distinction between page

and word address is valid only for N-addressing. The return
" address for a subroutine call is obtained by incrementing the

block address of the calling microinstruction. The microprogram
* is functionally partitioned so that floating-point and diagnostic

microcode resides in blocks 4 - 7, while the rest of the micro-
code occupies blocks 0 - 3, and for this reason the return
address generator increments the block address modulo 4 rather
than modulo 8.

* 7
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Fig. 3-MKS16 Microinstruction word

1 ,5 6 7 8. 10 11, 13. 14, 151 16
Primary SADOD CONTROL SHIFT laBx SOURCE ALU R

t XCNR0 ICTRL SELECT FUNCTION

Ia. 9 . 0. .2. .232724. 2","7 , 30,
S cond a r IR J M O EWSRCONTROL UN K %NORD A

SPEC FUNC MODE

Fig.4- MKS1750 Microaddressing

FROM AINSTR FROM MKS16

N-ADDRESS OPTIONAL CALL

ROMTERNAL CONTON

EXTERNAL CONDITIONS

L-ADORESS

FROM RET ADOR STACK

RETURN

"INCREMENTED
FROM )&INSTR FROM OPCODE

DECODE 256-WAY BRANCH

, Fig.5- MKS1750 Microinstruction Word
,-.,1 ., , , .. 14 , 15, 16

MKS16 CONTROL ILA I"'

," . 17 18, , ,,23. 24. 30, 32

b " LA
113A MKS16 CONTROL BA

"-- MKS16 CONTROL

* 33.34. 35,36, 37, 38, 39, 40 41, 45,46,47,48
I 16- BIT CONSTANT

SWAP I SEO BREO I spoi ADOR/XIR CTRL CON 1B

Fig. 6- Physical Microaddress Format

3 4 4

BLOCK PAGE WORD
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3.3 MICROPROGRAM STRUCTURE

The MKS1750 microprogram makes extensive use of micro-
subroutining; three levels are supported. The functions per-
formed by the subroutines are determined by analyzing the 1750A
instruction set in the following areas:

o instruction format
o address mode
o length of operand(s)
o precision of operand(s)
o effect on condition codes

The execution of a 1750A instruction is divided into
several phases, each of which requires only a subset of the
above information. For example, effective address calculation
only requires knowledge of the instruction's address mode. All
effective address calculation routines return with the address
loaded to the MAR and all execution routines leave their
results in prespecified internal MKSl6 registers. As a result,
there are three "operand store" routines, for 16, 32 and 48-bit
operands. Each arithmetic operation has one routine for each
applicable data type; there are four ADD routines, for single/
double precision fixed, floating and extended floating-point
numbers. Effective address calculation is combined with the
operand fetch phase, so that each 1750A address mode has one
routine for each applicable operand length. Each of these
routines is responsible for both calculating the effective
address and fetching the correct number of operands.

3.4 REGISTER ALLOCATION

The MKS16 internal 16x16 register file (scratchpad) is
used for working registers and to maintain the status of the
1750A machine. It is possible to perform a read-modify-write
operation on an internal register during one microcycle. In
addition, the MKS16 instruction register (IR) is used to contain
the 1750A instruction word and the MKS16 status register (SR)
is used to maintain the 1750A condition codes. (See Fig. 7)

Registers 0 - 9 are available as temporary registers for
any instruction. Registers B - F are used to contain the 1750A
status. Register F is dedicated to the instruction counter;
register C contains a copy of the instruction word. Register B
is used by the BEX instruction. Registers D and E are used in
conjunction with the MKS16 SR to maintain the 1750A status word.

3.5 INSTRUCTION EXECUTION

Instruction execution starts with the fetch/decode phase.
* During this phase the IC is incremented, the next instruction

is fetched, and the MKS16 tests for a valid pending interrupt.
If there is a valid interrupt the fetch sequence is aborted.

[ 
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The next microaddress is determined by the high byte of the
instruction fetched, providing a 256-way branch. The effective

* address is then calculated and the operand(s) are fetched and
loaded to internal working register(s). For 1750A immediate
short address modes, one operand is extracted from the instruc-

* tion word itself; for IC-relative mode (branch instructions)
the jump address is calculated and loaded to a working register.

Final instruction decoding is performed at this point for
- base-relative indexed and immediate long modes, and the opera-

tion specified by the instruction is performed. The result
is left in internal register(s). Conditional branch instructions

-. update the IC if necessary, and arithmetic and logical instruc-
tions update the condition codes as required. The operand store

* phase transfers the results to the appropriate destination,
usually the register file. The number of words transferred is
determined by the precision of the instruction.

3.6 I/0

The MKS1750 implements I/0 instructions as follows:

Io the command word is loaded to the MAR, and the
processor issues an I/0 bus request.

o the data transfer takes place during the next cycle.

However, certain XIO commands require the microprogram to
manipulate the status word or interrupt enable flag explicitly.
The MKS1750 implements all mandatory 1750A XIO commands.

3.7 ABORT FAULTS

The 1750A Standard defines an "Instruction Set Architecture"
to be the programmer's view of the machine. The standard speci-
fies the state of the machine "between instructions" and does
not address what happens during the execution of an instruction.
As a result, there are certain "gray areas" in the standard

* which must be resolved in an implementation-dependent manner.

In particular, certain machine faults may occur as the
* result of a memory access during the execution of an instruction.

If the execution of the instruction is allowed to proceed, the
results are unpredictable (e.g. executing an instruction when
the fetch caused a parity error). In the MKSl75Q, this situa-

- tion is resolved by terminating the instruction, if any of the
* following "abort faults" occur: CPU memory protect fault,

4 memory parity fault, or illegal address fault. When such a
fault occurs, the microprogram jumps immediately to an abort
fault handler. This microroutine uses an instruction-length flag
to ensure that the IC saved during the subsequent machine error
interrupt has a consistent value.

4



3.8 FLOATING-POINT ARITHMETIC

1750A floating-point instructions are implemented in firm-
ware. The MKS16 contains shift control logic which permits
detection and automatic correction of partial product overflow
during multiplication, and of mantissa overflow during floating-
point addition. The microprograms also use some MKS1750 features
in non-standard ways. For example, the MKS1750 may perform
multiple operations and test multiple conditions simultaneously.
This is used in floating-point normalization, shown below. AR
and XR contain the un-normalized mantissa, and XIR contains the
exponent plus one, internally represented in excess 128 form:

708: SLLX DECSD TESTSD TOV :7,CI,8
709: RRCX TOV :(exit)
70A: XIR = IRCOPY; : (underflow)
70B: RRCX TOV :(exit)

The instruction at 708 is the single-instruction normalize loop.
It shifts the entire mantissa left, decrements the exponent,
and tests two conditions: overflow of the mantissa and zero
of the exponent. If both are false, instruction 708 repeats.
If the exponent reaches zero before the mantissa overflows, the
next instruction logic selects 70A, which is the first instruc-
tion of the exponent underflow handler. Mantissa overflow
indicates that normalization is complete, and the next instruc-
tion logic selects either 709 or 70B, depending upon whether
the exponent has reached zero. Either case is acceptable, and
so both instructions perform a right shift to correct for the
mantissa having been shifted one bit too far.

3.9 ARCHITECTURAL INSTRUCTIONS

Several 1750A instructions require special attention. For
example:

o TSB - the microprogram inhibits external memory
accesses during a TSB instruction by issuing a
bus request every cycle, which causes the arbitra-
tion logic to lock the bus.

o MOV - the microprogram checks for the presence
of a valid interrupt between each single-word trans-
fer. In addition, for the MOV instruction the micro-
program does not increment the value of the instruc-
tion counter until all transfers are completed.
Thus, if an interrupt occurs and is serviced, on
return the execution of the MOV instruction will
start over again. This scheme produces the desired
result since the registers used by the MOV instruc-
tions always contain the correct values.

r9
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Fig. 7 MKS16 Register Allocation
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4. MKS1750 IMPLEMENTATION

* 4.1 FUNCTIONAL PARTITIONING

The partitioning is based on a 1400-gate 102-pin SOS/CMOS
universal array manufactured by RCA. The MKSl750 logic is
partitioned into three arrays. The boundaries of each array
are shown as broken lines in Fig. 1. The emulating controller
unit (ECU) contains the logic required for microsequencing, XIR
manipulation, and external register control. The bus controller
unit (BCU) handles bus transfers, system timing, logical
addressing, and bus arbitration. The interrupt controller unit
(ICU) processes interrupt requests and executes mandatory XIO
instructions for P1, MK and FT. The external 16x16 register
file is implemented using a second MKSl6 chip. Six 2Kx8 ROMs
are used for control store.

4.2 EMULATING CONTROLLER UNIT (ECU)

The ECU contains the logic required for instruction decode,
register control, and microsequencing. The XIR provides in-
struction fields for register addressing. A 3xll microaddress
stack allows microsubroutining.

The XIR may be read into the MKS16 from the I-bus. The
value may be modified to facilitate instruction decoding, as
follows:

C16 C33 C34 OPERATION
0 0 0 NOP: no operation
0 0 1 SWAB: swap bytes
0 1 0 SWSD: swap S and D fields
0 1 1 SEXT: extend sign of low order byte
1 X X read 16-bit constant

The register file may be addressed by the XIR S or D fields, or
by a four-bit literal address. The counters are controlled as
follows:

C42 C44 C45 OPERATION
0 0 0 NOP
0 0 1 DEC(SD): 8-bit decrement
0 1 0 NOP
0 1 1 INC (SD): 8-bit increment
1 0 0 DEC(S): 4-bit
1 0 1 INC(S): 4-bit
1 1 0 DEC(DI: .4-bit
1 1 1 INC(D): 4-bit

Bits C16, C35 - 36, C46 - 47 are used to control the micro-
sequencer.

i. 2



4.3 INTERRUPT CONTROLLER UNIT (ICU)

The ICU contains the logic required for the MIL-STD-1750A
PI, MK and FT. In addition, a valid interrupt request to the
processor is generated according to the foilowing equation:

valid interrupt = PI0 + PI5 + (PIn- MKn) -ENB + PI1 - MK 1

where n = 2, 3, 4, 6-15 and ENB is the interrupt enable
flag.

The Pending Interrupt Register is a set of sixteen flip-
flops which are set and reset using the RPI, SPI and RPIR XIO
commands. The Interrupt Mask Register is a set of sixteen
flip-flops which are set and reset using the SMK and RMX XIO
commands. MK is also saved and restored as part of the pro-
cessor context by the interrupt microprogram.

When an XIO instruction is executed, the 16-bit command
field is loaded to the MAR, and an I/O request is issued. For
mandatory XIO commands, no system bus access is required. If
the XIO command is not local (such as a programmed I/O channel),
then bus arbitration is required. A timeout will occur if the
I/O device is not present, and the appropriate FT bit is set.

The Fault Register is a set of sixteen RS flip-flops used
for indicating machine faults. Setting any FT bit causes bit
1 of PI to be set. The FT is controlled by the RCFR XIO command.

4.4 BUS CONTROLLER UNIT (BCU)

The BCU provides logic to address memory and I/O devices,
synchronize bus transfer cycles, supply processor clocks, and
interface to the MULTIBUSm . A 16-bit logical address is pro-
vided by loading the MAR prior to a bus transfer. For memory
management, the AS and PS fields of the SW are loaded to the
8-bit External Status Register (XSR).

During the request cycle, the address of the slave device
(I/O or memory) is latched into the MAR if the device is not
local, a bus request is issued, and the transfer type is latched.
During the transfer cycle, the processor can access the bus if
no higher-priority device is requesting it. The processor delays
the CLK phase until XACK is received. CLK is then used to latch
the slave data into a register, XIR, or MAR.

4.5 PACKAGING CONSIDERATIONS

The MKS1750 microprocessor is packaged as a set of eleven
hermetically-sealed leadless chip carriers, which are standard
JEDEC types. This includes:

o three 132-pin type A carriers, for SOS gate arrays
o two 48-pin type C carriers, for the MKS16 and register

file



o six 32-pin type C carriers, for 2Kx8 control ROMs

Leadless carriers provide greater packaging density as they
are smaller than conventional DIPs and the shorter lead lengths
improve the switching characteristics of the processor. The
chip set may be mounted on a small ceramic card to accomodate
the particular application form factor required (6).

4.6 SOFTWARE SUPPORT

Software support for MKS1750 development is based on the
MIL-STD-1750A Support Software Package which was developed by
McDonnell-Douglas under USAF contract. This package includes
a macropreprocessor, assembler, linker, 1750A simulator and
utilities for formatting and library maintenance.

This package, installed on a local IBM 3033 VM/CMS time-
sharing system, was used to develop a resident monitor/debugger
for the MKS1750. This monitor is compatible with the support
software package, and allows users to develop and debug 1750A
software during system prototyping. The monitor supports "quick
look and change" commands for memory and 1750A registers, down-
line loading of 1750A programs developed using the support
package and program execution under breakpoint control. The
monitor also includes I/O utilities to support two serial RS232C
lines (for a terminal and downline loading) and optional dual
floppy disk drives.

) 4.7 MKS1750 SUMMARY SPECIFICATIONS 0

ARCHITECTURE full implementation of MIL-STD-1750A
(Notice 1), based on 16-bit micropro-
grammable processor

TECHNOLOGY SOS/CMOS - eleven chips

POWER
DISSIPATION less than 1W at 5.5 MHz, 10V

TEMPERATURE -550 C to +125 0 C

SIZE 4 x 4 x 0.5 in. (typical)

RADIATION
RESISTANCE 10 1rad (Si) transient, 104 rad total

dose

MICROCYCLE 180 nsec
TIME

PERFORMANCE 265 KIPS (100 nsec memory)
240 KIPS (250 nsec memory)
using DAIS mix (16% floating-point)
450 - 540 KIPS (fixed point only)

* .. * .. - .. . . .. . .- .. ' .. " .- .i - " " i - - - ' ,' . . .'- .' -. * ..* . .



ADDRESS SPACE 64K (optional memory management)

EXTERNAL

INTERFACE MULTIBUSTm-compatible

5. SUMMARY

The MKS1750 is a new hardware/firmware realization of the
standard 1750A architecture. The eleven-chip set is an all
SOS/CMOS microprocessor which is high performance, low power,
small in size and radiation resistant. These features make the
MKS1750 attractive for a variety of Air Force and other embedded
computer applications.

0
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MKS1750 Microaddressing
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS VHSIC MIL-STD-1750A
DATA PROCESSOR

Dennis R. Best and David M. Chastain
Texas Instruments Incorporated

ABSTRACT

Texas Instruments, as part of its very-high-speed integrated circuit (VHSIC) contract
with the Army, is developing a 4-million instruction-per-second (MIPS)
MIL-STD- 1750A data processor. This paper describes the design goals, implementation
approach, and key features of the design.

The 1750A processor is composed of four device types. A 25-MHz data processor
unit (DPU) and device interface unit (DIU) implement all 1750A instructions, including
floating point and approved extensions to aid operating system functions, and the
interfaces to support the interrupt structure, memory extension and I/O command struc-
ture defined by MIL-STD-- 1750A. One or more general buffer units (GBUs) provide
interfaces to other processors and/or I/O devices via a network of multimaster buses.
These logic devices are supported by a 25-nanosecond 64K-bit (8K X 9) static RAM to
achieve an expected 4-MIPS performance on the DAIS mix.

The paper concentrates on the architectural approach to the implementation and the
hardware and instruction extension features that support operating system functions,
higher order languages, and maintenance and test functions and interfaces to peripheral
devices.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced USAF aircraft weapon systems will have many requirements for
high-speed, high-density 1750A processors. These processors must provide the requiredhigh throughput, low-cost maintenance operations, very-high reliability and, in critical
applications, fault-tolerant computing capabilities of future avionics systems.

An IC chip set is being developed under the Texas Instruments VHSIC Phase 1
contract to meet these advanced 1750A needs. At the center of this chip set is a

I
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monolithic microprocessor, the DPU, which executes the full MIL-STD- 1750A instruc-
tion set plus several legally implemented extensions. The performance of this micro-
processor will be in the 4- to 6-MIPS range against an integer mix, and between 2 and 4
MIPS against a DAIS mix. A second coprocessor, the DIU, supports the 1750A micro-
processor by handling all interfacing to the outside world. The referenced instruction set
extensions, in part, provide direct microcode support for prioritized task scheduling and
other operating system and multiprocessor communications functions.

Performance is not the only driving factor guiding the development of the Texas
Instruments VHSIC chips. Maintainability, testability, and fault-tolerant capabilities are
also important. Built-in test features are being provided on all ICs to allow self-testing at
the processor level. These features include a 4-bit maintenance port for interfacing to a
serial bus that can be tied to an external maintenance controller. Fault-tolerant
computing is provided for via on-chip memory error correction and a 2-bit voting port
for triply redundant processor operations.

PROCESSOR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The processor design is primarily targeted toward small embedded signal processing
applications where size, power, and throughput are the most important considerations.
However, the design provides all of the necessary "hooks" to fully support a
large-machine,.laboratory-development type environment in such a way that the small
embedded applications are not impacted. Careful studies of current embedded computer
requirements produced the following design guidelines:

* 16- and 32-bit integer operations were most prevalent. However, DoD
requirements for HOL programming added emphasis to the need for fast,
single-precision, floating-point arithmetic.

* Special hardware support of HOL and OS functions wculd be required to
encourage systems designers to migrate to an HOL environment.

* The majority of the size and power in microprocessor-based systems was a
result of random TTL support logic, not the microprocessor device. Therefore,
the microprocessor should absorb as many support functions as possible.

* The constraining performance factor would be memory access time. Therefore,
the memory path must be short, well controlled, and free of all unnecessary
capacitive loading.

* A memory size of 64K words would be adequate for most embedded systems.
Larger memories, however, must also be supported with some reasonable
penalty in performance. Memory caching for large system memories was a
logical assumption.

* Direct hardware support for tightly coupled multiprocessor systems was a
requirement.
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* Fail-soft capability was required in some systems. The capability should be
provided with minimum impact on the simple processor case, however.

0 I/O operations (channel-type DMA and messages) should be supported in
parallel with normal processing for increased system throughput.

* Device pinout should be restricted to a maximum of 84 pins to facilitate device
fabrication, improve reliability, and decrease PWB footprint area.

The above guidelines dictated the processor partitioning and I/O techniques to be
used, while MIL--STD- 1750A, Notice 1, dictated the instruction set architecture and
allowable extensions.

1750A PROCESSOR DESCRIPTION

The 1750A processor, illustrated in Figure 1, is composed of two primary device
types: the data processing unit (DPU) and the device interface unit (DIU), supported by
static random-access memories (SRAMs) and general buffer units (GBUs). The DPU and
DIU perform all processing and I/O related functions. The SRAMs provide all storage
for instructions and data, with the exception of the kernel operating system located in
ROM on the DIU. The GBUs provide all interfaces to other processors and I/O devices
via a network of multimaster buses called system buses (SBUSs).

Each 1750A processor is completely self-contained. Construction of a multi-
processor system consists of simply strapping the appropriate SBUS connections to
establish the system bus configuration. Programming of a multiprocessor system is
independent of the bus configuration or the number of processors in the system. This
configuration information is supplied in table form to the "binder," the last step in
system software configuration. The system bus configuration can also be altered dynami-
cally to compensate for failed buses or nodes by changing a single software pointer, no
restructuring of programs is required.

Special instruction extensions have been added to the processor in accordance with
MIL-STD-1750A, Notice 1, to allow software to view a multiprocessor system as a
single processor with a single address space.

The Data Processing Unit

The DPU is a high-performance microprocessor that conforms to the instruction set
architecture established by MIL-STD-l 750A, Notice 1, plus approved extensions. The
processor implements all 1750A instructions, including floating-point arithmetic, and all
required interfaces to support the interrupt structure, memory extension, and I/O
command structure defined by MIL-STD-1750A.

The processor architecture provides autonomous, multilevel instruction lookahead
as well as autonomous lookahead address development. The major arithmetic path,
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composed of the 16-word general register file, I 0-word accumulator register file, operand
select logic, 32-bit arithmetic logic unit (ALU), and 32-bit barrel shift/align/normalze

logic, provides 32-bit-wide arithmetic paths for increased throughput on
double-precision and floating-point operations.

Memory interfacing is simplified by built-in chip enable decoding, memory
device-compatible interface signals, built-in memory error correction, and onboard sup-
port for memory extension to I million words.

Approved extensions, in the form of a universal user/executive/hardware procedure
call, automatic hardware task-scheduling, semaphore operations, message operations,
interprocessor communications, and other operating system type functions, have been
added via the BIF opcode, provided by MIL-STD-l 750A, Notice 1, to fully support
Pascal, JOVIAL, Ada and other high-order languages. Several registers, including the
pending task (PT) register, and the extended fault (EFT) register, have been added to
support these insruction extensions. A special configuration register (CFR) has also been
added to guarantee object code compatibility with user code generated per the basic
MIL-STD- 1750A specification, without the new extensions. These registers, and an
extended definition of the status register, are defined in Table 1.

Interfaces are provided for maintenance and test, and for a unique, triply redundant,
voting technique to fully support high-reliability systems requirements. A four-line inter-
face, called the system maintenance bus (SMBUS), provides self-test initiation/reporting,
conventional "front panel" functions such as examine/modify registers, halt/step/break-
point, etc., and error reporting for the voting logic. The two-line voting bus allows two
processing units (two DUPs and two DIUs) to be strapped pin-for-pin as "worker" and
"watcher" to provide clock-by-clock voting and automatic shutdown on any discrep-
ancy. Three processing units (three DPUs and three DIUs) designated as "worker,"
"watcher," and "surrogate" may also be strapped pin-for-pin for "fail-soft" operation
wherein the watcher and surrogate monitor and vote on the operation of the worker on a
clock-by-clock basis. In this mode, the surrogate will override and replace the worker on
any discrepancy while the watcher continues to monitor the surrogate.

The Device Interface Unit

The DIU is a special-purpose co-processor designed as a companion for the data
processing unit to provide all outside interfaces other than memory. The DIU performs
programmable I/O, channel I/O, message transactions, interprocessor interlock (sema-
phore) operations, and other functions in parallel with the data processing unit.

Interfaces to peripherals and other processors are provided by the DIU's system bus
(SBUS), a high-speed, multiuser, synchronous bus that supports I/O commands,
messages, and bulk data transfers at a sustained rate of one word per clock. The majority
of the DIU is dedicated to the support of SBUS communication.

6
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Table 1. Register Extensions/Additions

EXTENDED STATUS WORD

0 3 4 7 8 11 12 15

CS I ASD. PS ASC

* SPARE IN NATIVE 1750A MODE, SEPARATE ADDRESS AND DATA STATES

IN TASK CONTROL BLOCK AND CALLS DATA STRUCTURES ONLY FOR USE
WITH INSTRUCTION EXTENSIONS.

EXTENDED FAULT REGISTER

0 3 4 7 8
SMEMORY MULTIPROCESSOR 1

ERRORS SUPPORT

\DEVICE ERRORS, SEMAPHORES/STACK
OVERFLOWS AND SOFTWARE TI ME-OUT

ERROR-CORRECTED MEMORY FAULTS

PENDING TASK REGISTER/CURRENT PRIORITY REGISTER

0 15 0 3

PENDING TASK QUEUE 0-I5 CURRENT PRIORITY

PRIORITY OF EXECUTING TASK

ACTIVE TASK IN PENDING TASK QUEUES 0-15
QUEUE 0 = HIGHEST PRIORITY

CONFIGURATION REGISTER

0 1112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 21

PROCESSOR DEVICE ID M MU MT PE EXT

EXTENDED
I NSTRUCTI ON
ENABLES

DATA FLOW
ENABLE

MAPPING MODE

-- MEMORY INITIALIZATION SEQUENCE

MEMORY PARITY ORGANIZATION

PROCESSOR ID (FOR MULTIPROCESSOR COMMUNICATIONS)
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Functionally, the DIU operates as a microcoded interpreter that is driven by
descriptors from a series of linked-list queue structures in memory. These descriptors are
"cached" in the channel control and address register files during interpretation. The

actual interpreter is composed of the main ROM controller, the channel status register
(CST) that maintains queue activity, and a limited function 16-bit ALU.

The memory data and address paths and associated registers are identical to those in
the DPU, providing a simple memory interface with memory error correction. A second
data path is provided for FIFO buffering of SBUS communications by a separate autono-
mous controller.

The DIU also provides three programmable timers, per the MIL-STD-lI 750A speci-
fication, and a 2K by 16 ROM that contains a complete kernel operating system, suffi-
cient for small embedded computer systems, plus bootstrap loaders and self-test routines.
The primitives provided by this operating system are universally applicable across all
languages. Furthermore, the various routines are accessed indirectly through a tables
structure in SRAM, allowing any or all of the routines to be replaced by user-written
routines. Additional entries have been provided in the table structures to allow extension
of the operating system for more general-purpose central avionics-type applications and
for laboratory-type multiuser, virtual-memory type environments.

The DIU also supports the system maintenance bus as a slave to the data processing
unit to facilitate node level maintenance as well as the triply redundant voting bus for
high reliability system applications.

The General Buffer Unit

The GBU provides communication between array processors, data processors, and
peripheral devices within a network of processor nodes. The network can be configured
with several bus levels, each of which is a multimaster bus with a separate, possibly
asynchronous, clock. Each level in the network can support up to 16 master devices; also,
additional slave devices and multiple redundant paths may be provided between devices
for increased bandwidth and/or fault tolerance. The GBU operates in one of two major
modes (coupler or PIO) with many minor modes, all of which are software
programmable.

In the coupler mode, the GBU waits for commands or messages on one bus, and if a
bus relay is required, vies and becomes master on the other bus to relay the command or
message to the next level device. Once a path has been established between an originating
device and its target device, information is transferred as a stream of 16-bit words. The
transfer of information is buffered by a two-level FIFO at each bus level, creating the
equivalent of a single FIFO buffer of arbitrary length between the originating device and
the target device. This technique allows information to be transferred at a rate of one
16-bit word per bus clock at the clock rate of the slowest bus clock encountered in the se-
lected path.
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Each bus transaction is either a command or a message. All transactions begin with a
16-bit header word that specifies the type of transfer (input or output, command or
message, etc.) and an 8-bit path name that uniquely specifies the network path from the
originator to the target device. This header word is followed by a variable-length data
stream whose length and content are dependent on the header-type fields.

aIn PIO mode, the GBU interfaces the SBUS to a simple 16-bit parallel I/O device.
Each bit may be independently programmed as input or output to support 16-bit
single-word transfers or discrete control bit requirements. An "interrupt" capability is
also provided so that the GBU can issue a device service request message to any system
processor in response to a change in one of the input discretes.

The GBU also supports the SMBUS for self-test and maintenance operations, in
addition to the normal operational interfaces.

Static RAM

The SRAM is an 8K by 9 static NMOS memory with special peripheral logic to
support the processor devices. The SRAM provides the write-protect bit storage and
protection logic necessary to implement the block write-protect option specified by
MIL-STD-1 750A. Each 1 K block of memory can be individually protected by software
I/O commands so that stored data cannot be modified. Any attempt to modify protected
data will result in a processor interrupt.

The SRAM also provides simple byte parity generation and checking. Or, the data
processor may utilize all 18-bits (two SRAMs wide) with parity generation and checking
performed by the DPU and DIU devices to achieve maximum throughput and to
provide additional software fault-isolation capabilities. Alternatively, three SRAMs may
be used to provide a 22-bit memory with full single-correct/double-detect error correc-
tion provided by both the DPU and DIU.

All address and control signals are pipelined by registers on the SRAM device so that
only one bus propagation delay is added to the base memory access time in determining
the maximum processor clock rate. The write pulse is internally generated, freeing the
processor (or system designer) from the burden of generating precise timing strobes and
allowing the SRAM to be accessed as one would normally access a register file.

PROCESSOR OPERATION

Task Scheduling

The DPU maintains 16 prioritized, linked-list queues of tasks to be executed. Tasks
are automatically scheduled by the DPU during the execution of certain OS support
instruction extensions, such as semaphore instructions. This mechanism eliminates the
majority of the overhead normally associated with OS cals for task interlocks and task
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scheduling, allowing separately compiled tasks to execute and communicate with an
efficiency similar to a single, larger task. The DPU also supports special user-task and
executive-task procedure call mechanisms that eliminate the majority of the overhead
normally associated with these functions. This allows compiler-generated code to
execute with an efficiency similar to hand-generated assembly language. These features
provide the functionality and efficiency necessary to encourage the system designer to
migrate to a high-level language environment.

The majority of the communications between the DPU and DIU are accomplished
through manipulation of linked-list queue structures in memory. This technique
provides FIFO buffering of communications, releasing the DPU to continue processing
on the same task or another task while the DIU services a channel I/O request, message
request, semaphore operation, etc., to promote concurrent DPU and DIU operation and
optimize the use of available memory bandwidth. Tasks are automatically suspended
during such operations and automatically rescheduled upon completion of the operation.

I/0 Operations

The 1750A supports five basic modes of device interfacing: (1) an intelligent device
may be interfaced as an SBUS master/slave, or (2) an SBUS slave only, (3) a simple I/O
device may be interfaced to a GBU (operating in PIO mode) on the SBUS, (4) a "special"
device may be interfaced directly to the DIU's SBUS using reserved 1750A I/O
commands that are not recognized by the GBUs, (5) I/O devices may be interfaced as

(.• "memory-mapped" functions, although this type of interfacing is discouraged because of
the additional capacitive loading on the memory bus.

All SBUS devices, whether master/slave, slave only, or PIO, interface to the SBUS
through one or more levels of GBUs that provide for the routing of commands or
messages and synchronization of different clock rates. Up to 254 devices may be accessed
by a given processor with any given programmation of the GBU bounds registers. This
restriction applies only to a single processor, not to a multiprocessor system. Likewise, a
processor can dynamically reconfigure the bound registers of the GBUs in a system in
order to reach other devices in the system. This interfacing method is the preferred
method since it provides the most flexibility, fault tolerance, and bandwidth (for
multiword transfers).

The special I/O commands can only be used to access devices attached directly to the
DIU's SBUS. These commands execute with less overhead than the normal SBUS
commands (PICn, POCn) because no priority vies or routing comparisons are required.
The special commands are supported by the Pascal compiler and other support software
in the same manner as the normal SBUS commands and are covered by the same
protection mechanism.

The system designer is advised to provide external data concentration circuitry, or
buffer memories, for sensors that input data sporadically in small quantities. These
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buffer memories can then be transferred into the 1 750A processor using a high-band-]
width channel transfer to use the available memory bandwidth to best advantage.

Multiprocessor Support

The 1 750A has been extended to encourage the use of multiple-processor systems, inj
lieu of single, special-purpose processors, and to promote standard, modular hardware
and software for future system designs. Processor modules can be connected as a multi-
processor system simply by connecting one or more SBUS ports from each processor in
parallel. Special instruction extensions have been added to the processor to (1) forward
results or operands from a task in one processor to a task in a different address state of a
different processor, (2) to interlock the execution of tasks within a processor or between
processors, (3) to send messages between the ROM-based operating systems of different
processors, and (4) to transfer blocks of data between the local memories of different
processors, and other operations necessary to allow the system software to view a multi-
processor system as a single entity, thereby simplifying the design and programmation of
a multiprocessor system.

INSTRUCTION EXTENSIONS

The 17 50A data processor incorporates several architectural extensions to minimize
operating system overhead, promote the use of high-level languages, and facilitate the
design and programming of multiprocessor systems. These extensions are embodied in a 0
set of new instructions added via the BIF opcode-approved MIL-STD-l 1750A, Notice 1.

All extended operations instructions follow a single format that is compiler-gener-

ated as an in-line procedure/function call. The extended operation instructions consist of
three basic classes: noninterrupt task procedure calls, executive procedure calls, and

procedure calls simplifies code compilation and significantly increases execution effi-
ciency. All parameters for hardware function calls or executive calls and the first six
words of parameters for user task calls are passed through dedicated registers consistent
with normal compiler usage.

User task procedure calls, or CALL$ instructions with operation codes 4F00-4F7F,
have a procedure number, ranging from 0 to 127, that is used as an index into the
Procedure Entry Table (PET) specified by a pointer in the Task Control Block of the
active task.

The CALL$ saves the instruction counter and general registers of the calling proce-
dure on the process stack, allocates a new stack frame for the calling procedure, adjusts
the map registers if necessary, and begins execution of the called procedure. The CALL$
does not attempt to pass parameters (other than those passed in the general registers),
allocate local variables, perform type checking, or any other function that might be
language-dependent.
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The remaining extended operation codes (4F80-4FFF) are shared by the executive
call instruction and hardware-implemented functions. Hardware-implemented func-
tions are assigned opcodes in descending order, beginning with opcode 4FFE with opcode
4FFF reserved as an escape to a two-word instruction format or to a coprocessor-
implemented function. Executive call functions, called XCALLs, are assigned in
ascending order, beginning at opcode 4F80. This scheme allows maximum flexibility in
transitioning operating system functions into hardware as device technology advances.

When the processor encounters an opcode in the range 4F80-4FFF, it first checks to
see if the function is implemented in hardware. If not, the seven LSBs of the opcode are
used as an index into the XCALL Entry Table (XET), which is referenced through a
pointer in dedicated memory. The executive task is scheduled on the Pending Task
Queue selected by the priority field in the selected Task Control Block, just as any other
task is scheduled.

The hardware-implemented functions currently defined are grouped into six major
categories: (1) function returns that pass results back from user functions, (2) data
forwarding instructions that allow an operand to be stored directly into the address space
of another task in any address state of any processor and the SYNC instruction that
performs the data flow update operation when the processor is in data flow mode, (3)
semaphore instructions that can reference a semaphore in any address state of any
processor, (4) queue manipulation instructions that can operate on queue structures in
any address state of a processor, (5) CORDIC primitive instructions that allow efficient
calculation of all transcendental functions with user selection of number base and user
optimization of accuracy versus execution time, and (6) a group of miscellaneous func-
tions for moving data across address state boundaries, tagging memory for software error
detection, changing task priorities, and initiating software messages. The registers added
to support the instruction extensions are detailed in Table I and the hardware-imple-
mented instructions are described in Table 2.

This paper is intended only to give the reader a preview of the characteristics of
Texas Instruments VHSIC 1750A processor; a complete, user-oriented specification will
be released upon completion of the processor design validation effort.
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Table 2. Special Procedure Instructions

Op Codes
Class Mnemonics 0C OCX Operation

Special Procedure RETS 4F FE Return with no result

RETS 4F FD Return with integer result
RETSD 4F FC Return with double integer or floating result

RETSE 4F FB Return with extended floating result
CALLSF 4F FA Call with ID in register

GETSID 4F F9 Get re-time ID of function
Data Forwarding FWD 4F F6 Forward integer

DFWD 4F F5 Forward double-precision integer or floating point
EFWD 4F F4 Forward extended-precision floating point
SYNC 4F F7 Forward synchronization signal

Semaphore Instructions V 4F FO Signal semaphore
P 4F FI Wait on semaphore

SP 4F EO Surrogate wait on semaphore
CP 4F F3 Conditional wait on semaphore

CV 4F F2 Conditional signal semaphore
Queue Manipulation Instructions AQ 4F EC Add to tail of queue

IQ 4F ED Insert after old queue entry
RQ 4F EE Remove from head of queue
DQ 4F EF Delete after old queue entry
CQ 4F E I Concatenate queues

CORDIC Instructions TRIG 4F E3 Sine, cosine, tangent
ISIN 4F E4 Arc-sine. arc-cosine

ITAN 4F E5 Arctangent. rectangular to polar
HYPE 4F E6 Hyperbolic sine, cosine, tangent and exponential

IHYP 4F E7 Inverse hyperbolic tangent, log
Miscellaneous Instructions EXIT 4F F8 Exit task

EPRI 4F EA Equate priority of task

AR! 4F EB Assign priority to task
SND 4F E2 Send message

RMOV 4F E8 Remote move

TAGM 4F E9 Tag memory

' -o.'.
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ABSTRACT

Testability of avionics has a direct impact on the cost of
equipment maintenance. The use of LSI/VLSI components in
avionics has many advantages in terms of reliability, power
consumtion, performance, etc. Testing the hardware, however, is

ro difficult because the thousands of gates packaged in the LSI/VLSI
chips are physically inaccessible. One solution to this problem
is to provide new support equipment that helps avionics designers
and maintenance personnel to develop powerful test and
maintenance programs capable of detecting and locating defective
components in a cost effective manner.

A system comprising microprocessors cannot be easily designed
unless support hardware and software such as development systems,
in-circuit emulators, programming languages, operating systems
are readily available. One area in which there is presently
very little support, is testability. As a result, this paper

-- presents a proposal for a support system called in-circuit fault
S simulator (ICFS).

An in-circuit fault simulator is a piece of equipment capable of
simulating technology dependent faults in a microprocessor in
addition to performing the function of a fault-free micro-
processor. It is used as support equipment in the process of
developing test and maintenance software programs.

The paper presents the design, implementation, and utlilization
of an ICFS at Jet Propulsion Laboratory for a microprocessor used
in spacecraft. The ICFS was first used to develop test vectors,
for qualifying the microprocessor for Class S applications. The
test vectors developed with the help of the hardware fault simu-
lator are running on a commercial tester and are detecting 99.7%
of the faults in the microprocessor. The second utilization of
the ICFS was in the development of in-flight self-test software
to detect and locate the faults in the flight hardware.

* In summary, this paper describes a support system, called in-
circuit fault simulator, for developing test and maintenance
software for avionics systems incorporting 1T50A microprocessors.
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TESTABILITY SUPPORT EQUIPMENT FOR MIL-STD-1750A:

IN-CIRCUIT FAULT SIMULATOR

Constantin Timoc
M/S T-1180

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Dr.

Pasadena, CA 91109
(213)354-4,588/351-5751

ABSTRACT

S
The in-circuit fault simulator (ICFS) described in this paper is
a piece of support equipment used to measure the fault coverage
of test programs at component, board, and system levels. An ICFS
performs in real-time the same function as a software fault
simulator running on large computers. The ICFS is portable, easy
to operate, and can be used to simulate faults in mixed analog
and digital boards and systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of LSI/VLSI components in avionics has many
advantages in terms of reliability, power comsumption, and
performance. Testing the hardware, however, is difficult because
the thousands of gates in the LSI/VLSI devices are inaccessible
for probing. A solution to this problem is to develop test
programs (manually or automatically) and to measure their
effectiveness to detecting faults with a software fault
simulator. In practice, it has been found that software fault
simulators have limitations in performing this function for
boards and systems comprising LSI/VLSI components. Moreover,
software fault simulation of mixed analog and digital boards or
systems is presently impractical. In order to solve the problem
of fault simulation for a spacecraft system comprising
microprocessors, an in-circuit fault simulator (ICFS) was
developed and used under contract from JPL/NASA.

2. A HARDWARE FAULT SIMULATOR FOR A GATE

* A hardware fault simulator for an AND gate with primary
inputs X and Y is shown in Figure 1. The only faults necessary
to be injected are input X stuck-at-one (X-1), input Y stuck-at-
one (Y-1), and output Z stuck-at-zero (Z-0). To simulate the
behavior of a fault-free two-input AND gate, the serial-in and
parallel-out auxiliary shift register should contain all "0"s in
its three shift register latches (SRI1 through SRL3). To simu-
late X-1, a "10 is stored in SRLl and "O"s are stored in SRL2
and SRL3. As can be seen, a "1 from SRLl will permanently force
a stuck-at-one at input X. In the same manner, Y-1 and Z-O can
be simulated by shifting a "1" preceded and followed by "0"s in
the appropriate SRL as shown at the bottom of Figure 1. An
implementation in CMOS of such a fault simulator for a gate,
called microsimulator, is depicted in Figure 2.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF AN IN-CIRCUIT FAULT SIMULATOR (ICFS) FOR A
MICROPROCESSOR

The implementation an ICFS for the RCA 1802 microprocessor
was accomplished in two phases. In the first phase, a breadboard
that performs the fault-free function of the RCA 1802 was built
using standard CMOS chips. The registers and the register array

* were implemented with MSI chips while the rest of the micro-
processor logic was implemented using only SSI chips. The fault
simulation capability was not provided in this phase in order to
simplify the implementation of a correct fault-free system. In
the second phase, automatic fault injection capabilities were
added to the fault-free breadboard. This was accomplished by
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replacing each SSI chip with its corresponding microsimulator.
When all the gates were replaced by the appropriate micro-
simulator, then the auxiliary shift registers of the microsimu-
lators were cascaded, thus forming a long shift register
comprising 1078 SELs (Figure 3). Therefore, by storing a "1" in
the appropriate position of the long shift register, a particular
gate was selected and the appropriate fault was simulated. The
registers and the register array were tested with a checkboard
test pattern; therefore, no faults were injected in them.

14. DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF TEST VECTORS USING AN ICFS

A test set comprising approximately 13,000 vectors was first
developed on a tester based only on the functional specification
of the microprocessor. Fault simulation was performed with the
hardware fault simulator plugged into the tester and the fault
detection effectiveness of the functional vectors was measured at
95%. At the time of writing, only stuck-at faults were
simulated, however, work is in progress for simulating stuck-open
and bridging faults. Additional test vectors were developed for
the faults not detected by the functional vectors, based on the
structural information provided by the logic diagram of the
microprocessor. From a total of 1078 faults, eight were found to
be undetectable due to logic redundancies or test sequences that
are impossible to generate. Three more faults may actually be
undetectable; however, owing to the difficulty of determining
whether or not they are truly undetectable, the worst case was
considered, and thus they were classified as undetected. The
frequency distribution of the final fault simulation is shown in
Figure 41. On the horizontal axis are listed the pattern numbers,
while on the vertical axis is the occurrence of detected faults.
One test pattern contains about 1021 vectors. Most of the faults
are detected for the first time in pattern 0, while patterns 4l
and 7 detect very few faults in the sequential and combinational
logic; however, those two patterns are directed toward testing
the registers and the register array.

In summary, the final test set contains 141,0413 vectors that
* detect 99.7% of the 1070 detectable single stuck-at faults

injected in the combinational and sequential logic of the
microprocessor. The registers and register array are fully
tested for single stuck-at faults by applying checkerboard type
test vectors.



5. DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM TEST AND DIAGNOSIS PROGRAMS WITH AN
ICFS

Test and diagnosis programs for boards and systems are
developed to detect and locate faults in the hardware. A test
program should detect a large percentage of the faults in a very
short time. An ICFS is used to measure the fault coverage of a
test program by simply replacing a microprocessor device from a
system. Faults are being injected automatically and the test
program is run on the system to find whether or not they are
detected. Finally, the fault coverage of the test program is
calculated by dividing the number of faults detected by the total
number of faults injected. Such a test program was developed at
JPL with the 1802 ICFS for a spacecraft. The usage of the ICFS
made possible the optimization of the test program - maximum
fault coverage with minimum test instructions.

Fault location in the system is also facilitated by the
ICFS. During the fault simulation process, a cross reference
between the test program and the faults detected is generated.
This information is used to isolate a defective component either
by running only the diagnosis program or by combining it with a
guided probe.

Experimental results with the 1802 ICFS show that a test and
diagnosis program detecting and locating more than 90% of the
faults in a spacecraft system resides in main storage requiring
about 800 bytes.

6. CONCLUSIONS

An ICFS for a microprocessor is a cost-effective testability
support piece of equipment; its feasibility was demonstrated at
JPL/NASA for the RCA 1802 microprocessor. An ICFS for the 1750A
chip, under development by Fairchild, can be easily implemented
with already availablle microsimulators and made available to the
contractors building systems based on this microprocessor chip.
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EMBEDDED COMPUTER STANDARDIZATION PROGRAM OFFICE

. - Mission of ECSPO

- Background to formation of ECSPO

- Air Force forms standards J73 and MIL-STD-1750

- Compilers and tools developed by Labs: RADC and AFWAL

-- Air Force not sure how maintenance should be handled

- General Slay directs study on issue

-- Study recommends AF establish a maintenance organization

- ECSPO established in late CY8O and chartered to:

-- Support JOVIAL Compilers and MIL-STD-1750A support software

-- Consult with users that have problems

*Provide users with current error status reports

-Correct errors discovered through user problem reports

Maintain configuration control over the software tools

-- Periodically release new versions of tools

Develop and implement enhancements as required by users

-- Foster the development of MIL-STD-1750A microprocessors

Current Activities of the ECSPO

- Providing maintenance and configuration management support for:

-- The AFWAL 1589B JOVIAL Compiler hosted on the IBM 370 compatible

computers and the DEC-10 computer

* - The AFWAL developed MIL-STD-1750A Support Tools: ALAP, LINKS,

ALINKS, SIM5OA

- Established maintenance support contract in April 82 to perform

maintenance and configuration management software tools

. . * . *-.-.



- From Aug 81 thru Mar 82 maintenance support was provided to the

ECSPO by AFWAL

AFWAL contract transferred to ECSPO 1 April 82 and level of con-

tract increased

A number of compiler enhancements are now complete or nearing completion

The translation of the IBM Compiler source from J73/I to J73 was

completed

-- The IBM code generator was enhanced with a number of optimizations

--- The IBM compiler was self-compiled
S

- The DEC-10 compiler was self-compiled

- Double precision Integer/Fixed point for the 1750A target is now

in testing and should be ready for relpase soon

A VAX rehost of the AFWAL is in progress with a scheduled completion

date of Sep 82

- Compiler will have a MIL-STD-1750A code generator

- Compiler will be available for test site use in Oct 82

- ompiler will be available for full release in spring of 83

ECSPO now supporting a number of programs with maintenance service
0

- LANTIRN

- MATE

- Satellite Control Facility

-- GPS

ECSPO Future Plans

- ECSPO services will improve and increase due to additional manpower

and the direct contractor support

- Error status reports will be available as requested by the JOVIAL

Users Group

2
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- Error corrections will be handled more responsively

-- Resources are available for product improvements, attention will

be focused on the 1750A code generator

A VAX computer will be acquired to support ECSPO activities

-- All configuration management will be done on VAX computer

-- VAX compuzer will be the primary maintenance system56
VAX wil be networked to IBM and DEC-10 systems for checkout of

those compilers

The ECSPO plans to support additional products as conditions warrant and

as resources permit

-- The VAX/1750A compiler that is currently under development

- Code generators for other microprocessors

-- Code generators are already developed and maybe made available

to ECSPO

Compiler and 1750A Support Tools developed under F-16 MSIP

Current plans call for ECSPO to begin support in FY84 when

tools turned over to the Government

3
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AN IMPLEMENTATION OF A 1750 COMPUTER

AND ITS WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Israel E. Koren

Chief of Computers Center

A.E.L. ISRAEL Electronics Industries

48 Mivtza Kadesh st Bene Berag, 51203, Israel

A.E.L. Israel in response for an RFP by IAI Clsrael

Aircraft Industries) c/o Israel Air Force has begun a develop-

I). ment and implementation of a computer that will emulate the 1750

ISA and various tools. A compact, inexpensive and portable

maintenance and development system (MDS) and tools shall be

presented. Topics that shall be covered are:

a. Presentation of a 1750 computer, accessories and

tools developed at A.E.L. Israel.

b. Software tools developed to communicate, monitor and

control 1750 computers and to assist in development

and maintenance of military embedded computer

systems.

c. Design ideas for special tools that allow efficient

integration of hardware with high order language

software.

48V1A KAOES S WM MRO4 5203 tSWAEL .L 03- 782141.78"%73 TWX 03-353 7W131,7W2%41.*W' 51203 .To48 Wl7 U= I2 T1"1
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I. INTRODUCTION

A.E.L. Israel is a science based company dealing in two

major areas, one is telephone switching and the other is

military electronics. The military electronics is

divided into three divisions: Airborne, Marine and

Ground Forces Equipment. The company has over 1000

employees of which 150 are engineers and 300 technicians.

The Airborne Division had since 1974 experienced airborne

EW with embedded computers which had led the company to

invest in a computer design team that purchased a basic

computer production file and developed it to a product

which is now installed on first line aircraft and field

service ground equipment (named CPLNX.

During 1981, the airborne division had designed, built

and qualified a compact airborne computer to meet a

customer's specifications Cnamed CPLRJ. When the IAI had

submitted an RFP for a 1750 computer the design team had

found a close match between the CPLR and the requirements

of the MIL-STD, the hardware architecture to perform the

standards ISA is already there and by means of micro-

programming, 80% of the 1750 ISA can be accomplished.

The computer design team is currently emulating these

instructions and at the same time investigating the

needed hardware changes for complete implementation. It

is assumed that a complete 1750 computer will be avail-

able in the fourth quarter 1982.

II. A GENERAL PURPOSE AVIONIC PROCESSOR

The GPAP-1750 is a family of products that build up a

General Purpose Avionic Processor. The processor is

composed of a light weight enclosure, a variety of power

supplies, memory boards and peripheral interfaces. The

d FMVTZA KAIESH ST BE hERA, 51203 1RAEL.TL 03- 782W1%-791 TWX 03-3553- 787 31,78241.0 .-#C"W 5123 4TQ M 48 U.T, U=, T.
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CPU board comes in two versions, one is implemented using

a chip set while the other is built around a bit slice.

The advantages of the chip set will be in lower power

consumption which leads to lower heat generated and

probably a lower price. The bit slice advantages are:

extreme speed, availability and most important,

flexibility. The flexibility means that one can extend

the instruction set of the CPU using the BIF option of

the MIL STD at a maximum execution speed. The enclosure

is 1/2 ATR short and can be mounted on any side. In the

proved CPLN version it dissipates 140 watts at full MIL

STD 5400 class II environment with no forced air cooling.

The card cage holds eight boards 10 x 7 inches with a 120

pin connector on its 10 inch side. The bus is a separate

data/address bus and leaves the user with about 50 pins

free. The layered mother board is organized so that the

user can route signals to the front panel on separate

layers so that no interference can occur with computer

signals.

A Triple Option Card - TOC, supports the bit slice CPU

board with the discrete Registers, Timers, Trig Go and

Start-Up PROM. In the chip set CPU all this support

circuitry will become part of the CPU board.

4
The computed speed of the GPAP-1750 with bit slice CPU

and fast memory will be 652 KOPS DAIS MIX. Power

consumption for a bit slice CPU, TOC and 64 K words of

4 memory will be around the 25W. Weight of the above

configuration is about 12 pounds with room for additional

five cards.

4
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III. MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT STATION - MDS

The Maintenance and Development Station is in fact a 1750

based computer whose computing performance is identical

to the GPAP-1750 computer. An MDC LVL2 or LVL2E, the

versatile peripheral equipment available and a laboratory

enclosure turn this computer into an easy to access 1750

computer for maintenance and development.

The MDS includes a general purpose power supply to be

operated from 220 VAC 50Hz or 110 VAC 60 Hz. The power

supply provides the following outputs:

+5 VDC at up to 35A

+12 VDC at t.p to 1.5A

The card cage in the MDS is wired according to that of

the GPAP-1750 bus and can occupy up to fourteen 10 x 7

inch family-standard card assemblies.

Since all card assemblies have standard connections

according to the versatile construction method, various

aspects of the MDS can be emphasized e.g. additional

memory, additional communication channels, etc.

IV. MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT CONSOLE - MDC 1750

The maintenance and development console (MDC) for the

GPAP-1750 is based upon means and methods successfully

developed and implemented in A.E.L. Israel computers.

The versatile MDC unit features a variety of operating

modes and it is designed to assist users of the GPAP-1750

processor family.

The unit provides wide system support particularly in two

major areas, development and maintenance.
The MDC unit is, in fact, a small PDP ii computer

station, connected to the controlled GPAP-1750 computer

via a special personality module called Computer Monitor
and Controller (_CMAC).

48 NOVMA KAOESH ST WE WRA 51203 ISRAL.TEL 03. "/%1.7 -l31 TWX 03.3553 - 1.79241.) .D-lw 51203 .T-'. l 4 U i 1r , u ,
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The MDC is also designed to communicate and control a

drop-in-board Real Time Bus Analyzer (RTBA) which is very

useful in Hardware/Software integration. The MDC is

offered in two levels: LVL2 and LVL2E. The basic

difference between these two levels is the type of

peripheral equipment used and the extent of software

support.

LVL2 Maintenance and Development Console. The system

includes a VT103 computer terminal equipped with an

SBC-11/21 computer, a 64 programmable Input/Output

interface to control the CMAC and a dual TU58 tape

cassette system. Resident Soft Panel Software (in EPROM)

on board the CPU enables the user to:

- Examine/Deposit data in memory

- Examine/Deposit data in General Registers

- Load/Unload programs using tape cassette

- Start/Stop program execution

- Single-Step through program

- Set/Clear Breakpoint on any or all of the

*following conditions:

- Fetch instruction from any address

tincluding Read Only Memory)

- Read/Write from/to any address

- Read/Write any data

- Control the Real Time Bus Analyzer CRTBA)

- List/Disassembly of memory area on the VT103

screen

- Be used as a console terminal for the computer

under test

LVL2E Extended MDC System. This system is in fact an

extension of the LVL2 system. The difference between

these two systems is in the extent of software support

•48 ,AVTZA KAOEN ST NK BERAO 5203 WAEL.TL 03- 7821A.787 M T n -3355 78713.782I.S.,f 1203 4T U 48W U I n
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and the available extention using an operating system and

a disk. The extended LVL2E system comprises a VT103

computer terminal equipped with an LSI, 11-23 CPU, 160

K byte of RAM, Dual TU58 cassette, 10.8 M byte Disk, a 64

programmable Input/Output interface to control the CMAC

and a IEEE 488 instrumentation link.

The extra means of the LVL2E MDC provides for running the

following programs:

- File System (Disk, Tape cassette)

- Editors (text, core, disk)

- Cross assembler for the 1750 ISA

- Advanced remote symbolic debugger

V. COMPUTER MONITOR AND CONTROLLER - CMAC

The Computer Monitor and Controller - CMAC - is

implementation dependent. In the chip set processor it 0
will be a bus controller only, while in the bit slice

implementation it is able to control the internal CPU

operation Lthru special micro-code). The CMAC is

actually an interface between a remote console (or

computer and the machine. It allows the user to

establish a break whenever a certain condition occurs.

The CMAC if used plugs into the first slot adjacent to

the CPU card and requires no special wiring on the system

bus. CThere is special wiring between slots 1, 2.) The

control signals to the CMAC are provided via a connector

on top of the card opposite the bus connector.

VI. REAL TIME BUS ANALIZER - RTBA

Real time trouble analysis in computer systems is one of

the significant advantages of the MDS and MDC systems.

The RTBA assembly enables trouble analysis while the

program is executed, without any interference or

intervention of the test assembly. The RTBA enables

/
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trouble shooting while the system is operating with a

complete set of interrupts and DMA. The main functions

performed by the RTBA are:

- Halting program executions on one of pre-

programmed conditions,

- Displaying program flow before it was halted.

The RTBA is composed of three main circuits mounted on a

single 10 x 7 inch standard card as follows:

- Real time data accumulator

- Real time equality detector

- Control analysis circuits

The RTBA is controlled via the CMAC and the MDC or can be

accessed via program control if desired.

VII. SOFTWARE TOOLS

* As a system house A.E.L. deals with various types of

computers, all of them are mini's and micro's. The

experience with these computers led to a conclusion to

equip the programmer with a small station that will allow

fast program editing compilation and debugging that is
the incentive of the MDC.

The MDC LVL2 system includes a DEC VTI03 computer

terminal equipped with a programmable 64 input-output

interface to control the CMAC and a TU-58 dual cassette

tape system. A special resident firmware called soft

panel within the VT103 allows the user to control the

CMAC as a control panel.

The LVL2 MDC can be upgraded to a LVL2E by replacing the

CPU adding memory and a disk sub system. The operating

system can be either RSXll-M or UNIX since the supporting

software is written in "C" language.
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The supporting software includes:

- Cross assembler for 1750 ISA

- Remote symbolic debugger
and all features of LVL2 MDC.

S\
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SUPPORT OF SOFTWARE TOOLS

Mr Joel FLeiss

Proprietary Software Systems Inc
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PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

LOCATION Corporate Headquarters
in Los Angeles
Offices in Seattle and
Ventura County

FOUNDED October, 1969
State of California

EXPERTISE * JOVIAL Compilers (J3, J73/I, J73)
* Macro/Meta Assemblers (DUAL, etc.)
* Link Editors (DUAL, etc.)
e Functional Simulators (PDP-ll,

NOVA, INTEL, MIL-STD 1750A,
ZILOG, etc.)

9 Debug Tools (AIDS, etc.)
* Studies: Ada Conversion

Transferability
Compiler Measurement
Code Optimization

* Code Auditors (RADC, Boeing)
& Support Software Tools

(Editors, I/O Handlers,
Dictionaries, etc.)

49
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PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

OUTLINE OF PSS PRESENTATION

1) Proprietary Software Systems, Inc.
A. Corporate Background
B. Major Products
C. Recent Contracts

2) AFWAL VAX Rehost
A. 1750A Compiler
B. Support Software Tools (McDonnell Douglas)

3) General Dynamics
A. 1750A Compiler Modifications/Enhancements (AFWAL 1750A Baseline

1. Subroutine Linkage
*2. Automatic Allocation
*3. Literal Pools
*4. Machine Specific Subroutines
*5. Symbolic Debug
*6. Sections
*7. Base Register Emphasis
*8. Register Copy
*9. Binary Operators

*10. Fixed Point
*11. Bug Corrections
*12. IEEE Compatible Assembly Listing
*13. Subroutine Register Save

B. DUAL IEEE Assembly Syntax
1. IEEE Syntax

a) Base and Index Registers Enclosed in Parentheses
b) Extended Branch Mnemonics
c) IEEE Mnemonics
d) Consistent Argument Specification (Source-Destination)
e) Addressing Mode Delimiters

2. DUAL Features
a) Host/Target Indepandence
b) Extensive Macro Facilities
c) Minimal User Restrictions
d) Multiple Location Counters

C. DUAL Link Editor
1. User Controlled Memory Allocation
2. Overlay Facilities
3. Object Libraries
4. Composite Listing
5. Debug Facilities

4, 7



TPROPRIETARY SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

D. Mil-Std 1750A Functional Simulator
1. IBM/DEC-10 Host
2. Interactive Debug Facilities
3. DUAL Compatibility

E. Load Module Processor
1. General Dynamics Compatible Format
2. Symbolic Debug Facilities

F. Information Flow

I
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PRORIEARYSOFTWARE SYSTEMS

PS S P RODUCTS/SERVICE S

JOVIAL (J73)

PSS has in-depth knowledge of the existing AFWAL JOVIAL (J73)
1589B compiler. Its staff includes the original designer of
the code generator/optimizer along with the optimizer imple-
mentor. PSS targets include the MECA-43 16 bit, MECA-43 24
bit, the Delco M362S, the Marconi 920, and the Intel 8086.
Targets in progress include the Mil-Std 1750A, the Zilog Z8001
and Zilog Z8002, Vax 780, and the CP2-EX.

DUAL Meta Assembler

DUAL is an easily retargetable macro assembler. PSS has
developed over 120 cross assemblers with DUAL, each including
DUAL's extensive macro facility. DUAL includes a powerful
linkage editor with numerous features designed specifically
for the aerospace environment.

AIDS

AIDS provides a simplified method of validating a program.
It runs either in a simulated or actual mode and has numerous
debugging facilities to simplify program checkout.

'.4
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PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

RECENT CONTRACTS (SINCE 1981)

ARMA DUAL Cross Assembler

BOEING Support Software for IUS project,
including JOVIAL Compiler, M362S
assembler, link editor, code aud-
itor, and numerous utility tools.

J73 1750A Enhancement Study

COOPERS & LYBRAND Special Purpose Language

GENERAL DYNAMICS* JOVIAL J73 1589B compiler, assem-
bler, link editor, and functional
simulator for Mil-Std 1750A and
Zilog Z8002.

HAMILTON STANDARD JOVIAL J73 1589B Subset Compiler
hosted on VAX 780

- INTEL Retargetting of JOVIAL J73 1589B
compiler to Intel 8086

LOCKHEED DUAL Cross Assembler

MOTOROLA* DUAL Cross Assembler

NASA DUAL Cross Assembler

NORDEN* JOVIAL J73 1589B Compiler to Zilog
Z8001.

NTEC DUAL Cross Assembler

RADC Code Auditor for JOVIAL J73 1589B
Language

RADC JOVIAL-to-Ada Translation Study

SINGER* J73 1589B Compiler targeted to CP2-EX

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB Rehost of JOVIAL J73 1589B compiler
to VAX 780

Indicates technical effort still in progress. 490
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AFWAL VAX REHOST

• DEC-10 Host with VAX 780 Target

Retargetting DEC-10 AFWAL J73 compiler to generate
VAX 780 macro assembly source.

o VAX 780 Host with VAX 780 Target

Operational VAX 780 JOVIAL J73 compiler operating
under VMS operating system.

o VAX 780 Host with 1750A Support Software

Rehosting existing AFWAL 1750A code generator to
VAX 780 system interfacing with 1750A target Vali-
dating the AFWAL compiler's interface with the re-

q) *hosted McDonnell Douglas 1750A support tools.

40



PROPRIETARY SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

GENERAL DYNAMICS AFWAL J73 COMPILER MODIFICATIONS/ENHANCEMENTS

0 Subroutine Linkage (Passing arguments in registers)

Modifying existing technology to pass arguments in registers.

* Automatic Allocation

Current AFWAL compiler allocates local automatic data and
local temporaries statically and also assigns a base register
to cover this data region. PSS has modified this allocation
to allocate local automatic data and temporaries .on a dynamic
stack.

* Literal Pools

Current AFWAL compiler allocates literals on a module by mod-
ule basis. PSS modification pools all literals at link time,

thus assuring only one copy of each literal. This includes
partial literals.

* Machine Specific Subroutines

PSS has modified the AFWAL compiler to automatically recognize
a set of 1750A specific functions in order to facilitate
generation of efficient 1750A instructions.

These machine specific functions include:

ROTATE
EXEC' CALL
MOV' DATA
OUTPUT
INPUT
CARRY'FLAG

* Symbolic Debug

The compiler object module now includes symbolic information to
support simplified debug of 1750A J73 JOVIAL programs.

e User Controlled Allocation

The AFWAL compiler has been modified to include a separation of
each compilation unit into four distinct sections. Each of
these sections has a section number associated with it and can
be modifed by the user to control allocation. The sections are
CODE, DATA, CONS and LPOOL.

e Base Register Emphasis

PSS has made significant modifications to the AFWAL code
generator addressing logic so that it emphasizes base register
addressing (short instructions).
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COMPILER MODIFICATIONS/ENHANCEMENTS
(CONTINUED)

* Specific Optimizations

Several target specific optimizations have been made
to minimize the amount of code being generated(mini-
mize unnecessary register copies, pushing and popping
only required registers on subroutine entry and
exit, fixed point operations to generate inline code,
special logic to minimize binary code generation

* when one of the arguments is a short immediate, etc.)

" * IEEE Assembly Syntax Capability

Assembly listing reflects new 1750A IEEE assembly
syntax.

* Bug Corrections

Correction of any known 1750A code generator prob-
lems.
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PSS JOVIAL J73 1589B 1750A SUPPORT SOFTWARE PROJECTS

* AFWAL VAX Rehost

Existing 1750A compiler and McDonnell Douglas support
software hosted on VAX 780 for WPAFB.

e General Dynamics

Modified/Enhanced 1750A compiler with new support soft-
ware hosted on IBM 370. Part of General Dynamics F-16
flight improvement program.

o Boeing

Modified/Enhanced 1750A JOVIAL J73 compiler coupled with
Boeing support software hosted on IBM 370. Part of Boeing
B-lB program.

0
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GENERAL DYNAMICS DUAL MIL-STD 1750A CROSS ASSEMBLER

IEEE Assembly Syntax

e Base and Index Registers enclosed in parentheses

OLD IEEE
LD 1,OMEGA,5 LD Rl,OMEGA(R5)

e Register Mnemonics Must Be Used

RO-R15
RLO-RL7
RHO-RH7
RRO-RR14
RQO-RQ12

* IEEE Mnemonics

* Consistent Argument Specification

Always SOURCE, DESTINATION

* Addressing Mode Delimiters

@ ..... Indirect
#.....Short Immediate

## ..... Long Immediate
+...... Auto Increment
...... Auto Decrement
...... Relative Addressing

*! 495 9



GENERAL DYNAMICS DUAL MIL-STD 1750A CROSS ASSEMBLER

DUAL Features

* Host Machine Independence

Operational on 22 different hosts including the IBM
370, DEC-10, VAX 780, Univac 1100, Honeywell 6000,
CDC 6000, Interdata 7/32, etc.

o Target Machine Independence

Over 120 cross assemblers by PSS and its customers,
including numerous built-in cross assemblers(1750A,
PDP-l1, Intel 8080, Data General NOVA, Zilog Z8001,
Zilog Z8002, Motorola 6800, etc.)

* Extensive Macro Facilities
Extremely powerful directives and functions facili-
tating macro implementation. Features include user
definable symbol table, numerous character manipu-
lation functions, conditional directives, macro
libraries, etc. DUAL contains over 120 directives
and 50 functions.

* Minimal User Restrictions

No limit to number characters in a name, number of
macros, etc.

* Multiple Location Counters

Each assembly unit can contain up to 32 distinct
location counters. DUAL supports CSECTS, DSECTS,
and FORTRAN common.

0
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GENERAL DYNAMICS DUAL MIL-STD 1750A CROSS ASSEMBLER

IEEE Assembly Syntax

e Base and Index Registers enclosed in parentheses

OLD IEEE
LD i,OMEGA,5 LD RI,OMEGA(R5)

* Register Mnemonics Must Be Used

RO-R15
RL0-RL7
RHO-RH7
RRO-RR14
RQO-RQ12

0 IEEE Mnemonics

o Consistent Argument Specification

Always SOURCE, DESTINATION

o Addressing Mode Delimiters

@ ..... Indirect
#.....Short Immediate

## ..... Long Immediate
+...... Auto Increment
...... Auto Decrement
%......Relative Addressing

007
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GENERAL DYNAMICS DUAL MIL-STD 1750A LINK EDITOR

Link Editor Features

*User Controlled memory Allocation

User can specify whether modules are to be contiguous or
whether sections are to be contiguous, thus potentially
separating J73 CODE, CONS and DATA into unique memory
sections.

9 overlay Facilities

Link Editor supports overlays via OVERLAY command or
FORTRAN common.

e Object Libraries
Link Editor (if option chosen) will automatically search
object library to satisfy any undefined externals. Link

* editor also includes IGNORE and INCLUDE commands.

*Composite Listing

If user passes source in DUAL assemblies (LIST),then, the
link editor on option (LIST) will generate a composite
absolute assembly listing for all the included object
modules.

*Debug Facilities

Link Editor generates a file containing all addresses of
symbols on a module by module basis to be used by a
debugger.

60
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GENERAL DYNAMICS MIL-STD 1750A SUPPORT TOOLS

Functional Simulator

0 IBM 370 or DEC-10 Host
0 Interactive Debug Facilities
0 DUAL Compatibility
o Tool used for JCVS Testing

0 Load Module Processor•o outputs General Dynamics Compatible Format

* Generates Separate Symbolic Debug File
o Checksum Facility

ID!
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GENERAL DYNAMICS MIL-STD 1750A SUPPORT SOFTWARE INFORMATION FLOW

CMOL JOVIAL J73 1589E ISTIN LIBRAR DUAL MIL-STD ISTIN
FILE 1750A CROSS

COMPILER FOR ASSEMBLER ON

~" MIL-STD 1750A 0N IBN30EOS
SOURCE OMPOO 1750AORC

IBM 370 HOST SOURCE UC

J73 PROG

COPY
FILES

*OBJEC OBJECT OBJECT OBJEC OBJEC

SIMULATOR ILNKT EDITOA

* COMMANDS OMFNCTOSOMND ODMDL
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USE OF THE 1750A SUPPORT SOFTWARE ON AN IBM 3033 UNDER MV/CMS

John Riordan

Mikros Systems Corporation
Mercerville, New Jersey 08619

ABSTRACT

The McDonnell Douglas Support Software package is configur-
ed to run on a DEC-10 system and an IBM system running TSO.
Since the time-sharing system available at Mikros was IBM's
VM/CMS, a conversion of the supplied control language was under-
taken. Details of this conversion are given.

Simulator 10 routines were written to permit interactive
use of a 1750A cross-assembled program executing through the
simulator. Examples of the control language and 10 routines
developed will be included.

INTRODUCTION

The MIL-STD-1750A Support Software Package was developed
at McDonnell Douglas under contract to the USAF. The Package
provides a complete set of software development tools for 1750A
assembly language programming, including a Macropreprocessor
(MPP), Assembler (MSA), Linker (MSL), Simulator (MSS) and
utilities for library maintenance and reformatting.

The Package is available from ASD at Wright Patterson
* AFB, and is distributed for use on an IBM TSO system, or on

DEC 10 and VAX 11/780. This paper describes the installation
of the Support Software Package on the Princeton University
IBM 3033 system under VM/CMS timesharing.

0501
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The tape supplied contains 27 files for the installation,
testing and use of the support system under IBM's TSO. For a
CMS system, the following procedures must be followed:

a) source code files are copied from the tape and
made into proper FORTRAN or ASSEMBLE files

b) test cases are copied and named as required by the
CMS control language

c) CLIST files are not copied. The equivalent CMS
EXEC's must be written

d) the HELP and ERROR files are copied and named as
required

Each program provided must be compiled or assembled, (added
to a TXTLIB, if applicable), LOADed, and GENMODed. The program
will then be executable (as a module). The proper EXEC will be
used to specify parameters, to allocate files and to start
execution.

In order to describe the use of the system as configured at
MIKROS, the following convention must be detailed:

0 Files have three descriptors - filename, filetype,
filemode (this is a CMS convention)

o In all EXEC's used for running the support system,
the following are assumed:

Filename Filetype Filemode Use
any MACROLIB A Macro Library
any MACDEF A Macro Definition
any LISTSML A Library Update Listing
any SOURCE A 1750A Source Pgm.
any LISTMPP A MPP Listing
any ASM1750 A 1750 Assembler Code

(output of pre-pro-
cessor)

any OBJ1750 A Object file (output
of Assembler)

any LISTMSA A Assembly Listing
any DIRECTIV A Linkage Editor Comm-

ands
any MAP A Linkage Editor Map
any ABS1750 A Absolute Module (out-

put of Link Editor)
0 any MOD1750 A Load Module (output

of Reformatter)
any SYM1750 A Symbol Table (output

of Reformatter)

502
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The EXEC's used (in the included listing) are named:

SML EXEC - System Macro Library Manager
MPP EXEC - Pre-Processor
MSA EXEC - Assembler
MSAX EXEC - Assembler (without prompting)
MSL EXEC - Linkage Editor
MSLX EXEC - Linkage Editor (without prompting)
MSS EXEC - Simulator
MSSX EXEC - Simulator (without prompting)
ALR EXEC - Executes EXEC's, MSA, MSL, and MSS

* 503
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SIMULATOR FLOW CHART
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USE OF FILES ON SUPPLIED TAPE

File No. Use New Names

1 JCL to copy files on to TSO Delete
2 QSHIFT Assembler Prog.
3 CORE Assemble, Com-
4 IUNPAK FORTRAN Prog. pile, Add to
5 QCONV FORTRAN Prog. SIMULIB
6 SECOND FORTRAN Prog.
7 System Macro Library SML FORTRAN

Manager - SML
8 Pre Processor - MPP MPP FORTRAN
9 Hash Table Prog. Output is

10 Input to Hash ASM1750 INI A4
11 Assembler - MSA MSA FORTRAN
12 Linkage Editor - MSL MSL FORTRAN
13 Reformatter - RFMT RFMT FORTRAN
14 Assembler Routine Assembler, Add

(necessary for Simulator) to SIMULIB
15 Simulator - MSS MSSl-- 7 FORTRAN
16 Help File PEKHLP HELP
17 Error File PEKERR HELP
18 Test Case for SML
19 MPP
20 MSA Used these files
21 MSL to test Simulator
22 MSS
23 TSO Proc's for SML
24 MPP
25 MSA Delete
26 MSL
27 MSS

0
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INPUT/OUTPUT FOR 1750A SIMULATOR

To simulate the I/O processes using the XIO PI/PO and CI/CO
instructions, the following assumptions are made:

1) The PI/PO instructions read and write from a channel
number encoded into the instruction. This number
(0-3) is the 'y' of the specification. The 'xx'
of the specification is disregarded.

2) The channel *-* FORTRAN Unit No. correspondence is:

( channel 0 Unit 20
PI ( 1 21

2 22
3 23

CI ( 4 24

0 30
PO ( 1 31

2 32
( 3 33

CO ( 4 34

(Note: In code CHNLNO = Channel No. + 1). This
correspondence is set in the initialization of the
labeled COMMON "QUNITS".

3) The (Carriage Return) character is not a valid 1750A
input/output character. This limitation results
from the fact that FORTRAN demands we read a record
at a time, not a character at a time. Therefore, the
(CR) serves as the end-of-record delimiter.

4) The channel buffer sizes are set in the dimensioning
of the labeled COMMON "IOHAND".

Note: The large source program files are too big to edit on CMS
in the maximum virtual machine size available to us. To
make the changes necessary in the Simulator, the MSS
source program was divided into six subset files, using
the GETFILE CMS command. Changes to the program's COMMON
must be made in each routine, along with code changes
made to IN and OUT's COMMON, and the code necessary to
implement the 10 are shown in the accompanying listing.

0
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CMS EXEC's for Suport System
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S SML E X EC

&CONTROL EFRR
1".YPE SYSTEM MACRO LIBRARY MANAGER -S M L

7 EXEC crsatedj 11-03-61 BY Johnl Rio'rdani OF mII<R,0S Svy.tee. Cr tC.

PY~NOTE: :CR.., in or.-fl;:'t.s si :iisci crji- -t'r-

F' I-J D)A7A FE NAME?

XREAD VARS SINLUT

F1 1. DISK.&INPUT MACDEF -. ..

9SOTO -NXTI.
-STARt ..

FlI.TERXINAL.

-NXTI

&TYPE Listing da~ta file name NAME Cor <CR> for terminal)?

'IF .&LIST = GOTO -STAR2
~2 DISK ILIST LISTSML A tRECFM FBA LI 60 BLKSIZZ 800

IG011O -MXT2
-STAR2

* F! 2 TERMINAL

-NXT2
F1 5 TERMINAL ---.. ~ ...

F! 6 TERMINAL
ITYPE Old Macro Library file 'n.m.?
&READ VARS ZOLDLIR .....-.-.-

ITYPE New Mac:ro Librarv f ile nawo?
* &READ VARS &NEWLIB

&:F S$OLDLIS & GCTO -MOLD
F! 3 DISK SNEWLIS HACROLIB A (RECF4 VBG LRECL 516 BLKSIZE 2584
IGOTO -NXT?

-&OLDI

IT OLELIF

- -V3 EMZ O P

-REMJ
34:F SRETCODE > 0 SEXIT
EIASE SOL.DLIE MA0POL.-,B A N,)T Y:

* ~ FNAM : MF.Z70 4ACPO: A1;!. ~*1'C A tN37,fpE

* ~ T-0.0/.09 10:3-:54
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F FI Lai .i t.XL C A k~IC~l.TU'a u.1I~.k1,TY TUIMi-SARING SI..

*~ AS

*.L 4;-'L '4-k E A

FTY!9,= MACRO PRE PkOCt _S - A . P
SCRIEAT_ i AS.bEiJLEk INPUT FIL,. F..UM
* SUUR4:i CJL)IE FILZE.

AT LATLA) 11-3-01 tdlY JLJ(iN k 1I UAN LUi 4LKk US SYS TZA! LURPo

Fl * CLEAR~

FT 2a. OTSK TL;MPa3 CRARY V. (LRECL 30 RECFN PHt dLK(xLZE auG
GTYPE INPUT SOURCE F ILE NAME?
&.READ VARS & INPUT
&IF .&I[NPUT = .U&TU, -JMPI
Fl 5 Dit) &INPUT 50UHCd A (LFRECL 80 R~cCFM Fb t%6~IZE 800

L"GTU -NXTI

FI :i TERMINAL

-NAT 1

*&TYPz. LiT1tJIN FIL_ NAME?
* - &REAO VARS &.LIST

&IF &CLIST = .&GZTQ -J14P2
Fl 6 DISK &LIST LLSTMPP A ELRECL 1347 RECFN VcsA 5LKSIZE 1414

-- GI2TG -NXTZ

&TYPE' OUTPUT FILE NAME?
GREAD VARS GPUN
4LIF *,-PUN = e ce.juru -j.%ip3
Fl .3 jlI~i(&,PUN ASAII-aU A (RdCFM4 F~l LRCL cdO bLK.(a'lL 800
f..j, -Nxrj

Fl 3 TERMINAL

-NA 1r3

6TYPlE MACROJ L1: AkYl FILd N4A(r (<.4 IF NUT uS~i:j)?
6REAL) VARS &.LIi3

* IF: -.6LL& = -a 4GQTU -RE.ST
Fl 24 DISK &.Llj 14ACRUL15~ A4 (LtRECL 5Sb HECF-4 VBtS LLKSIZE 2_'%t4

* -qEST

&IF- t.6iNpur = . ~er APW kAlTINta tIbjuT

f.iF &PqeTCODE > 0 F.EXIT
ERASL TEN'P23 CR^RY

I* xi
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M MA ~ A t.C

&C3NT:,.A. F-k
* ;TYDL CRUSS AbS1z .LR A 5 A

** PRCJL)tCES AN WJt Cr FIEFRUM AN AS ',MdLliR CUt IPRU(;.kAm
* CREATED ll-1OY JU-4N RI'ORUh,41 OF M1KK.UJ -'Ybk7L4s CON14.

Ft * CLdAR

FL 1- 01-;4 TEM4IL JNA.& 4 (AtCEM Vc;4, LtALCi. tcla CMLF .L4h- ;:ca

*-FL-2-atSft TEMZ OHARf A#CRE4CFR V8:5wLIkECL 516 BLKSIZE 2604
FL - DISK TEP4P3 CJRARY A4 tRE-CF* VBS LRECL 516 SLKSIZE 2b04-

-I AV- DISK TEMP'b JRAHY 46 IRECF~* VdS LRECL b46 dLKSIZE 2CX04

Fl 5 TERMINAL-
Fl 6 TERMINAL

&TYPE 114PUT SuURCE FiLE 14AME (<CR> FOR TERMINAL)?

&READ) VARS &INPUT
- &F w-G-INPUT = &CaIU -rER*s f 7e1 7

Fl 10. DISK' i.LNPuT .ASA75 A CR.'iCFM F5 Lt~rCL ZsUC z3LK.-aZZ ziu)

lr4bUTU -NAT?-
* ~~-TERML-- - -~-

PI IQ= TERMINAL

1.TYPz_ LlbTI% 3ATA FILE '4AWM (<Ck) FOR Tr-RMINAL)?
lakFAb VANS L;il: f

a..4L1S(o .,AlrUu -tekmZ
Fl 11 DISK GLIST LISTMSA A (ReCF4 V3A LeRECL 137 BLKSIZE 1414

&G UTU -NxT3

-TERaM2

FI 11 7!r(;4 IN AL

&TYP= 13UTPUT 01-JfECT FILE NdAKE (REQUIRED)?
&READ VARS &~UIJ.
&F-14 &JU &aUtu --tNRUH

Fl 1-.i DIS5K l&QJ- OUJI75U A4 4REC)-M V~b LP~CL 1iO:ZS OL&:-Ib 5L,4

Fl 12 DISK( Tav 1 ORAIRY A4 (Rd(FM Vd~.i LNmtCL -j~ LKSiZE zI'%4

FL d OJLSK A.ZMLlbsl INL A4 LRC±&4 Vtl~ Nctr-&. Z4000 b3LNAZE 4.4000

* &IF *&INPUT 9 . 6TYPE: MSA AWAITING INPUT -

&IF .a.LIbT &!EXI~AT

C.T VPE Youk A*-1;F..LF I-..I;LNGi LS UN1 4~LlsT L-ISTM~iA"

&TYPE- To PRINT LISTING,- TYPE "TYPE130 &LIST LISTMSAW
*EHA$F Tt~pi URAHY A (NUrVPt=

ER ASE TEMP2 URA.4Y A 4 Nu r Ypli
ER AbSr TE%10i LJAt4Y A 0.4T IPE

R A!bL T4.'.P4 JAY A (NU fYP~i-

i"c)XIT

S -ERNOR
&TYP"- bORN4Y, L~jizCI FIL--. NA.4Ad lb3 RE.Uu1NEL
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FILr. %l$A r.X ..C APkINCt;.rUN UNIVZa:1TY TIM~z-StlIkoL.NG SYL

&3 YPE GUUI)UYE SErTTR LUJCK 14XT TIME

&EAII

511



FILL- 4AA. c- r A PkINCErLAN w.4VER.,LTY (ImQ-arl#-1IG iY-

GTY12*Q CRUSS ASSEt3Lb A S , A

* PRODUCe.S AN UdJICT FJLai FRULM AN A5SiMc3LZR CU)C. FNU"RA.M*

TH. ,-IS VE-44SIN PER.MIrS cA-:CUlIM" 0ifri (;Nrc INPUI NA14t fJARAMEl=-R
* ANL.) mw~ PkuA.PTIN4%. TriE FjiLt. *\Am,"~ fiHiCri MuST oIL CUM'MUN, I-UK
* ALL THEi~1I.S ARE zET WNHI. THE XE JS EAt:CUJTEU:

.4aAx FN AAE 9. Efi4r:E FNAMti lo It'il CUMMUN AW.

*Tm * S EXEC WAS CREATEDr 12-7--dL Cil JL) N RIURDAM UF mIKRuS SYSTEMS

&IF .&I * &GOTO -N--UAMPtR
Fl $CLzAk

FI I DISK( Tlz.PI 0RAR~Y A4 (kECFP4 Vbb LRECL- t)b aLKSIZE LCba'.
Fl e- L-4 TEMPZ QkA.AY A.*~ (ECFA Vdca, LHLCL ! lo bLYISZE ZbO4

FI 3 DISA TE.'4P3 QkARY A4 (RECF.4 VBS LRECL 516 aLKSIZE ;-604
F1 4 DISK TEMP4 URARV A4 (RE-CF'* Vdt LRLILL b1b ULKSJE ZbO'4
FI 5. TERMINAL

FI t) TER M INAL

Fl La. DLSAL F-1~Mi~A. Ukd.CFE4 Fa Laf-L. bO i:L.,lt 800
6F1 IL LDISK I~ LIST4SA Ar (RECFfM Vt3A LRE-CL 137f 14L'SIZE 1414

Fl 13 ULiSIK CI (36JIF50 A4. (RECFf4- VdbS.LRtCL 10J2" dLK.ILIE !b14'.
---Fl I,; DISK TEMPL2 URARY A4 (mECIm VUS LKJ-CL 102d B3LKSIZt- t,14
Fl 8 olb(< A.SMI750 INI A4a (RZ-CF,4 Vob LpiCL c 400O o2LNrbIE et'.UOQ

.&IF W&RETC04DE > 0 LEA IT
&T YPE YOUR ASSEM-a.E LISTING IS UN m &I LiSTM5Am

r -wkP TO PRINT LI.4TING. rvPEZ 'OTYPtl.3 ULk L1b]M A
Lek4AS - TLII u#4ARY A

H m TE'4PL I)RAKY A
E H,~ TEAP4s LikAH' A.
ERASE TEMtP4. URARY A

H A5E TEMPIZ URARY A

&TYPE YUU FUI-4ac~r THi FitLL %NA, La.

&TYPE UONOT GET NRVDUUs, T4Y 4abAIN

... > .:-; - 512 *.



F ILE~ ~ ZAc.c ilk NCL It, N UN1 V rR--zI IY I I ME-SH A k L.'4 ')

&TYPE RFORAT ROGRAM -R F M r
*- CRE ATZ5 A LUAL) MWOJLE AND A -SYMUOML TAdiLh
* RUA AN A6SLJTZ FILM&

t.TYPr- UUTPUt LUAJ AiluuL.' FILZ NAmr- ttrUL,4Ll?
&READ VARS GLOM4
& IF e.c,DM= &.30TO --i-RO4

* t.TI'9 LJLTPUF -%YM60nL TAdL= Fli-c NAMc- tkLjUIRtL)?
4 &RtiAD VARS GSY.4

Ft 9 TERMINAL tL10 RC4FBLEL0-LKL 0

F I 4 D)ISK &S1VM SYM1750 A (RZCFM F LRmCL 10O-4 oL.(S14 1024 LiSLUR' L)A
FI DUAMY

F! -. LILS4 &-AdS A3,wl754 A.. RirFfi Viib LsnerL 10.2b SLi(xLE 5144

$ NOTE: A L13AU OF THE~ TEXT PILE L5, USED) MEIE INbIE-AU UF
THE EXIECUTION UF A MO()DJLI- hCAUSE INt %ODULE

*SEEMS TO LOAD FUNNY ANO CAJ)Sdz !iRK4.-b I DUNOT KNOW olHY

LOAD kFM7 (CLaAk bTARr
* a RF!4T-

&IF &ARZtTC00E > 0 &Z-ALT
ERASE- TEMP5 CRARY A-
ERAE TtEMP6 UkA R Y A
ER AbF TEM4P? OKAkY A
E RAmt TL.4PS LJNAtY A

-EfRRUR
~TYPE '0 I~t=-IRtD 20MEANS "WITrwUUT NKICrts NLiTHINb'l J
GT YP! TkY A,.AIN
uExIT 1

.E R ?

F-YI- SWkWY, AdSULUJTI FILE NAME IS REQUIRED

tGTYPt GOQ.UVei TRY AGAIN
4E A IT



FILE. '45L EXEC A .it LcL ruN UNIVERbITY rI4E-SH-AHIN(. Y'

F I * CLEA

f.TyPh LINK(AGE zLA1lUR P b L
* PR.JLUCEC. AtBS ULU E FILE FiRUM ubJECT FILE*.

* LRaiAT.:i) il-3-ol 6Y JUHN R[LIkDAN LJF MIKkRU:: !bT=%ti6 4-k

* -&READ) VARS- &O0IR

tAF W~lk &.aUTO -TERMI,
- -FL_ DIS K &.D)IR LoIRECT1V A CRECPF4 F L.jNECL 80)

f.4,Tu -J.%P1

* -TERMI

Fl I TERMINAL

-imp I
&TVPL MAP FILE NA.E~ (<CR> FOR TEN-k4iNAL I

&SEALJ VANti &MAP

&IF .&P4AP = & GkaUIO -TEk42
Fl 4 DISK. t.4At MP4h A (LR,-CL dO i.ECFP4 oA JLKSIZE ,.100

-TERM2-

F-L Z TERMINALI

&READ VAi4 &rAf
&I F wt;Ag S f.Gcro -ERROIR
Fl. a DISK &AaL: Ao~17bO A4 (LRkECL 1028 RECF~4 VSS 6LKSIZE 51~4

FI 5 Olb'( Tt'4P5 OkRtY A4 (LkdC~L 51G- N:CF,4 vUS jLKSIZi 25a'4

Fl 6 DISK( T_ AP6 ORAA.Y A-*(L~C bio Ri'CcFA4 VS BLK: ,Zt 4 bc
F L 7)1 OSi K TMP7 CRARY A4 (L.RLCL 516 RECF4 VB. tLKSIZE Zba

Fl m DISK TEMPS ONARY A~4 LLRECL 516 RECFM VbS BLKSLZZ- 4564

GU.N IT = 13
-LAt I

t.1YLAL Ob.JECT Fl1L_ NA.AE (<CR> IF NU A4%_ F[L=S 1?

&READ) VARS OaIJ~i

&IF .&OBJ =. r.G~rO OGN
&UNIT =&UNIT *- I

Fl GAJNIT &t 3J UdJ1750 A4 (t~irCL loacs RE CF=4 Vbt; oLK(SlZh al414

fA7LJTU -LAb I

K L.IF tDIR &TYPE 'ISL &AIrING FOR INPUT

6 514.L
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F ILL Z A~L. iAx c A PRINCtTUN UNIkicrY TjrlM-SrA%1NG SYt

a.~JN1R&J S L X'

SFl I CLEARi
&TYPE LINKA'.AE E.DITOR M S L

PRUOUCES 04tSJLUrE FIlf- FRUM UaJi=Cr FLb.

* X VE.-iSUN CRN.AThL) 12-*14o

FL. I, OLSs(.- &I- ULkHECTLV A. &R2eCF. F LR -L aQ

F1 Z DISK( &4 MAP A- CLRECt- aO RECFN FBA EILKSIE 1300

FT 3. DISK &I AdS I~bO A4. (LRtCL I22 RECFM* VUS JLK-'LZE tiX44

Fl 5 01 -iK TF--*P5 ORAY A-6 CLECL- blo t~I-14 VBS clLKb-l~r W-4

Fl o JI.S TEMPo CiARY ^4 (LRECL 516 RE0-4 VbS oLKSI1t. 2tkd4

Fl 7 1 D1$K. .EAP7 alAaY A-i. (LRE-CL. t RCF-M V"~ klL&L.Fh Z.-AU

Fl il LlSK Te'4PS URARY A4 ELRELL 5IcQ RECFI V135 U3LiSIZE 2584

Ft 20 DISK &I IJBJI7SO A4- ILHECL 102d NECF*4 VBS lLKbJZt: b144

A4b L

4.T~t, R--~ U T -~~l . it F -,A- T

V CREATES A LOAD) -40DULF- AND Ar SYME10L. TABLE
* FROM- AN AIdSULUT!=. FILE&

Fl -3 DISK &,I MiJ&1750 A (LiECFM Fc, t-NECL 40 -jLi'S1.E~ b0O

*F1 4 DISK Fi -,C417!O A (,-tCF"4 F LktzCL 1024 t5LASIA.E 10t'' &JSL~m'. jA

*Ft 4. :UMMY

F! 2 DISK &1 AC3S1750 A4 (RFCF,* VBS k-RCL 1028 BLKSIZE "-144

LOAD RF?4T (CLEAR START

&IF &*RTC0DC > 0 4'PEIT
ERAt5i- TEM4P5 UNARY A

R A'.+ Ta=4Pb Ub(A,4V A
ERASE TEMP7 ORARY A
ERASE~ TEW*8 ORARY A

- EX. I-T

H~ R CRe-

4&TYPE TRY AGALN
GEAIT I.

-E: 804 Uk
&I.YPe SURRYv Ad~UL-UTZ FIL.Z A'AME 1,1 ttUUIxEUt

&TYPE GOODbYE.v TRY AGAIN
&EX IT

515



FILE: 14" i: A ;4%1.%-ET.IN QJNIVER~olTY TIMM-SHANIN(, !s'vA

LCUNTRUL ,:-RUR

CP TERMINA4L LINE51LE do
&.TvPe 1750A t)I'AULATuR *1

* * ~ LMULArLZS A 1?50A M4ACHNC RUrNrLi THE~
$ PREVIuUSLY CREArE -> LUAU l4UD~LL ANul

* 4 SYMdUL TAciLt
* 4 CREATED I1-3-81 5Y .jOHN- RfORDAM, Or- 141KROS twYSTE-MS, LUWb'..

r- 1 5 TEw&4INAL (LR3ZCL. 80
F1 0 ffER.-INA4L (LREC- diO

FI Z TLFV4INAL
F! o L)1S& PE*r1LIP rELP A (MR.CFM Fcl LnECL dO oLKSIZE b00

Fl 7 0I5K PEKERR HELP A (NECFM Fd LRF-CL d0 bLKSIZE k5OG
PILO1 DISK. TEmP10 CRARY A (NEC-F F LRECL 1024 tdLK1ilZE 1024 iSURG DA

-Fl LO DtS( TEMP1 OQRARY A (xTENT k02.4
FI 11 TERMINAL (LRECL dO

Ff 20) TERMIJNAL\
FL 2-1 TERM1NAL,4 AL

- 22 TEl R *1.AL

FI 231 TERM 1INA./

FL 2Z4 TERM4INAL, (Li
F 1 40 TCZRA INAZL\
FR I j TE WAMIN4AL
F I J4 TEk;,4IN A L

Fl1 33 TE= M 1 -AL
Fl 34 TE RM INALS- C'

16T fP-- LUAU M(uL.- FILL-- NAME (kUUjHUjj?

I~kEAL) VARS, iL~

&,IF *.LDM = . &iJT. -r:RROR

& TYPE SYJMtQL- TAdJLE FILkE NAME (REQUIREL-)?
& CREAD VARS GSYM

* LIF GSYM1 = . ioTu -IEHRUj

t.TYPL. tPL~AUK CUMMAND# FILr- -NAWE (<CR) IF 1=kMINAL )

S ~ GREAD VARS &.DATA

Fl 12- DISK( &LLV 4WI75~0 A (RICFM Fb LRi:CL bO bLi(SIZL: dOO

&.TY- LUU400ULE FILE 6LD-M ~U7OQ ~TI
* FI 10 UISK tobM hYML750 A (kCF~i F LRZCL 1024 'aLK.IZt 1044 L)SL'.G 0A
Fl 9 iUNMY

* CTY)r !:YMdUL lAdLl: FILE (.sYN4 SYM1750O N UNIT 19I. C&IF &&DATA . &GUO -LU
Fl 11 W1,i( ,)AT,% CU4V4AqU: A tRECFM F Lr(.L cO
flTYP'- SIML*L C.j .44ANL) FIL - .. L)ATA CU.4MANu, L.N JNIT 11

LOAD M*14SS2 M!S-i *SS4 f4SSS ASS6 Aib57 (CLEAH STAR~T
--RAbE TEAPIO ORARY A (NGIYPE

* 516



LiF: tAEC Rtq~NCl:.ruN UJNtVEa .1TY rIM-shAkl'4kp bY-.

a.EXIT

&TYPE RUJIREU FILL NAME NUT SUPPLIE)
GTYPE TRY AG3AIN

GEXIT I

* 517



FILE: MSSA 6.XEC A k i4cL rON JN IVE.R SI Y T I %iE-5-HAN LNG bY

LCUNTRUL E~R(iN

STYP 1750A SV4-UL. FUR- S

bIMULATC5 A 175±0A .4ACH11NE EAEC.JTINia THE PREVIUUSLY

CzeEATE-) LOA) .%IOULZ AND zxY.43uL TA6LE.

CkZATr-D l...7'di4 JOHIN )-IuUkN UF 41sRUb b-YbTcMAb C URP.

Ft *- CLe AR

Fl 5. TERMMAL

F 6 ThRLNALI
FI t3 DISK PtKHLP "ELP A (RWECFM Fcl LJNCL 6i0 ULA(SIZL 600
Fl 7 DISK PEKER-R rtLLP A CE-.CFM F5 -RELL 'Z-G BLj(SIZE oO0

F1 10 DISK F"-MP10 URARV A (RECFM* F LRECL 1024 BLKSILIE 1024I USUR~ DA

Fl 10 DISK TEMPiO DR^RY A C XTENT 1.024

$Fl LI DISK F.I CCOMM1ANOS A (RECFM. F LRECL 30I

F I IZ DISK( &I M001750 A (RECFM FS i..ECL 60 E3LK51ZE 800
* &TYPE LWAD AUDULE FILE &L M40D174 UN UNLT-LZ
Fl. 91 DISK &L SY,41750 A. (KECF?4 F L-RECL 1024 BLKSIZE 1024 DS~jRG UA
*&TYPE SYMOOL TAatLE FILe &A SM.50 ON UN4IT So

*Fl- 2G TERMINAL

Fl 21 TERMINAL .
Fl 21! TER*AINAL
Fl 2 j MEMINAL

FI z4 TI:RMINAL

Fl 31 TERM4INAL-
Fl. 31 TERr4l NA L

*Fl d2 TEkLNAL

Ft 3.3 TE M IN AL L
*F LOAD -4SSI M:2oS MiS3 MSS4 A4SS5 MSS6 .45S7 iCLtAR START

4 &TYPE REQaUIRED FILE NAME NUT SUPPLIEU)
&TYPE- TRY AGAIN
&.EXIT 1

4 518



FILE~ AL.K A( A o~itNCErUN lJNLVZR.",TY T1l.-SHA&'LNk..ba

&TyiPE if?>A bI.AWLAlURa ALR (A~tlbLr.. L.INJ(,. AUN) ~
$ ~ LXc-C. TES ZAECO LULSCRIltCC ELLaMERE. *

* CkcATZO t Y JOHN KILhRDAN i)F MI~(IUS SYSIEMS CL3NP.

EXEC ?4SSX &I
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FORRAN Code for Implementation of

PI/PO and CI/CO Instructions

5

e,2



F

1.0 (0I1 MAY a0l ::Y: i.%/j7O FJRiMMN H clAr;'No~u (ENMANCEU) UA TE

Fr LC T[UNS: Ml) PI,4L43 LINk:CUUJNTt6O) ::IZE(.4AA) A%4TUDe.LA(NUlNE)

S~jUkCE =uCoic. 40LIST NOOtECK Ob~jECT NOjMAP NOFOii$A GOSTMT %'J0XRtiF NJALC

C ; PG"AMI*ERZ NC 6Aa(ER
C. OAT F CREAr ED. 7 JUL. 1960

c C"tANGQ MLS-TQWfI *WNU4EW--

C. SIDE EFFECTSZ fC*L

C. IT lb 5=IN(. FILLLO. IN tOY 4.eRICRDAN OF~
C MIKHOS z3YSTEMS CLMWP.

I AM ASSUM1ING Q(FUbR P1.Pu CU,4MANDS) THAT
c rti SECrJNU KEA DIGIT REFERS TO TrE CHiANNEL-

C. NUMBER (0-3).

c ORLTTE-N 12-IS-di
C CA LLli: *N Laid

EXTE RNAL. AND ,1R .SfItFTwXU2Rk
INT1EGER C;4GvAL

A. LUUtLE 5'RECI SLUN TI.14VAL&TIMRATTIM%.
CO'MNQI4RTM AL )...Rr )sTIM DR(J) r rI tAL(3 )v T I MFLLO(3
CCAM UN/.QQ/L.0P v ROP* NkLN X T wATY PE *OP44

CAM UNM y /4 o L Pk 9PR 9 RU~M m AA

LQMM OWQ VAL/QV AL 5 irJUo( 04) *dC w~d l J6,F T MK.P ,PI.LSr 1.4T . I N TRENo ,QM EN 9A

-U*U tsASE~ ,LCKaP ~I. smQAM CK 9CONS43L I MAt L G IC P AGsES T IM ER S SRUMLUCi(EYv
-Pk%3Trv014Ao *0 54R T SA FSR .SG 0

COM UNO I A bWjIN5 T R I 1 .TOS TO P9TO SNAP w I NTO FR QA I NSTE P
*U%-uNQP IT/QN 9UUrowuoyu~~ ~stA

- QUOvqL'iU.OINPU( 5.QCUTPU(5)
CUMMLJN /IWrIANU/ LCRSo<R*9NIFb6)U~U(*Q
CaQ.40NZVALSTiK/JV~lSL.VLPTRQVLSTK (7. 30)

a- I VALENC (Ri (1)0 9R

-WVU I ALENCEC -1 1 *Rm

ZU IV ALNCE I Z. C)
:OQU L VALSE4C ( Ri L J 9RD)
:0 U VLN C d R14 9 iE)

521



-* O 1.0 -0A*AY 601 1.4 tbSTE7A/J70 FubkTRAN H1 mATENILi (Er41ANCEL.) AT

MU I V AL .NC kABP.A ,NDZo ki)
t.QU I VA.NCE C ASEJ , RF)
.JI VALeNCit bAS NF)

lNTZCCAK li4At4)NC..LLNU

L)ATA 61LANK /0 w/

C CHiNLL.O CH-ANNEL NUMBER (0-3)
c - Lcuq Pw'JaaA.4I~u IN-puS (.Ui,sQNt

IF (L.0d.19154) (aC) TU 101

c CALL E QCttER~COT HEX- WALUES TO PICK OUT CliANNEL NO*.
CALL-MXTCD1X~l
CZ#4LNO = Mt~xpRAytj.: 4 L
aU Ta.. 102

*101 C1NkLNO =

UJNIT = QINPU(CrfNLt4G)
,goiThCUNITO1)- -

1001 FMJKMAt> C31NbIULE IP

_KAU(UN1T910OZ.ENU="9) tIPazuF(CNLNuoN)9N=19a0)
10#112 ?fJUR4AT~dOA 1)

a ~103 FIRST CRC4.IO--

IF LN~~iC4NN ~4.8~tK1-GO TO 10
CALL LOUUP4 IsN6UFC C~tNLU.sv) 9VAL* 1)
I CUM'( CNLMO) = N+I

10 CL3NTINUEa
99 VAL = 14

1CURtCH-NLM4U) z0

-Nu

ZFFECTSNA49_w.tALN) OPTIM1IZE(3?) LINECOtAT(60) SIZELMAX) AuTOE48L('4N:)
~F_ CT#SOUR.Ce =SCD1C .40.15T NaIDEC U5JE:C NLJMAP NUFCJIRMA r GiGST14T NU~ARF NUALC

* 4 5uRC-- STATE4Erdirs = blo PWU6aRAM SI/J =7E JWSPRGNkA N^AAM

*"C' jA.-P40STICS %PENRAT.-:
~jr CLVA-...ATIU.- 23oK* zj i YTEti OF C0,q

522



3.0 LOL %4AY Wi) !zY!.,Td,4/.7o FURTRiAIN H t-AI[iNDcD tiEN4ANCL.)) D A L.

i FF;C T: L aAN) PTMIxtC4) i-A-NELuUNT(cO) SIZE(MAX) AUTuu3L(NONE-)

:OU(CiE EBCOXC N4ULLST -AEC OBJECT .4AP NOFOR'4AT GOSTMT OXAi~ NCALC

bJt,#%UTINc. UjT4C.4U*VAL)

C
cPU~posr- PCF~f OUTPUT TU OF-VICES

c ANt.umENTSZ emu) - OuTPUT COMMAN~D

C VAL - VA~LUEC TO oE U&JTPUT
C PHU6RAMMER: N~C dAKER
c JATk. CAEATEUJ 7 JUL 1960
C C14ANGe r*L%Tui. UvtLf4F-o-- -

C. SLUE EFFECT - .~d0
C Ri EARK sP45 A STUB

CIT IS t3ING FILLW 11N cY J. RIURO AN OF
C ?IQC5SYSTE14S Cw~ OVRIT1EN 12-18--i

c CAI IS.-

I.4PLICI T INTEGEkiA-Z)
dATERNAL ANU9UIR.SAIIFTs,UR

INTEGER~ QAU9VAL
INTE~id rib).~--

itTtt ~7.- --

INTEGER CSLJi --

OUB3LE PRECISI~f$ Tl4VLTI,RAT9rI MDR

%:L4MUNiUT I.4ER/ TIA'VAL(.) *I 4AT3) *TIMOR( 3) 9T LMFL(3)oT,TI4FLiU3)

I)CMOtfGQ*4KE7Y/'4 IPR .OPf RL214 .Mi~A~k
COM4NEVNT/LOV,0QQ1,FLUVQCQOaZPXUV.QW3.I NrToQQCGU4.NIN.GUUI

-'~Ni.) T TOMAOASCR TSMFSkS6

CU 4 w O o UN I .ifkbSOr* v) 9.4AO doUIOR0%ic rORP FN~.FU a oPIZ N S PSTA Q
-M91UQQS QQ9 QQGI 1IM O QQ rirR lA-n iw

-uuOuPLTu.oiANP(( ) .QOTPUSk

COMKON /IOHANW [CuR (5).UCURtb)g1N~IUP(5;J60).UUTdUF (5.60)

;;QU I VtkENCt (kt I) ORI0 P

EUIVLE4CZ..lI.4G)

4 ~ ~ -OUIVALENCEU4RI*HC)
=OU I V A4..NC ti(R L.4, r~l))

.'UU 1 4A 74 ( 41- i
mUU I VALN,(;( I!69R.MF
-- U I VALENCE( aAiE0i k.)
SOQULVALENCE(SAZ3E L.O)
' QU I VALdNCI-( WASt4* ift)
-QUUi VAN4..g(aA.iEi F)
.UI VALENC E !JJ qF)

523



71

.3. tl 4AY d0l UuT zaYb;X4M/37A FURT&AN mi EXTZ!i'1L;,) L*'D^D) OTF

. 1NTCGEiR IEARAY(4).N.~CNLN4O
INTE~aER dLANI(
D)ArA dLANAC.0 0/

1F~).~.La~.i4 haL TU L01

C-t4LNU = HrttAkRAY(4) *. I
aQ T G 10 2

I ()I CINL'0 - 5

II- (~I IAL.e.13I.AC4,%'U.UCUH(nh'4LsU) *GT.0)
6AN)(OCJR(CMNLNUeLt;.80)) %& rc 9

WRIT E(UIIT w1 OG& 0.(UT1BUPtCfILNk sm1 9ao)
* ~~1001 PU.14ArC8@A1) --- - ----

VAL0

uO 7£= el

9 CALL LUUKUPCOuTbUF 4C.HNLN.0CU (C HWLU)hVAL* 2)

UCURCC"tNLNU) = LLJI4IC1NLNMUI + I
RdTu .q~N

EFF6TsNAMttA A. 114). UPtA.~A3-NCsNtLO . LZh (N AA) AUTQDdL( ANNl
*FEC.T*tOURCF. EIBCD1C MOLIST Na0CC1, OSJECT MNAP NO0FOR14AT GOSTI*T NOXREF 1NUALC

* SaURCE STATEMENTS 55Gs- PROGRAM- SIZE 674. SIBIPROGR.At4 NAME=
*~~N D JcOAWi4OSTICS GEEN&TED1

i..CO-OILAGNC 240K( 6YTESU CF CDR~

5241
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S... .. .. . ..........-.

3.0J (il AAY *01 bW'5TL~m/7o Fl.MTW4AN H eXTLtUi. (ENHANC'-D) LJATt
rI~..Ns:

4 AMki-4A1N,) UPTU,14i;.(3) LlNmCOCL*4T(o0) ALZ-'(.'AX) AUTOD3L(NONEJ

i~uRCE EtICO1C N)LI5T NOL)ECK UJBJECT NUmdAP NOF0O4MAT (iO5Tf4T NUXMc.F N4.jAiC

a.QlMJ.JrLN& HAL r(U..NUMACrAY)

c nils otuurimN WUUUC--. A PShUU)U-hX AkRAY FO A 0!XLMAL
c INPuT VAL-UE. FOR EXMP THE~ OD-CMAL VJALJE 1023. MMJLCri
c IN HtX Ih 3FF IS PRODUCED AS 103 15 IWO dUT IN REVERSE

C ARkAY4)O*)*
ImTe~ae-k LUECNUM %ARRAY L34) *NUMO a1 I LST NUM!

c TlnE INPUT VALu& O)ECmlutM' IS rT ALTERE-Do
C A COPY IS MADE TO ISOLATE rr.

~.S7NUM = UdCNUAM
NUJMd LsrNum
00 10 1 16"

iwf NUMB/tft
AkrqA(I) = LbTNUM - L**Nuftdk

*10 LSTNUm NiJMa

=No

EFpT--iT*NAME(4AIN) UPTLMLiiC3) LLE.C3UNT(6Q) SIZE(MAX) AUTO&)IL NUNE)
aFacT$suuwcz iBcaI NiLiSF poooscic asiEcT NOMAP NOFoR4Ar GOS TNT NUXREF NUjALC

SURCE STATEMIEUTS kG...PROGaAM4 SIZE 302s 5,.BPRUGkAm 4'A@4e.
*NO DIAGNOSTICS GENRATEO.
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* ?FFCT. m1AME0(4AIN) iaPTIMIZZ.(3) LINECOUNT(601 SILEIMAX) AUTQOO6L(NONId)
SOUikCc EmCDIC. NULLST NLEC UbJECT NUMAP NUFOXMAT CiUSTMT NUA141-F NUALC.

L -o&kJTINc. KPC14i-M.K~i
C
C THIS ROUTINE SEARaCHES ONE FAdLt r-Ok rh-i INPUT VALVE
c AiwD RETumNs ir., ASSOCATE0 VALUE& IF wHI~t5j= I* THEN THL

CTrlt TRANbFORM IZI CHA, > He-X; IF wthLcri = 2. rHE TAANSFL.A
C IS HmX > CrfAko DEFAULTS AAE NFETUNNFD IF NO .14ATCHI 1 FOUND).

INTEGER TA8k.EA&641 mtoTASL!5C 6461 ,ZNOE-X.C"tAR .NWf45 .aCK4
DATA, TABLM.- A' Oler j~, owe')* bbS

I ~ ~ L L 1ND moX = 1.8.3
TA LZ*(LNLJ=X) ZINOdX + 31

a CONTINUE

LF GoiC~.ga)C4- TUO-Zg

c CIA..k > i1tA (INPUT)
* . LO 10 INDEA I~

1CC L-tAR4.Ni-.TAjsLr-A~ 1NLJF.)I (a.) TU 40
NUJM6 TASLES(UNOEX)
Re r UkrN

10 LUjNT 19NU
NUMB = -1

itj rU r4N

C 4lEA > C14AR iOUTPUTr
2O Do 30 LNobx 1.64.

CHA= TAk~l.IAi LNLrA)
QE ruqN

0 C.)N T INU E.
NOTE: TAoLZA(32) =670 DEFAULT VALUE

* Cl-lAk = TAdLk-A(X,'l
R(ET U kN

&-FCT*I.ArE(tlAlN) OPT.MZE(.3) .. NECuuNT(6Q) : 6ZEtt4AX. AUTU01OL(NOmt)
~F~r.~ukc3 ~IC.~ j~KusiJECT NU14AP NOI-OKMAT GuSTmT NUAREF NwAiL

sOaUgjCE STATEAENTS 269- PRUGRAI* 514E 1 012o SUBPR(sAM NAME -1
it mu %U)IAtaNusTtcs GeRAlkk

* F comII&ATiuN v**** 246 dYTF-, OF CUei

0 NU JI ANUbILCS fiM[o 41
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THE AFWAL MIL-STD-1589B JOVIAL J73 COMPILER

Mike Burlakof f
Support Systems Branch, AFWAL/AAAF

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

Introduction

The Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL) JOVIAL J73 compiler
was developed for the Avionics Laboratory by Software Engineering Associates.
This compiler was developed by modifying an existing JOVIAL J73/I compiler to
first compile MIL-STD-1589A code, and then upgraded to UIL-STD-1589B. The
compiler was re-hosted from the AFWAL DEC-10 to the Aeronautical Systems
Division (ASD) IBM 370 computer. During the development process, MIL-STD-1750
and MIL-STD-1750A code generators were developed. The source code of the com-
pilers has recently been translated from J73/1 to J73 for both hosts and all
targets.

History of the Development

Between 1974 and 1976, an Air Force project was initiated to develop a
JOVIAL compiler for the Avionics Laboratory Digital Avionics Information Sys-
tem (DAIS) program. The contractor for this effort was Computer Sciences
Corporation (CSC) and the compiler developed was a JOVIAL J73 level I or J73/I
compiler.

The techniques used to develop the J73/I compiler were as follows: 1) A
compiler was written in 1108 assembly language, and hosted on a UNIVAC 1108
computer, to compile JOVIAL J73/S code which is a subset of JOVIAL J73/I;
2) The compiler source code was then written in J73/S and compiled with the
original 1108 assembly language version; 3) A code generator was developed on
the UNIVAC 1108 machine to produce code for the DECsystem-10. This began the
retargeting and re-hosting process; 4) The compiler was then re-hosted from
the UrNIVAC 1108 to the DECsystem-10 and upgraded to the JOVIAL J73/I language.
The compiler source was then written in J73/I; 5) Code generators were then
added for the AN/AYK-15 and DELCO M362F computers. The AN/AYK-15 computer is
considered the predecessor to the MIL-STD-1750 computer and is sometimes
referred to as the Hot Bench Computer (HBC).

J73/I Applications

With the J73/I compiler now hosted on and targeted for the DECsystem-10
and also targeted for the AN/AYK-15 computer, the compiler received a great
deal of use in large scale avionics support software systems and in Avionics
Executive and Mission Software systems using MIL-STD-1553A/B protocol. This
extensive use of the J73/I compiler for developing code on a large host and
executing on both the host and avionics (AN/AYK-15) processors resulted in a
very mature compiler. The compiler was also used by a number of other organ-
izations and was the tool used for the JOCIT compiler development effort.

• " . . . - - .- . -



MIL-STD-1589B Development

Between 1979 and 1980, Software Engineering Associates (SEA) of Torrance,
California developed the MIL-STD-1589B version of the compiler for the AFWAL
Support Software Group of the System Avionics Division. Gil Weisbord and
Mike Littlejohn of SEA were the principal developers. Bob Engimann of TRW
has been performing integration, problem analysis and configuration control

of the compilers.

The techniques employed to accomplish this MIL-STD-1589B development
were: 1) Modify the J73/I compiler to compile JOVIAL J73 (MIL-STD-1589A)
programs on the DECsystem-10; 2) Add code generators for the MIL-STD-1750
and MIL-STD-1750A hardware; 3) Re-host from the DECsystem-10 to an IBM 370
with IBM, 1750, 1750A code generators, and 4) Upgrade the MIL-STD-1589A
compiler to the MIL-STD-1589B version.

The IBM 370 re-host was done by AFWAL at the request of RADC to serve
as an interim or backup compiler to the RADC contracted JOCIT effort. The

IBM re-host retained the same high level of efficiency and maturity as the
DEC-10 version.

J73 Applications

The JOVIAL J73 compiler is presently being used in the Avionics Labora-
tory by the System Integration Branch, AAAS (formerly known as DAIS). It is
being used in converting support software, the Avionics Executive
and Mission Software, from JOVIAL J73/I to JOVIAL J73 on the DECsystem-10
and 1750 hardware. The compiler has also been used in a number of other
Avionics Laboratory software development projects such as development of the
ALINKS 1750A Linker (TRW) and the JOVIAL Interactive Debugger (TRW).

Other Air Force agencies have used the compiler to develop software sys-
tems such as the Programming Support Library, Code Auditor and the JOVIAL
Automatic Verification System.

The Avionics Laboratory has distributed the compiler to approximately 63
outside agencies. It is currently being used throughout DOD by developers
of JOVIAL software. Some of the larger Air Force programs using the compiler
are LANTIRN, F-16 and the KC-135 Update Program.

This product is currently the only available MIL-STD-1589B JOVIAL com-
piler and is being used as a baseline for a number of other JOVIAL compiler/
code generator developments. Code generators for the Z80002, T1990 and
T19900 series have been developed and the INTEL 8086/8087 Code Generator
(IBM 370 host) is being developed using this compiler. The J73 compiler is
also being re-hosted on a VAX 11/780 by the Embedded Computer Standardization
Program Office (ECSPO). Because of its wide distribution and use, it is
expected that other developments will evolve from this baseline.
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Compiler Hosts/Targets/Features

The compiler is hosted on the DECsystem-10 and targeted for the DEC-10,
MIL-STD-1750, MIL-STD-1750A, AN/AYK-15, and the DELCO M362F MAGIC computer.
The average CPU memory required on the DEC-10 for the compiler is approxi-
mately 75K words and the average compilation speed is approximately 2400
lines/minute and 1100 statements/minute.

The other host is the IBM 370 system. It is targeted for the IBM 370,
MIL-STD-1750 and MIL-STD-1750A hardware. The average CPU memory required on
the IBM 370 is approximately 500K bytes and the average compilation speed is
approximately 2100 lines/minute and 1000 statements/minute.

- Compiler Inputs

The compiler supports multiple COMPOOL input files as defined by the
language specification.

The compiler supports multiple COPY files under the DEC-10 operating
system and the IBM operating system.

The compiler processes multiple source programs with a single compiler
invocation. For each input source program, a separate object module is
produced.

Compiler Outputs

The compiler produces object modules in the formats defined by the
DEC-10 operating system, the DEC-10 JOVIAL Interactive Debugger (JID), the
IBM 370 operating system, the AN/AYK-15, DELCO M362F, 1750 and 1750A linkage
editors. On option, (grammar checking mode), the object module is not pro-
duced.

For a COMPOOL compilation, the compiler produces a COMPOOL output file
in a format suitable for subsequent use by the compiler as a COMPOOL input
file.

All compiler listable outputs include on each page the version number of
the compiler, the time and date of compilation, and the page number.

The compiler produces a source program listing interspersed with diagnos-
tic messages for errors discovered during the compilation. A narrative of
the error is given along with the severity level, error number, and point of
occurrence. Each line of the source program has appended to it in the source

* listing, the statement number of the lowest numbered statement which appears
on the line. Statement numbering beings at 1. Statements are delimited by
semicolon and END.

The source listing can be printed in well structured form with statements
that appear at the same BEGIN END level starting in the same column in the
listing.

" . . . . . . . . . ,'.



The compiler can produce an edited object code listing containing both
octal (or hex, if applicable) and symbolic form for each machine language
instruction produced. The first instruction produced for a statement includes
in the object code listing the source program statement number from which the

instruction was produced. For the IBM 370, an option exists to provide an
assembly module which can actually be assembled by the IBM assembler to pro-
duce relocatable object code, which can be linked and executed.

The compiler produces a set/used listing containing an entry for each
name referred to in the program. Entries are sorted by name. Printed with
each name is the following:

K'. 1. An indication of the type of the named entry (e.g., label, table)

2. An indication of the scope of definition of the named entity

3. The relative location assigned to the named entity by the compiler

4. The arithmetic type (e.g., integer, character) of the named entity,
if applicable.

5. The bit displacement within a word of the named entity, if applicable

6. The size of the named entity, if applicable

7. The sequence number of the source statement in which the named

entity is declared

8. The number of each statement which refers to the named entity

9. For references to variables, an indication that the variables are
set or used

A source program statistics suinary can be produced. The statistics
summary includes the number of occurrences in the source program of the fol-
lowing language forms: Characters, lines, symbols, declarations (by declar-
ation type), statements (by statement type), and comments.

The DEC-10 hosted compiler produces a JOVIAL Interactive Debugger Symbol
Table, Name Table, Breakpoint Space and other software features needed by the

0 JOVIAL Interactive Debugger (JID). (See Oct 81 Newsletter). JID provides a
capability for debugging at the JOVIAL high order language level. JID is
available for the DEC-10 host and target only.

Current Status and Future Plans

0 The MIL-STD-1589B versions (J73/1 source) have been formally validated
* on both the DEC-10 and IBM 370 hosts for all targets.

The source code for the DEC-10 hosted compiler with DEC, 1750, 1750A and
AN/AYK-15 code generators hias been translated .Erom J173/1 to J173. An initial
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version of this compiler has been released to ASD/AXS. The compiler and all
code generators have been formally validated by the Language Control Facility.

The IBM hosted compiler with IBM, 1750 and 1750A code generators has also
been translated from J73/I to J73. Final integration and testing was completed
in Apr 82.

Distribution of the compilers has been transitioned from AFWAL/AAAF to the
Aeronautical Systems Division, ECSPO (ASD/AXS). ASD/AXS will also assume con-
figuration control and maintenance of the compilers from AFWAL/AAAF in
mid-FY82. Further information regarding configuration management planning,
problem reporting and compiler enhancements can be obtained by contacting
ASD/AXS.

0
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